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CF.APTER 5 

5.1 The Social Structuring of the Cultural Concept 

It may seem a para :lox perhap·a, to bring into "anti thesis" the 

social and the cultural. If society is considered as a coherent 

but internally divided social "organism", it appears as a system 

of social phenomena such as relations. institutions, material-

spiritual elements etc •• Looking at the structure of this system, 

the relationships between its elements and the main regularities of 

its development, the next point to consi±er is not only the inter-

action between them, but why they are linked. Is culture~something 

external to society? Evidently it is not. Culture exists in 

society, so that there has never been any culture outside of society• 

1 
that is before and without men. 

-
As form cannot be separated from 

content, with respect to actual sets of relationships between com-

ponents, any approach to culture presupposes the existence of an 

order which is to be discovered or read into the phenomena. Order, 

here meaning a system whose properties can be considered in terms of 

a constant set of related propositions - itself defined when the 

rules which generate it are stated. Thus, cultures are seen as 

logical mechanisms for red~cing natural randomness. Unexpected 

events occur which have to be faced, defined, integrated, within 

each society's characteristic structural elements an1 every social 

formation. In effect actual solutions vary from society to society, 

but because the cultural mechanism is an essential and universal 

feature of mankind, it remains constant. The assumption that 

societies exist to perpetuate themselves implies teleology; obviously 
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it slso implies a concept of dynamic permanence. What is the "frame-

work" within which things can change without shs ttering the society 

that strives to perpetuate its identity despite natural, political 

or other events? In order to sort out the diversity of structural 

elements at least two aspects in the analysis of society should be 

accentuated. First, there is the approach to society. to social 

formation as an objective system of diverse social institutions and 

various interrelated aspects of social life. In analysing the 

structure of a formation, the elements brought out in addition to 

2 
production, base and superstructure as a whole, are conditions of 

life, family, language, social organization like institutions, rules, 

norms, customs, beliefs etc.. Second, it is an approach to society 

as a product of men's interaction, as an aggregation of relations 

between men as a result of their activity. Among the structural 

elements brought out here, are historical entities of people, classes, 

occupations, social groups and their relationships in general. In 

actual life, these two aspects of social st~~cture intersect with 

each other and do not exist apart from each other. 

We have seen that the structural analysis of systems (i.e. the 

analysis of the structural, coexistential laws ~hich govern them) 

forms part .of the Uarxist conception of historicism as complementary 

to the analysis of the dynamic aspects of systems (i.e. the analysis 

of the dynamic laws) with the proviso that, in accor~ance with the 

theory of dialectics, the starting point is that of dynamics and 

laws, and the state of a rel~tive rest of the system to be investigated 

by the structural laws, is a product of dynamic changes. 3 

In most description and analysis, culture ani society are 

expressed in an habitual past tense. The strongest barrier to the 
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recognition of the human cultural activity is this immediate and 

regular conversion of experience into finished products. What is 

defensible as a procedure in conscious history, where on certain 

assumptions many actions can be definitively taken as having ended, 

is habitually projected, not only into the always moving substance 

of the past, but into contemporary life, in which relationships, 

institutions and formations in which people are still actively involved 

are converted, by this procedural mode, into formed wholes rather 

than forming ~nd formative processes. 4 Analysis is then centred on 

relations between these produced institutions, formations and 

experiences, in a way that, only the fixed explicit terms (or forms) 

exist and living presence is always, by definition, receding. If 

the social is always past, in the sense that it is always formed, we 

have indeed to find other terms for the undeniable experience of the 

present, not only the temporal present, the realization of this and 

this instant, but the specificity of present being. the inalienably 

physical, within which we may discern and acknowledge institutions. 

formations, positions, but not ?.lways as fixed products, defining 

products. And then if the social is the fixed and explicit, it is 

impossible to think of any cultural pattern which can in the literal 

sense of the word, be referred to society as such. There are no 

facts of political organization or family life or religious belief 

or magica~ procedure or technology or aesthetic endeavour which are 

conterminous with society or with any mechanically defined segment 

of society. Conterminous in the sense th~t although coexisting, 

their intrinsic connection becomes critical when we contrast stages 

of technological rJ.evelopment with that of "ethical" development in 

the broadest sense of the word. 
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~ethodologically, since historical societies5 occupy a space 

in time and location, it is unrealistic to imagine that any of 

their main properties can escape external influence. Events are 

patterned in space ani time a~d have an impact upon their surroun1ings. 

On the other h~nd, moiifications may be effected from within; but 

it is unlikely that institutions or cultures can be abstracted from 

their social and physical setting to such an extent that their main 

transformations can be put down to purely internal processes. It 

follows that the sources of transformations of societies can never 

be located wholly ~ithin a particular (physical say) unit, because 

that unit is at the ~arne time the product of other (historical) units 

. 6 
and their env1ronments. Practical consciousness is almost always 

different from "official" consciousness, anrl this is not only a 

matter of relative freedom or control. For practical consciousness 

is what is actually beine lived, ani not only what is thought is being 

lived. Yet the actual alternative to the received and produced 

fixed forms is not silence; not the absence, the unconscious, which 

bourgeois culture has mythicized. It is a kind of feeling and 

thinking and experiencing which is indeed social ani material, out 

in a "proto-phase" before it can become fully articulate end 

defined. And its relations with the already articulate and defined 

are then exceptionally complex. 7 This process can be directly 

observed in the history of material production and reproduction, 

social life, cultural activities and needs. 

It is no longer possible to accept Pareto's assumptions that 

coc:u:Juni ties or societies ere systerus or inEti tutions seekir.g stable 

equilibrium in en unchanging environment. Kvolution to~ay refers 

to the partially integratei s~i c~ntinunuzly ~hansin[ c"nfigurations 
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of interacting social, psychological, physiological and environmental 

variables that join with cultural elements to form the system of a 

-community, group etc. 

It is clear tr.at a trend towar~s spatial concentration of 

culture - and culture change - is a feature of most statements, 

descriptions and conceptualizations of culture expressed mostly 

through the"cultural traits'' of an area which persist through time. 

This trend howeveris restrictive in tte sense that it provides a 

picture of regional / local 11 Culture" which is static an1 formulated 

under certain environmental comp~exes. But the differences which 

appear in successive periods during the development of culture in 

any locality entail not only increasing complexity or quantitatively 

new patterns but also qualitatively new patterns. With the above 

?arson ian 8 non-mea sur em en t. of cultural activity- people wi ti:.in e. 

society ere becoming victims of ''social/ 1engineering" 9 statistical 

losers with all the i~plications that flow from this. This is a 

cultural determinism in e more than purely causal sense. The 

classification is cultural and so are the units re~uiring explanstion. 

The scheoe is one of cultural categories arranged in a hierarchy. to 

which concrete examples are selectively fitted accor1ing to a 

"single" cultural criterion. (Tables 9. 10. 11) Another aspect of' 

this approach - although at a different order of problems - is to 

be found in Diener's (1980) paper, in which . l:e argues tr.a t 

"functional-ecological models featuring stability assumptions may 

. 
often be useful" at a certain level of community because "local 

ecosystem generally show stability". Lewontin as well conter.ds tbat 

''equilibria annihilate history'' by seizing on a few variables that 

change quantitatively over time to orie~t a system towards e 



Menghin 
l... - - -

Strivings 

Fulfilled by 

Boas 

Aspects of Culture 
Relations of: 

1~urdock 

l 

Subsistence 

~.~a terial culture 

Man to Nature 

2 

Recognition 

Social culture 

Uan to Uan 

Culture compose1 of: Techniques 
Relating society 
to nature 

(social) 
relationships 

Weber 

1.:aciver 

Thurwald 

Kroeber 

Kluckhohn 

Civilizational 
Process, science 
technology 

Techncloeical 
order, including 
economics, 
govern~ent viz •. 
apparatus of 
living 

Civilization 
Technology, 
knc'·'ledge 
dexterity, skills 
Accumulative, its 
sequence in 
progress 

Reality Culture 

Social process 
including 
economics, 
government 

Social order 

Gessel
lungsleben 

(Social 
culture) 

Usn's relation to Inner pre-
Nature dispositions 
Time dimensions Personality 
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3 

In sight 

Geistige Kultur 

Subjective 
Aspects (intelle
ctual, emotional) 
including actions 
volutions etc. 

Ideas (patterned 
verbal and sub
verbal habits. 
Knowledge (includ
ing technology) 
beliefs etc. 

Cultural movements 
Religion, 
Philosophy, Arts 

Cultural order 
Religion, 
philosophy, arts 
tradition viz., 
1-::od es of living 

Culture Bound 
to societies 
perishable. Uses 
civilizations as 
means 

Value culture 
includes pure 
science 

Uodali ty of 
Relationships 
(1!an' s relation 
to other t:en 

Table 9: A tabulation of the "principal instances" of t!:e three-

fold segmentation of culture, an'i its emplo;yment, illustrating 

/continued •••• 
I 
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Table 9 (continued) 

the substantial uniformity of autho ar cone ept ions, despite 

differences of terms used and minor variations of what is 

included in each category. 

1 relations of man to nature 

2 more or less fixed interrelations of men 

3 subjective aspects (ideas, attitudes, actions etc.) 

We must note that the terms social inheritance or tradition 

put the emphasis on how culture is acquired rather than on 

what it tonsists of. 

(' revised from Kroeber-Kluckhohn 1952) 



Pre-1920 definition 

Tylor 1871 

Ward 1903 

Small 1905 

Ostwald 1907 

" 1915 

Wissler 1916 

First post-1920 definition 

Wissler 1920 

Park-Burgess, Sapir 1921 

Sapir 1921 

Eart-Pantzer 1925 

Summer-Keller 1927 

Viilley 1927 

Wissler 1929 

"Willey 1929 

Tozzer (pre-1930) 

Beginning after 1930 

Roheim 1934 

Carver 1935 

Schmidt, Blumenthal 1937 

Beginning ·after 1940 

Blumenthal 1941 

Miller-Jollard 

Bain 1942 

Emphasis on 

Enuruera ti ve 

Ideas 

A:ijustment 

Residual 
II 

Learning and Ideas 

Emphasis on 

Enumeration 

Tradition, Heritage 

Incomplete (general) 

Learning 

Adjustment 

Product 

Rule, Vvay 

'Patterning 

Habit 

Emphasis on 

Purely Psychological 

Ideas and Behaviour 

Ideas 

~mphasis on 

Residual 

Learning 

Symbols 

389 

Table 10: Note that half a dozen of the authors involvei in the above 

continuity eviiently in part influenced one another (in 

part responding to the times). The case of Tylor as a 

precur~or is special, and his influence is traceable to as 

lf!te as Kroeber. Herskovite an:i 'rhurwald. 

(revised from Kroeber-Kluckhohn. 1952) 
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Group reference (social etc.) 23 

Historical product (heritage, 
tradition etc.) 18 

Totality 16 

Behaviour (acts etc.) 12 

Non-genetic transmission 11 

Patterned (system, organized etc.) 11 

Adjustive-adaptive 10 

Ideas 8 

Carriers of culture (in1ividuals, persons 
etc.) 7 

Group product 5 

Values and ideals 4 

Learning 3 

Way or mode 3 

The same elements entering into definitions of 1941-50 period gives: 

Group reference 

Behaviour 

Non-genetic 

Way or mode 

Patterned 

Adjustive-adaptive 

Carriers of Culture 

Learning 

Totality 

Historical product 

Ideas 

Group product 

Values and ideals 

43 

35 

32 

26 

24 

23 

22 

22 

15 
13 

13 

12 

Table 11: •• indicates the rank order of conceptual elements of 

culture from the point of view of entrance into definitions 

in any explicit form rather than from the exclusive point 

of view of emphasis. Note that historical dimension drops 

to tenths in the 1941-50 period, totality as well. The two 

most striking shifts are with respect to learning and way of 

mode (emphasis upon indivijual psychological learning) 

(revised from Kroeber-Kluckhohn l4S2) 
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,-

stationary or moving equilibriuru point. Under_ such circumstances, 

the historical context becomes of course irre.l,eva·nt. ~ven so, and 

- given certain hisyorical circumstances the use of iynamic-stability 

models "may" be justifie-d - but not if they are arbitrarily assumed 

applicable out of a priori preference. As O•Laughlin (1975) points 

out: "Equilibrium mo1els, presuppose inherent atomistic tendencies 

in all sociocultural systems and are then proposed to solve the 

Pobbesian problem of social order. But humans become individuated 

only in society. Ani she continues, "societies can reproiuce them-

selves continually despite conf-J.ic t ·ani contradictions. Since one 

c~nnot assume that any movement out of equilibrium annihilates the 

system, explanations of social facts th2t rest on the maintenance of 

functional integration provi:ie no explanation at all." Rather it is 

necessary to orient methods of analysis to the ''totality of socio

cultural relations." 9 

Tracing out tte relations between people determined by their 

place concerning control of the means of production and of 

repro:iuction in social totality, allo·Ns methoiologically, t.re ascertaining 

of those groups or populations that should be the units of analysis. The 

suitability of "local systems" of the community level as units of 

analysis should tnerefore follow from this more inclusive inquiry 

rather than be assumed a priori; purported "local systems" stability 

can only be a matter for "historicist'', empirical determination.
10 

Diener senses this tiifficulty wheY! he states that "local systems" 

are in gooi adjustment with the local habitat ''given the constraints 

of the social fieltl." Of course soci~l-fielrl factnrs may be so 

"restrictive" tb:t such atijustmente may not prove to be very good 

in any absolute sense. ~~is network of reletions arises out of the 
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fact that human beings must adjust to other human beings as well 

as to impersonal forces and objects. To some extent these adjust-

mente are implemented and limited only by the presence or absence 

of other human beings. Insofar as the human environment of action 

does not go beyond "inevi tables" of the interaction of human beings 

with each other, it may be called "the social environment". 11 It 

is imperative however to isolate a fourth dimension (the culturalY 

before we can aiequately deal with the total environment of human 

action, which can take place in a variety of ways so far as the 

limitations and facilitations of th~ biological ~nd impersonal environ-

mental con1itions ere concerne1. The above considerations by 

Kluc.khohn seem to be~cceptable at a general level of reference. But 

he continues: "some human interactions, indeed, do seem to be 

subject only to the constraints applied by the field of b~ological 

and physical forces. Such interactions may be designated as social 

without further qualification. 

'f{le have to· deal he~ witt a direct "anti-social" one-sided 

reflexivity so familiar in the arguments of anthropologists even 

to-day, of humP.n ecologists like Vayda ani Rappaport (1968) or of 

sociobiologists (vliison 1975):
12 

culture-as-adaptation becomes a 

passive adjustmer.t to environmental parameters not an active inter-

vention in and changing of the environment. Eowe~er. observation of 

human groupe makes.itcertain that their acts are not a consequence 

simply of physical/biological potentialities. If tte latter was the 

case, these variations an1 complexity ~ould be random. The 

variations, differences. similarities etc •. ·•1ithin different human 

groups w1:ich hAve some historical 'continuity tend, beyond all possible 

doubt, to cluster arou~i certnin norllis. Often then the social and 
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cultural are intermingled. However, some social acts are not 

culturally patterned. The point is that if we postulate that all 

hu~an behaviour must be in some sense adaptive we must posit social 

collectivities ae the reference of some behaviour systems. for these 

cannot be explained as "meeting needs" biological or psychological 

of human organisms. Culture like society is an emergent with 

properties not altogether derivable from a summation of the facts 

(or parts of their content), because culture itself may be altered 

by social or the inverse. Communities, groups, individuals con

tinuously interacting toge.ther, produce something "new" which is 

resultant not merely of previously existing cultural patterns and a 

given impersonal environmental situation but als0 the "plain" fact 

of their interaction. As Wissler (1916) argues: II when we are 

dealing with phenomena that belong to original nature, we are quite 

right in using psychological or biological methods, but the moment 

we step over into cultural phenomena we must recognize its historical 

nature •••• All the knowledge of the mechanism of association in the 

world will not tell us "rhy any psrticular association is made by a 

particular individual, will not explain the invention of the bow! 

the origin of exogamy, or of any other trait of culture except in 

terms that are equally applicable t::> all." 

This is where analysis of traits has to be extended to the 

analysis of forrnA.tions. The complex and variable structure of those 

cultural formations which have not always direct or exclusive or 

manifest institutional realization is especially important. The 

insertion of economic determinations into cultural studies 

is of course the special contribution of Marxism, and there are ti~es 

when its simple insertion is A.n eviient aivance. A Uarxist cultural 
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approach is then recognizable, in its simplest outlines, in studies 

of different types of institutions and formation in cultural 

production and distribution and in the linking of these within the 

whole social material processes. Thus, distribution and consumption 

for example, are not limited to their technical definition and 

function but connected specifically, to modes of production and then 

interpreted as the active formation of social totalities and of the 

characteristic social relations, including economic relations, within 

which particular forms of cultural activity are in practice carried 

out. 13 In cultural production the true range is from information and 

description, or naming and in1ication, to embodiment and performance! 

"praxis", human action and practice. Now, on an anl3lytical basis it 

is possible to see emerging out of the study as a whole a division 

into temporarily isolated, discrete elements. 14 Indeed, in many cases, 

while the manifest social content is evident in one way in 

institutions, for~ations and material production, and in another way 

in forms which relate to specific selection of issues, and specifically 

reproduced content, an equally important and sometimes more fundamental 

content can be found in the basic social means - historically variable 

and always active social forms of language, religion, art or artifacts 

for example - on which ultimately, the more manifest social elements 

can be seen to depend. But the fundamental principle of culture is 

the complex unity of the "elements" thus listed or separated and the 

most basic question is the analysis of the interrelationships within 

this complex unity. 

Specific methods of analysis will vary, of course, in different 

ereas of cultural action, since their structure /must be identified. 
:1 

in terms of their relationships to particular, collective social 
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practices. Cultural practice thus, involves the way people act. 

The actions of manufacture, use and nature of material objects 

constitute the "hard data" of culture, generated through an implicit 

process of interactive behaviour. The next point is that culture is 

not inherent in technology. It is the relationship between techno-

logical objects and the people who made and used them. It is a 

pattern of significance which these objects have, not the objects 

thernselve,s. In fact, at a more specific level of analysis we can 

speak separately about the cultural factors which produced the objects 

and the "non-cultural" factors ,.,hich are inherent in the objects, 

(that is, special types of material such as metals, stone, wood,. 

bone etc.). This range then of the variable relationships in cultural 

forms and changes take on a different aspect when we add a historical 

dimension. It cannot be assumed that, even allowing for the corn-

plexities, a more advanced stage of technology would inevitably lead 

at a "higher" cultural level, and better life conditions, even if it 

would bring for example larger~scale production at certain sites; X --
or that a gro .... .ring population, encouraging perhaps such lArger scale 

production would involve positive cultural praxis. For, within a 

historical approach, we can ''learn" to see the relation of any cultural 

work to what is usually called a "sign-$'ystem", itself a specific 

structure of social relationships: Internally, in that the signs 

depend on, were formed in, relationships; externally, in that the 

system depends on, is formed in. the institutions which activate it 

(and which are then at once cultural and social end economic), in 

that a "sign-system" properly understood, is at once a specific 

cultural technology anJ a specific form of practical ~onsciousness; 

those apparently diverse elements which ere in fact unified in the 
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material social process. 15 It is in this dimension, from which no 

aspect of a process is excluded and in which the active and formative 

relationships, right through to the "products" are specifically and 

structurally connected; it could be expected to operate by eliminat-

ing or restricting some of the already existing cultural trenis, 

assimilating new, transforming others within collectively structure~ 

human social instances. 

I di 't' t d'.<'f' lt' . , f' . l 16 . l n a , 1 10n o , 1' 1cu 1es 1n ._.e 1n1ng cu ture. soc1a 

scientists have not consistently distinguished between culture and 

society. ?or example, the enduring debate between the priority of 

cultural or structural variables must be questioned. For if elements 

of culture, i.e. ideas/can only be understood in terms of non-
. ' 

ideational aspects of social organization, and if social structure 

cannot be defined apart from culture 1 they cannot be thought of as 

discrete phenomena. It is therefore, impossible to establish the 

causal priority of one over the other, for they are really not two 

different things. The concept of social praxis shows that culture 

is not simply a mental phenomenon since what we believe can only be 

characterized in light of various structural facts. and that structure 

is not independent of the ideas of social actions. To the question: 

how can we tell whether an evolutionary-cultural sequence obtained by 

means of some form of the comparative method actually represents 

historical realit~ the ans~er must be: by comparing it with historical 

reality. It is Wolf's (1959) definition which seems most helpful in 

this respect summarizing the point of view adopted here: "By culture 

I mean the historically developed forms through which the members of 

e given society relate to each other. By society I mean the element 

of action, of humnn manouvre within the field providei by cultural 

I 
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forms, human manouvre which aims either at preservinff a given 

balance of life chances an1 life risks or at changing it." Later V.intz 

(1970) building up upon this distinction, calls culture a resource 

or historically available alternatives or forms and he calls society 

an arena or the societal circumstances or settings within which these 

forms may be employed. The crux of this distinction is that culture 

is used, not merely accepted as it is. As l.:intz (1973) writes_
1 

"blind custom" is neither blind nor customary. A plurality of 

individuals in more or less continuous interaction produces something 

"new" which is a product of that interaction (at an inter-intra level) 

and not merely a perpetuation of pre-existing cultural patterns. To 

say that the social processes are structured an1 constitute a whole 

is not to say that they are fully articulated and systemic - in the 

sense that they are irreducible and eternal. A sociocultural system 

is an adaptive steady state and should not underffo systemic change, 

unless its extra systemic environ~ent changes. To say this . ...- is not ..... I 

to say that a steady state is a thing of consensus and conformity, 

either within the sociocultural system ~e are concerned with, or 

between it an:i its environment. The "adaptive" stability may consist 

of many things which emically viewed are in conflict, deviant and so 

forth. To say this is to say that because the parts of a system are 

interrelated in various and complex ways, no one part can be altere:i 

without effecting changes in other parts of the system. Thus the 

cumulative effect of many deviation-counteracting devices being 

triggered tends to offset and counter~and the change. ~arx's thought ~ 

gives an important advantage over other advocates of the inter-

penetration of such features with social context, for he describes 

society in terms of features of social organization that cannot be 
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found in the cultural beliefs of social participants only. Indeed, 

he shows I that it is impossible to properly unrierstand "culture" in 

society, apart from an understanding of the system of collective 

practices to which they 2re tieri. Hence, explanation cannot be 

confined to a hermeneutic approach. For we must identify elements 

of social organization independently of common-sense beliefs, and 

these must be interpreted in terms of factors that transcend cultural 

elements. 

In survey research, these essential aspects of the background 

are typically assume1 rather than analyeed in their own right, and 

often little or no information is gathered on how the subjects conduct 

their lives. Despite the a~pearance of hari science. survey research 

often relies on common-sense intuitions as a Rubstitute for essential 

information at crucial junctures. 

This last point about survey research, namely its lack of 

theoretical grasp of a social context, bears equally well on many 

expressions of subjectivism. Pajor advocates of this perspective, 

most notably symbolic interactionists and ethnomethoiologists, confine 

analysis to microsystems and, like many objectivists, make no effort 

to reach a theoretical grasp of the larger context. The aim of 

subjectivism is to understand the actions and beliefs of social 

members, but this program is executed in a theoretical vacuum. For 

both objectivism and subjectivism the source of ttis a-theoretical 

tendency is the same: neither perspective recognizes the need to 

develop a theory of social order, because both consi1er meaning to 

be a property of iniividu~l consciousness. We will iiscuss in a 

subsequent section how Varx shoTs ttat a theoretical grasp of the 

larger social context is iniispensaole to unierstaniing cultural 
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behaviour. The key to this, again, is the rejection of the dualist 

premise shared by objectivism ani subjectivism. This inability to 

root culture in social organization stems from dualism, for in this 

view ideas (ani praxis) are portraye:i as elements of "indivi·iual'' 

consciousness, and are disconnecte1 from their relations ~ith 

collective practices. 17 ~arx acknowledges that an indiviiual can 

produce privately, i.e.! for his own consumption. But only a socialized 

person who has internalized, one might say, tte responses of others, 

and ~ho can thus be both a producer and a consumer can produce in a 

truly humsn fashion. Thus, even when done privately. human production 

has a social aspect. It is important to remember that l~arx's use of 

the term production ·is extremely broad. As indicate-:1 in chapter 1, ')( 
I 

he conceives of social process and history as particular modes of 

production. For Marx the term production means action. Thus, when 

he emphasizes the social nature of production, he is effectively 

a,pproaching a conception of the social n.gture of action in general. 

The implication of this is that given forms of production are only 

possible in the context of the appropriate sociocultur9l relationships. 

It would be difficult then to disentangle the economic substructure 

from the various elements of superstructure, to speak of any of these 

variables independently of norms, values and tradition. These 

aspects of structure are inseparable from the "structures" that 

18 Blau seeks to define "objectively''. Status and kinship systems 

for example are inseparable from culturally prescribed ways of treating 

others. For social structure does not exist apart from the beliefs 

and actions of social members. Even technology, must be usej by 

conscious social actors end thus wediated through a set of social 

definitions in order to bt:: ~ocially effective. It was, incidentally, 
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fully apparent to Varx, that the human use of machines (tools, 

artifacts etc.) and not the machines ttemselves, is the proper focus 

f . 1 . f . lg 20 o socu1 sc1enti ic understanding. ' Blau an-i Durkheim' s concept 

of social structure conceive1 as separated from culture and aggregates 

of data, conceived externally and quanti ta ti vely, ra isl~the question X: 

of' whether the "mere association•· of these "variables" truly provides 

a satisfactory explanation of a ''phenomenon'' in a sociocultural 

system. Important questions can be raised as well as to the nature 

of the relationships between ideas in societJ and the idea of society. 

Marx, on the other hand, did not mean the distinction between sub-

structures and superstructures to merk e dichotomy of material and 

ideal factors with tte former exercising causal control over the 

latter. For example in discussing the relationship between a form 

of production and legal relations, forms of government etc., ¥arx 

castigates bourgeois ttought for tte tendency to see only an accidental 

reflective connection in what constitutes en organic union.
21 

Thus, 

concerning Pleistocene we know that sociocultural systems had to make 

numerous adaptations in response to changing climates. To explain 

the cultural "adaptations'', however. one can take the climatic 

variations as "given" just as a palaeoclimatologist concerned to 

explain the Pleistocene climatic system can take the geological m~ntle 

system as a given. Relating these factors then, the point is to 

explain the complex interreletions within and between the socio-

cultural s~steru and its relevant environment. Since man makes a 

world_that in turn makes tim, in the study of human products we 

encounter both tho expression ani the ~ubstructure of humen nature. 

Thus a concept of culture emerge fro~ a ~ialectical interaction between 

tl:e social subject an~l t}:e object. 
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5.2 The Ouality of Culture 

The ''inability'' to grasp the relationship between :iialec tical 

and historical materialism~ to unierstand tte way in which culture 

expresses itself in social terms, has created greet confusion over 

tte question of basis and superstructure, and nowhere is this 

confusion more clearly seen ttan over those letters which "F:ngels 

wrote towards the end of his life in which he sought to clarify the 

mAterialist conception of history. 22 Just as the eiverseries of 

Varxi~m have construed ~arxism a~ a mechanical rat~er than dialectical, 

so too, unfortunately, r:ave some of i·ts "friends".> and in a letter to 

Schmidt23 Fngels warned against th11se for whom historical materialism 

serves "as an e.xcuse for not studying history''J in .the arid, one-sided 

belief that because the economy is t:ltimately d~isive in determining 

the course of history, then the superstructu!e can have no causal 

. role to play o ( T!le "fatuous noti~n'' as Engels describes it, that 

\ 

"because •.•:e deny an indepenient historical development to the various 

ideologidal spheres which play a part in history, we elso deny them 

any effect upon history. ··' 4) F.ngels conceded both in his letter to 

Schmidt 25 ani his letter to Uehrine
26 

that he end Karx, in their 

general exposition of historical materialism,hai been chiefly concerned 

in stressing against those who denied it, the overriding importance 

of economic forces. This emphasis had resulted in a certain neglect 

of form for content; the principle hen been stresse1 ratter than 

the difficulties and complexities which are inevitably involve1 in 

the "concrete analysis of con~rete conii tions." In other v•ords, to 

really unierstan~ historical materiAlism ani the plAce cf ~ulture 
27 

we must look not merely to tte general t~eory. but ho- it ~nrke out 

in pre c tic e • 



Inasmuch as production is only possible because the world has 

a material reality independ..ent of human production, this objective 

independence i-s an ~ssential precondition for all human activity. 

When men produce, they do in fact practically abstract objects, sticks 

and stonee. plants and animals. from their natural ffilrroun1ings. and 

it is only th~s practical abstraction in material reality which enables 

theoretical images of the abstract objects to develop in the mind-

ideal abstraction which reflect in one way or another this activity 

in the real ~orl1. 

The problem emerges clearly in Pet~vic•s28 critique of historical 

materialism wh~re he ar~ues - some~hat more broadly than Schmidt or 

Ltlkacs- that man's essence as tool-maker relates only to the period 

of civilization. After all, he se~s, Marx in tis exposition of 

-historical materialism, in the Preface, refers to legal and political 

superstructures in his analysis end. he obviously cannot mean that 

these, for example, existed in primitive societies or will continue 

to exist in the classless society of the future. The state and its 

laws are lim~ted to those historical epochs in which private property, 

the divis~on of labour Pni the production of commoiities_predominate, 

ani if the phenomenal forms of the superstructure ~hich Earx mentions 

are transient. why shouldn't the entire analysis on basis and super-

structure be similarly transient, and exclude from its point of 

reference man's earliest societies, along witt those (primitive) 

existing or those ~hich s~e to come? In feet, claims Petrovic, these 

limitations on the scope of historical· materialism were accepted not 

merely by Y.arx, but even. on occasions, by F.ngels himself: an1 he 

proceeds to argue tt.at in the ''Origin of the Family, Priv?.te Property 

and the State", Bngels actually endorse~ the vie"\';' tl:at under 



primitive coniitions biological factors predominated over material 

ones. In fact, ~ngels' ~or~s could be taken to imply that there is 

a dualism of tl:e socio-cultural ani the sexual. an1 that sexual 

relations have a social significance independent of the mode of 

production. Petrovic argues (along with others as we have seen in 

previous sections) ttat Engels allows for a biological determinism 

in primitive communism, so that only un'1er civilization the historical 

materialism proper fully apply (It is pertaps worth noting that 

, 
Engels "inexactitude" is not ~pacifically 

1 
, 'limited to primitive 

society and it is itself intended universally). After the passage 

shown in !'Tote 29, ~ngel~ remarks: "the less the development of 

labour, and the more limited the volume of production and, therefore, 

the wealth of society, the more preponderatingly does the social order 

appear to be do:r.inated by ties of sex." In other words, the importance 

of sex (and kinship) ties in primitive society is the product not of 

biology, but of material production, en~ the domination of sexual 

considerations is an appearance occasioned by the limited volume of 

production and the low development of human labour. Indeed even if 

primitive peoples imagine that it is the sacred ties of the gens 

which ultimately matter, there is no reason ~hy ~e should accept these 

historically inevitable but not necessarily adequate reflection of 

certain realities, as the truth of the matter. That is why when 

Engels describes, for example, the transition from mother right to 

father right, which occured in the "early period of barbarism", he 

makes it perfectly clear that this transformation in family structure 

was brought about by an accumulation of property which gave men a 

more important status in the family than women. It has nothing to 

do with sexugl reproduction as such, but only with woman's role as 



child-bearer as it is affecte1 on the changing relations of material 

production. As long as the extremely primitive economy nf hunting 

and foori-gatr.ering societie's continued, the household production 

of women remained crucial end enabled-wo~en·to retain equal social 

relations that Jisappeared under a "new" productive system (agri-

culture-domestication) and new economic relations and conceptions 
~ 

created within it. 

According to Kersch, 30 any attempt to Ustinguish between 

objective reality and the world of irieas must lead to a metaphysical 

dualism which can only ~ndermine the dialectical unity whic~ exists 

between theory an:i practice, consciousness and being. A similar 

~ 31 stance is taker. by Lefebvre, Petrovic, and ..wukacs. The lat,ter 

says: "in the theory of reflection we find the theoretical embodi-
- -, 

ment of the duality of thought and existence. ~onsciousness and 

reality, that is so intractable to the reified consciousness. And 

from this point of view it is immaterial ~hether things are to be 
I 

regarded as reflections of concept of whether concepts are reflections 

of things. In bot}: cases the duality is finally established." ':'That 

' 
is the validity of the criticiSm.':- It is not positivistic to imply 

that consciousness on the one hand and realit~ on the other inhabit 

separate '-'"orlds'r It is, if it is not also pointed out tbet the 

difference between consciousness ard ·being in no way excludes their 

unity, that the same world of metter exists of necessity in an 

infinity of quali ta ti vely different forms. 

We have then something which is linked with the rest of the 

m~terial world anri at the se~e time, as a specific form of m~tter, 

has componerts of its own. ~a~h of these forms is related in the 

sense thet they are all ultim~tely material; but if they are united, 



they are also qualitatively 1istinct, for each constitutes matter 

at a different stage in its process of evolution. Each sort of 

activity, in other words, is material, but it is a "matter which 

things", and hence has quite distinct properties all of its own. 

For i1eas are more intricately boun1 to practical life than the 

notion of ideology implies. Ineas no not simply justify existing 

state of affairs. Insofar as there exists an "organic union" bet•.veen 

substructures and superstructures. it is impossible to describe 

social order independently of the ideas than men have of them; ideas 

are not just reflections of material reality but, rather a constituent 

element of social reality. A proper understanding of ideas, even 

those that are not ideological, and hence culture, therefore requires 

an appreciation of their involvement in social life. Each form of 

matter is quite specific, but each form of matter is also related to 

every other form, and it is in this relationship that we find its 

content. The fact that thinking is a specific form of activity ~oes 

not make it any the less mBterial on that account. For ideas are 

not only tte proiucts of minds; they also are the products of 

practical social actions. ~/arx insist~;· that the proper interpretation 

of ideas requires an understanding of the total social system in which 

they are implicated. Any "partial" approach which fails to see the 

array of interconnections between ideas an~ the entire system that 

surrounds them, is incomplete. ~en are beings who distinguish them-

~elves from other animals through producing their means of subsistence, 

but they cannot produce the material means of life without at the 

sawe time producing their conceptions about this life. Culture, that 

is to say, is an activity, a practical process, for it is the 

h . lf 3 2 conscious dimension of t.e pro]uction 1tse • 
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Now, this may seem to leai to a deterministic approach. One of 

the major difficulties that J.rarxism presents~ is ~Nhether inrleerl the ~" 
I 

mode of production is, in all cases, decisive. and how much 

independence ought to be granted other features of social organization. 

1~arx an~1 ltngel S·' denied Qn many occf! sion s a 1ogma tic economic inter- "' 
. I' A 

pretation of society, but the following remark. taken from Capital! 

is illustrative, we believe, of the flexibility of Uarx's orientation: 

"my view •• that the economic structure of society, is the real basis 

on which the juridical and political superstructure is raised, and 

to which definite forms of thought correspond •• all this is very true 

for our own times, in which material interests preponderate, but not 

for the middle aees, in which Catholicism, nor for Athens and Rome, 

where politics, reigned supreme ••• This much, however, is clear, 

that the middle ages, could not live in Catholicism, nor the ancient 

world in politics. On the contrary, it is the mode in which they 

gained a livelihood that explains why here politics, end there 

Catholicif.'m, pl3yed the chief part." This is, admitte!lly. an 

ambiguous statement. But it does open the possibility thAt in 

different social systems economic factors. ~hile never irrelevant, 

may not ploy the central role they do in a capitalist society. Varx's 

use of the term production in a very broad sense,. allo·..,sus to accept 'f. 

his assertion that the mode of production is decisive without being 

committed to a strictly economic interpretation of social or::ler and 

cultural form of life. One might hypothesize that under special 

circumst~:nces a "non-econornic"~ppgrentl~mode of production might 

be decisive such as religion, or kinship, or any other cultural 

practice. For example, one might suppose t~e possibility of a 

r>ociety , of VRst mAterial abu;J'l;:mce in which economi;:: consi·ierati:>ns ;< 
i? 
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might /"drop to the background. There is textual support (German ..::! 

Ideology) for the claim that '!.~arx, in seeing communism as "the real:n 

of freedom" anticipatei tbat the economJ· would be less decisive in 

controlling human life. There are, again, several points in the 

"Grundrisse" in which !.:arx expresses a similar perspective. In 

"Pre-Capitalist Socio-Economic Formations" he states that among the 

ancients ''wealth does not appear as tl:e aim of production." In the 

same volume, he sugsests that the tribal affiliations are prior to 

and controlling of tr.e o"mership of property. This would imply tb::t 

kinship takes precedence over, and in fact defines o~nership. This 

is a reversal of the absolute precedence of the economic over other 

institutions, characteristics of capitalist society, and fully 

compatible with hlarx's frequent insistence that the laws of 

capitalist society do not apply to all social foroations. 

Just as conscious~ess plays an active role in society. so does 

the world of politics and culture. Any attempt to ascribe ideas or 

politics and culture to an ideological superstructure in contrast to 

some sort of "material basis" - the latter ultimately determining 

the former - can only lead to a strict dogmatism which shies away 

from the facts of social reality. Vlhy shouli tl:ere be a ''fixe:l" 

relation between say economics and culture? Surely ~ch a relation 

must vary from time to time. P.uman beings are not mere economic 

animals, and economic life did not play this crucial determining 

role in pre-capitalist societies. Ownership is a cultural artifice, 

ani as such it is intert~ined ~ith the conceptions of property 

established in a given soc~ety. The dependence of an economic 

system on cultural conventions extenis tn t~e very forces of 

production. }'or exam:;Jle a ·11aterfell iss purely natural object 
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with no intrinsic economic significance, unless it is define1 59 a 

force of production. In a primitive society, oil and uranium are 

not forces of production because they Are not seen ani used as such. 

Similarly, when an instrument of western technoloey is moved to a 

primitive culture it may lose its ch~racter as a productive force. 

A tool may thus become a decorative artifact. As of course, the 

tools of a primitive economy may become objects of art or toys to 

a technological society. 

rt.etaph;,'sical :lualism which empiricism creates between the 

general and the particular, between reason and experience. object 

an1 subject, manifests itself like~ise in the sphere of culture, 

where this dichotomy can be seen, in its most obvious form, in the 

initial thesis that it is logically impossible to deduce "ought" 

from "is"; facts and value!O must be kept strictly apart. 33 ~.:oreover, 

as pointed out earlier, subjectivists and objectivists both tend to 

redefine essentially societal phenomena as properties of individuals. 

These traits are most evident in their treatment of action. 

Subjectivists treat action as a sign of an underlying mental process 

...,herein its meaning lies. This dualist concept of action confounds 

their program in several respects, among these an inebility to unier

Etand properties of social systems that transcend the acts of 

indiviiuals. For Uarxism the meaning of action is nnt a feature of 

individual consciousness but of the context of collective praxis. 

This is in sharp contrast to subjectivism, ~hich is at best confined 

to a micro-level of analysis. ani at "rorst equates the stuiy of 

society with the study of individual cases. Objectivism al~o reflects 

its dualist starting point with the inclination to develop kno~ledge 

of society in:lependently of the ideas of soci<ll actor.s; t!:is leads 



easily into behaviourism. which is associated with a dualist view 

of mind in which mental attributes are consi:l.ered to be features of 

subjective experience that are never truly observable. This is why 

positivists dismiss interpretation as a necessary intuitive process. 

When dualism is combined with brute-data positivism, the result is 

behaviourism. Thus, objectivism and subjectivism both err in this 

conception of action, and the resolution of the debate between them 

in terms of interpretation by context, which is incompatible with 

both of these approaches. 34 Perhaps the greatest advantage oft~ X 

¥arxist concept of explanation in this respect is that it allows for 

a truly intersubjective notion of meaning. By showing that the 

meaning of an act is not a property of ind i vi.iuals, but of social 

process, ~arx directly implicates aspects of social organization. 35 

Earx took precautionary measures with regard to the above 

problems: he persistently refers to all reality, whether natural 

or man-made)as material, for it is material reality ~hich is distinct 

from consciousness, which determines consciousness, and which is 

tl:erefore the re.alm which the latter reflects. "If ma!l is shapen 

by his surroundings, his surroundings must be made human.•·
36 

Within 

this context, 1iarx opposes the possibility of a subjective anr! 

voluntaristic interpretation of an individual's role in society not 

by a theoretical abstraction of the individual from his society, but 

by analysing the individual's involvement in society. This is why 

"all production is appropriation of nnture on the part of indivi:l.uels 

within and through a specific form of society. •· 37 In this respect, 

the forces of production cannot be separated from patterns of 

intentional use; they involve cultural conventions, forms of 

consciousness and objective economic phenomena (ani even when the 
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last ones are sometimes transformed into simple symbols, t~eir real 

substance is hidden behind that conversion). That is what 

distinguishes diglectical materialism from mechanistic materialism 

that knOwQ( and recO!?,'nizes only one variety of "necessity" namely that 'f. 

which is described in the language of mechanistically interpreted 

notions. 

In order to unierstand this "mode of action" it is necessary 

to consider the way of its actual interaction with other modes or 

substances (both think{ng and non-thinking) and not only its inner 

structure. The structure of course must be such in order to carry 

out the appropriate function. But the fullest description of the 

structure of an organ or eventli.e. description of it in an inactive >(. 
') 

state, has no right to present itself as a description. however 

approximate, of the function that the organ or event performs, as 

a description of the "real" thing that it does. Thought (and its 

resulting acts) as a specially expressed activity therefore, cannot 

also be secreted from the body performing it as a special substance, 

distinct from the body. Thinking is not the product of an action, 

but the action itself, considere.j at the moment of its performance. 

Production is nothing else than a concatenation of the general 

forms of humgn activity realized by individuals which posit the 

capacity to correlate the "ideal" image consciously with real not 

yet idealized actuality. In that case, production (and productivity) 

function as a special object for the indiviiuals, an object that can 

later purposively in accordance with tte needs (requirements) of his 

activity. That constitutes the basis of the identification of the 

thing "Jith the idea. There is no distinction between "objective'' 

existence and "subjective" consciousness. Here is once more an 
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important position set out by the materialist conception, where 

culture is not counterposed to the individual as something given 

to him from outside, something independent and alien, but forms, 

better, it is the form, of his own real activities. Thought and 

action therefore are accor~ingly unierstood not as simple dualistic 

abstractions, but primarily as universal forms of social man's 

sensuously objective activity reflected in consciousness. Their 

"specificity" consists precisely in the fact that they are not only 

''laws" of subjective activity. an~ not only of objective reality, 

but also laws "governing" the movement both of objective reality an·:i 

of subjective human life activity. 

In fact, society's real foundation, and its transformations, can 

be determined., because we are not talking about categories and 

principles but about material reality. It is in connection with 

this realit.y".?that llarx takes up the issue of man, his personality, 

his freedom etc •• The meaning of ideas, actions and products is 

established by their role in society. It is human beings and. not 

alleged connections (structures) who form social relations. Because 

the meaning of an act is established by collective social praxis, 

1/arx contends that mini is an essentially social phenomenon ''Activity 

and mind are social in their content, as well as in their origin; 

they are social activity ani social min:.i."38 Now, once the necessity 

of this reality is established, there is only one way in which people 

can act upon it: by repro1ucing in their minis the objects which 

they need to transform in the outside ''lorld. 

" •• the most primitive kini of "1ork. such as the quarrying of stones 

by pri~eval man, implies a correct reflection of the reRlity he is 

concerned •.•?ith. For no purposive activity can be carriei out in the 
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absence of an image, however crude, of the practical reality involved. 

Practice can only be a fulfilment an~ a criterion of theory when it 

is based on what is helri to be a correct reflection of reality."39 

5·3 What is a Palaeolithic Culture. Society without Eistory or 

Society in History? 

Cultural systems (unlike organisms) are subject to a relatively 

rapid qualitative change. This raises the question- at w::at point 

does a culture cease to be one kind of system and become transformed 

into some other kind? The creation and the functioning of culture is 

a necessary condition for sny action by men, whether on the scale of 

small groups or bands or of entire society. Since the nature of 

culture is determined by social requirements it may be said to be 

determined by social conditions. Quantitative changes usually occur 

continuously and take place over a long period. 

'~uali tative changes on the other hand, always mean a break in 

the continuity as they express a transition to e new measure, a new 

phenomenon. Thus qualitative change in any form of society, should 

always be regarde1 as a kini of leap in development and the whole 

process of development an1 motion appears as the unity of continuity 

and discontinuity, gradualness and leaps. This concept of leap ·is , 
very important in dialectical materialist ~thought. It is used to ~ 

I' 

express that: a) qualitative change in anything results from 

preliminary quantitative changes, indispensable for a new quality 

to emerge, b) tr.at these changes, preparatory to a leap are based 

on contradictions appearing in the development of a new situation, 

and c) that a qualitative change does not mean a quantitative addition 

to or subtraction from what already exists, but radical transformation 
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on the existing situation resulting in the iisappearance of the old 

and the appearance of a new phenomenon with its own measure of both 

properties where forms depend on the features of the objects and on 

. 40 the conditions in which they ex1st. 

All theoretical schemes of cultural classification are usually 

constructed on the assumption of an "ideal" situation. It is accepted 

as self-evident that all the material undergoing classification reaches 

the ''present" in an absolutely intermixed form, as a ctaotic 

accumulation, in which there is no order, apart from t~at hidden in 

the similarities ani dissimilarities of forms. It is true that the 

level of cultural organization of a given society does not in itself 

always characterize the culture of its individuals which may be both 

"above" and ''below" the general stc:ndard. In ad1i tion to the cultural 

similarities that may be attributed to the psycho-biological unity 

of man, there are other factors which cannot be explained by this 

unity; those resemblances in cultural form ani pattern which arise 

from convergent processes of growth and development. The central 

problems thus are the explanation of cultural affinities and 

differences, of culturel maintenance as well as cultural change over 

time. As change may be seen only against a background of cultural 

stability of maintenance, so stability may be understood only against 

a backgrouncl of change. Thus, when we say, for example, that economic 

or technological factors are developed to a lesser or greater extent, 

we assess that in quantitative terms and compare their levels of 

development. The qualitative evaluation however, depenis on how the 

instruments of work are set in motion and used. 

The critical distinction between humans ani all other organisms 

is, of couree, culture which is iistinctively humR~ beceuse of two 
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salient processes: the creation of meaning in a limiting social 

and biological context i.e. the transcendence of the merely social, 

tte merely biological, an1 the symbolic sharing and interchanging 

of such weaning. The basis, for this ability to give meaning to 

experience, it is that attribute of the human "system" that permits 

symbols to be generated. It is clear that as identifiers of the 

human emergence from pre-hominid background, stone tools of evolving 

complexity represent the peculiarly human nature of symboling as 

contrasted with the more reflexive thought of primates. Tool-making 

represents tl:.e earliest "symbolic" behavioural system, qualitatively 

different from tte behaviour of primates, urhose tool using system 

is closed, uninventive. without the displacement of labour and 

..l t. 41 pro"uc l.on. Tool-making implies a dialogue between man and nature. 

man and other men. man an1 himself. It is an activity that reveals 

the maker's intention; it is referential, and permits the introduction 

of change, variation, adjustment; it is the physical evidence of 

human praxis-action and reflection. It is emblematic of an intentional 

feedback into the evolutionary process and is qualitatively different 

from mere cybernetic behaviour. Tool-making is contextual: it 

happens in a social setting which includes the desires, intentions 

and relationships of the tool maker. 

Euman labour makes history. The theoretical axis around which 

revolves the subject-matter of historical appreciation is the 

conception of the social an1 the cultural, as a special quality of 

a given society~ each time. that is far wider and richer in content 

than the ''preEence of another·· more "developed" society. The 

historical quality resides in the inner qualities of a society i.e. 

a system of a higher level that has its own structure ani is 
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definable through tha characteristics of its members: the structure 

is determined by the processes of production, con!'~ption, rituals, 

symbols, values etc.; it is an organization that has its own history 

and its own laws, which although connected, cannot be "derived" from 

the laws of otter systems. The central and exclusive object of 

history should be the study of all that pertains to history and to 

the socio-cultural and economic formations from the point of view of 

their structure, their genesis, and their function. The proper 

domain is the study of cultural processes which are responsible for 

the oxganization of knowledge in a society, in a given environment. 

for the codification of inter-individual ani inter-group conduct which 

creates a common social reality with its norms, values and manufacture, 

the origin of which is to be sought against tte social context. 

Socio-technological-behaviour sbouli be seen as a problem in its own 

right, and therefore palaeolithic societies have their "own" right 

in history - regardless of the subjective intentions of the scholars. 

Scholars rarely experience any difficulty in talking about style or 

in describing formal elements when considering objects, ttat is the 

physical products of certain types of human behaviour. The large 

majority of studies in palaeolithic history are predicated upon the 

scholar's ability to group stone artifacts by their for~al stylistic 

properties. '.':hat usually theydo.not seem to recognize or at least 

. ~i pay· much attention to. is that the activities themselves which 

prorluce the artifacts are "cultural". Uaterial culture is the name 

given to the man-made physical products of human behaviour patterns; 

and it is precisely those human beraviour patterns that constitute 

the style, the a-ssemblaees anrl the categories of technology. Techno-

logical behaviour is chara~terized by the many elements that make up 

,~!~~~~1 
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technological activities- for example by technical modes of 

operation, attitti1es towards materials, some specific organization 

of labour ritual observances - elements which are unified non

randomly in a complex of social relationships. It is tte format of 

"package" defineq by these relationships that is historical in 

nature, ani it is the "style" of such historical behaviour, not only 

the "rules" by which any of its constituent activities is governed. 

that is learned and transmitted through time. Technology is expressed 

"ernie" behaviour based upon primarily "etic '' phenomena of nature. 

If the elements of any given technological level are described and 

the relationships among them determined, what can then be said about 

the intrinsic cultural pattern or patterns of which it is an 

expression? The iseue is vital to palaeolithic / prehistoric research 

for the "single" sub-system of a once-living culture that archaeo

logists can reconstruct is the technological subsystem. Binford 

(1962) has observed: "It has often been suggested that we cannot 

dig up a social system or ideology. Granted we cannot excavate a 

kinship terminol~gy or a philosophy, but we can and do excavate the 

material items which functioned together with these more behavioural 

elements within the appropriate subsystems." It is within one's 

theoretical position to determine the technological events that went 

into the manufaqture of tf>e kinis of items to which Binford refers, 

from the gathering of natural resources through the various stages 

of processing, alteration and final rendering of the artifact. Ann 

it is these features th~t are the most important in the cultural 

relationship, quite often the decisive ones. 

The technological performance is supported by a set of unier

lying; values. Behini any technolozical "event" ·.·rere attitudes of 
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artisans tower1s the materials they used, attitudes of cultural 

communities towards the nature of the technological events them-

selves, and the objects resulting from them. " •• the essence of 

the object, thP.t wr.ich appears superficially to be true of it, must 

also be inside it. The object is not that object unless it contains 

within it the essential quality. even if the essence is only 

minimally present. For without t'he incorporation of the essence, 

its visual manifestation is impossible. Although ideological con-

siderations may have had little to do with the initial working out 

of (the technical) procedures. • • the way in which •• peoples 

perceived such processes or at least the objects that resulted from 

their use had a great deal to do with the way in which the technology 

emerged and matured. Belief systems and attitudes towards materials 

supported the technology and gave rise to further developments II ... 
(Lechtman 1977). We can recognize a technological style. But what 

does it express? On the one hand we have a part of the "performance" 

which is purely technical and can more easily be detected; on the 

other hand we have tte events of production which remain part of the 

physical structure of the object and cannot be determined directly -

yet whose imprint shouli be accessible through the study of behaviour 

as it is observed in the materiel record. Culture is intellectual, 

rational and abstract; it cannot be meterial, but meterial can be 

cultural and "material culture'' embraces those segments of human 

learning which provide a society with plans,methois and reasons for 

producing things which can be seen and used. 

The view of culture as cognitive code which is separate and 

distinct from material and behaviour has been most forcefully 

represented by Goodenough (1964). He states ~that the phenomenal 
' 
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or~er of events, of behaviour, of artifacts within a human community 

" •• exhibits the statistical p~tterns,.... ··characteristic of internally X 

stable systems, as with homeo~tasis in the living organism. Simile~ > 

but never identical, events occur over and. over again and. are 

therefore isolable as types of event ani patterned arrangement. 

Certain types of arrangement ten~ to persist and others to appear 

and reappear in fixed sequences. An observer can perceive this kind 

of statistical patterning in a community without any knowledge 

whatever of the ideas, beliefs, values and principles of action of 

the community's members, the ideational order ••• The ideational 

order, unlike the statistical order, is non material, being composed 

of ideal forms as they exist in people's minds, propositions about 

their interrelationships, preference rates regarding them, ani recipes 

for their mutual ordering as means to 1esire1 ends." But of course 

this is not so. Organic typology defines a tool type as the 

externalization of a tool idea which satisfies a specific task 

within a specific need. Tool id.eas an~ any other ideas behind related 

"externalize tions'' are "extrapolated •· ,,,.i thin a particular situation, 

forming certain characteristics within a particular culture or 

cultural group and under particular socio-economic formations as 

they develop in space an·i time, an,i thu=: their historical realization. 

It may be extremely difficult to arrive at the underlying structure 

in culture below the level at which one perceives technological style 

or "type", but these attributes relate to a formal arrangement of 

operations and that arrangement, in itself, carries a heavy load 

of meanin,::':' and communication. Implicit in the "equation" of socially 

interpretable act2 ani artif~cts with messages, is the unierstanding 

that H shared cultur<ll co.:i.e is expros::eJ. along a va:-iety of 
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communication ctannels (verbal or non-verbal, written or not ~ritten) 

amongst which are acts of behaviour ani artifacts. In this case. 

palaeolithic archaeology can address itself to at least some of the 

behavioural and all of the material elements which make up the total 

domain of messages or historical evidence of a community. In this 

sense, stone tools are the products of appropriate cultural performance, 

an1 technological activities constitute one mode of such performance. 

Technology (stone tools) is only one (often not even distinctly 

ethnospecific) part of this history. But because the analysis of 

typological series in prehistoric archaeology hai heen most commonly 

restricted to mere technical, morphological distinctions, without any 

further purpose, questions regarding aspects 0f the assemblages, other 

than these "affinities'! t1:at is questions covering historical socio-

economic aspects have not been answered. The aim is of describing 

the relational order bet~een the symbolic. techn0logical events and 

that ~hich they symbolize - of trying to decode the technological 

system of communication, production, exchange etc •. These are 

immutabla conditions in ani around which people elaborate techno

logical behaviour along lines that are socially meaningful. economically 

and ideologically. Such aspects of association, properties and 

features are what should be consiiere:l. It does not imply, of cou:-se, 

that any given cultural community is characterized only by its 

technology. In fact, technologies may operate in 1ifferent ways in 

similar environments or vice versa, each having develope1 as a result 

of a multitude of factors incluiinc the nature of the technological 

''task" itself, the social E,roup per:f:'ormi!"lg t}-:e technolo.~:ical activit~·. 

tte cultu:-el subsystem in wtich tte technnlosical eventP pri~arily 

operate, tl:e propertief> of' t!:e environment be:in,; m:!r.i;JUlF.te·l ·'J'j' the 
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activities in which the natural or social environment is directly 

manipulated, but the type of that behaviour may be different according 

to the particular integration of the technological complex within any 

given subsystem of the total /'cultural boundaries". However, most of 

the cultural matter that at any time is associated with a human 

population is not constrained by those boundaries which far from 

being barriers are tte points of contact for the continuous productive 

and reproductive existence of any given society. 

Thus in practice ·!re have t•,oJO different but related ·iimensions 

of archaeological information which have adequately to be consiiered 

and mutually exploitei. Marx discusses the social definition of the 

individual at several points. If we misunierstand tte social relations 

through which culture is organized, then ~e misinterpret culture as 

well, for meaning is in its referents. One should therefore begin 

cultural interpretation with an historically formed social system 

and not with subjects. People ultimately define themselves through 

their social relations. Thus when the question of palaeolithic 

culture is consi.:l.ered, attention shoul:i be first drawn tov:ards 

"assemblages" of c: wi'ier conte:xt and \'lit'hin n iiachronic perspective, 

that offers the best promise of defining ''historical possibility'' with 

greater accuracy. The fact is thet the solutions are often poly-

semantic with a great deal of vagueness. Various cultural meanings 

can be concealed behind an i1entical tool form. and a tool type can 

have various observable archaeological expressions. The archaeological 

fact is pol.J'Semous, bJ• its nRture. "tl:e very reasonable prnposition 

r:as been voice'i t~1at in cultured r:Jeterial more often tran an.)·thing 

else we fin1 the createst i~te~est in :ust ttese con~ensetions of 
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features which have a 1ense rnonothetic nucleus, and only have a 

polythetic periphery (Karnenetsui 1971). Voreover, it is this nucleus 

in particular w~ich basically interests us and not really the 

periphery. But this is not enough. In order to compare and make 

a numerical analysis of the sets we nee1 a'very narrow definition of 

types, and with such a limitation. the type will almost be reduced to 

a monothetic nucleus. Borde's types are like this. In clarifying 

the definition for his types, Doran ani Hodson (1975) arrived at a 

simple formulae: "a group of highly stan•iardized artifacts". " 42 

1.fany investigators limit the applicability of the "cultural" 

concept of prehistoric archaeology, though not all of it, the 

palaeolithic and mesolithic periods are excluded. Indeed it was for 

long the accepted thing to isolate eras in the palaeolithic period 

rather than cultures. Later, however, "local differences'' in the 

palaeolithic period were revealed and then archaeological cultures. 

Since historical materialism is concerned with the evolution of 

people as a social species and not as individual organisms, the 

method of ,.,orking must involve the "construction of models" which 

are articulated in such a way as to their ramification in terms of 

archaeological data in:lica tors. 'I'he se should "reveal" both their 

internal developmental logic ani the degree of consistency inher~nt 

in their dynamic operation with a set of techno-environmental possi

bilities or constraints that are also. in principle at any rate. 

definable archaeologically. 43 That such observaole "aggregates" are 

recoverable from the material remains of extinct cultures cannot be 

doubted. ThrouJh the analysis of these ''aggrecates•·, it is possible 

to d.elimi t ''elements" or to jetect ''events" concerning the socio-

economic, ritual and politicel or ideolo;ical orientations of a 
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particular population. Archaeologists from ~ontelius to Bordes 

have not, for the most part, likened artifacts or flint tools to 

living things at al1.
44 

This has created a defenceless situation 

,..,hereby lithic in·iU stries in general have no reason for "existence'' 

other than through different versions of types ann classifications. 

It is true that artefacts in the ''archaeological" sense are really 

"dead" and ideally "invariable". The classes of artefacts record 

this invariability. Chanee~ are verified as is every individual 

thing: from their origin to their destruction and decomposition. 

Contemporary things also behave likewise. And there are types of 

things and cultures that in a nu~ber of respects change like species 

and populations of living organisms. There are "things" that 

substantiate ideas ani it is natural that they should be transmitted, 

borro·wed, moved, merged, ramified. Flints do not contain "genetic 

matter" but intercorrelated features and "cultures" which contain 

cultural information. This contemplates an information approach to 

palaeolithic cultures. Since the purpose of theory is to develop 

those ''abstractions" through 1ovhich the concrete (always historically 

specific) can be understood, a set of universal concepts cannot 

define any particulgr social or economic formation. Analysis of a 

mode production for example, must be movement from abstract general 

determinations to observation and conception at the level of the 

concrete and then back to the theoretical articulation of general 

and specific catecories. Klejn' s definition of culture seems to be 

more appropriate in this respect. " I see a culture as a system 

of means for the social programming of human activity and behaviour 

. . • _., \.. . , . . J 1 ... t h . ... ,. 4 5 wh1ch 1s rece1ve, ~y every ln~lVl~,ua •rom e soc1e.y. 

Piston' of cou::·se operAtes at two levels of reality, tte one 



concerned with real events in e "real'' cr.ronology. the other with 

deeper structures "below" the conscious level. The socio-economic 

structure itself is hidien in the material record. As social 

production of the means of subsistence is the basis of human existence, 

all epochs of production have certain com~on elements: labour and 

its means of production - the object and the instruments of labour. 

A particular arrangement of t~ese traits as a technical process, 

means to analyze ani describe the forces of production: the same 

arrangement of traits in terms of relations of appropriation between 

persons, means analysis and description of the relations of 

.l t. 46 
pro~uc 1on. In each instance. the relations analyzed are both 

social and material, but they reveal different aspects of social 

reality. Thus, in a certain way, the palaeolithic culture (as every 

archaeological culture) belon~s to the objects which Uemov calls 

"secondary systems": its most important s;yrstem-forming relationship 

is realised in its substrata even before its arising and is trans-

formed in it (deformed or even destroyed by the action of its own 

relations~ips) ani does not appear without correlation with the 

corresponding primary system. 

The archaeological culture is linked up to system analysis by 

this aspect but not directly or immediately. It is in itself static 

and not organic. Inasmuch as the archaeological culture, however, 

appears in different chronological sections representing different 

conditions of the sociocultural organism, it can be characterized 

as a coniitionally iynAmic system. Some aspects of the organic 

system of a past livine; culture are iniirectly reflecte:t in its 

order, but the real ~lyn?.mics have come into t}:e conrlitional :iynr:mics 

of the archaeolo~ical culture as e comp0nent vector. The inter-
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pretation itself of historic realities as the contents of an archae-

ological culture is not so un6onditional. The logicians who 

distinguish the scope of the concept and the content of the concept 

mean by content the aggreg8te of important attributes an~ relation-

ships unite~ into one whole though about the aggregate of objects 

which has been exactly represe~tei in our consciousness. Definition 

is a logical metho~ which may reveal this content of the concept.47 

However, if one traces the history of a population through time one 

is not simultaneously in the same sense tracing the history of its 

culture. 

It is not only indiviiuals and their creativity which are 

reflected in culture. Society is reflected, but society is not 

simply the sum of the individuals in it. The very existence of 

society presupposes organization. In a society and its culture 

there is always, besides variety and freedom of choice, orderliness, 

unification, repetition ani similarity and moreover they are not 

limited by paired relationships. Without this, non-mutual under-

stsnding '•'!ithin "colle:-:tives'' and consequently no social activity 

wouli be possible ani there would be no culture. 48 Contexts as well 

as artefacts lend themselves to grouping. Li~e artefacts contexts 

can be grouped in various ways: on the basis of chronological 

proximity. or by territorial clustering. by belonging to the same 

population or by similar material surroundings. It is quite evident 

that the archaeological culture is t~e basic unit of an archaeo-

logical grouping - or cl~ssificction st a level corresponiing to 

tte delineation of i;,o:Letei froups, sepe.rete societies. social 

organisms, religion et':.. It is nevert:,eless ''empiricnll~·" incor:rec~ 

to assume l:ist0ric;.d Jevelopn.ent (or to den~' it) i'rom contempore:!:;,· 
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arranged types into coniitional correlations, contexts etc •• The 

reason for this is that for the archaeologist. these represent only 

a mental ineal. 49 For the ethnologist or anthropologist it is not 

quite t!:e same. They are ·in a position to observe action and. its 

results, ani on ttis basis evaluate their importance for the culture 

as a whole ani/or make a juigement about the people's motives, ideas, 

subconscious drives ani then be in a position to establish logical 

chains leaiing from these wotives through to actions and materialized 

results. The problem of course is different here ani we have already 

-liscusse-3. how this "living",(present-day), material is distorted and 

~o 

de-valuated.? At any rate, there is a link in the archaeologist's 

mental ideals, which is accessible to observation even within the 

bounds of seque!"tial types alrea:ly established: this link is 

"captured'' in Ue meterial result~ of' cultural activities. It is 

visible ani accessible maybe in a deforme~ state. hiiien away among 

other information, or behind types and clusters of types. 

The archaeological site is an aggregate of differential material 

rerna ins in '!Jhich everything is bound into e v/b.ole by imme:'l.ia te 

contiguity. mutuel imposition Rnd cross-cutting. Tt:is coul:l have 

formed ''during tr.e life" of tr:e objects or after they had p?ssei out 

of cultural function, as e result of which the objects would have 

reposed in the sa~e plece, and the heterogeneous material remains 

would have come into contact with each other, and even have partially 

intermixed. People from different areas and eras might be buried in 

a place. 
. 1 f /, ....._ 
~. cave couli turn out to be c: dwelling p c:ce, c: re uge,l.'" •"'' 

<11 
a senctu~ry, or in turn ell three.· Archaeoloaists are not in a 

position to excavate so~e co~ponents of a site separately from otter 

components. Shoul1 they nnt investigate tte remaining objects, they 
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risk not un.:lerstanding much about tr.e parts of the site, and/or 

significant exemplifications of the cultural effects of a certain 

process. 

The entity must realize the full potential of its kind. If a 

palaeolithic "entity'' iz no more than a typological category, it is 

logical to suppose tr.~t one has to carry out delineation of cultural 

entities b~ formal-typological analysis of the material; to turn 

for criteria for ielineation to tr.e basic formal parameters of 

palaeolithic archaeology ani to ~escriptive typological concepts 

ani to construct definitions as formal-typological cl:aracteristics. 

Of course it is easier to distinguist types or complexes on the 

basis of some characteristics, but the associations being distinguished 

are necessarily one-siiei and generally the complexes of one type 

prove to be not especially "rich'' in information to allo,., a varied 

characterization and a theoretical measure of the life-style of an 

ancient population to be made. 

Thus, these general definitions have little explanatory value; 

it is "incorrect" to assume tistorical development (just) from types, 

because types, at any level, are "mechanical" constructs per se; 

material re~ains are not. Stone tools regardless of the parameters 

given by comparison and percentage correlations of types, in different 

complexes have a social ani economic significance for the given 

population which penetrates and "dissolves" their imposed type; 

stone tools (together mith other information) are cultural markers, 

parts of a sy stern posses,sing certain "qualities'', exf:i biting systemic 

betaviour t~at is, function ani stru~ture. Certai~ly the dynamics 

of that s~;stem 8re not derivable by r:lassificRtions ar:i distributions 

of its elements; it is the orgeni3ation of the eleme~ts (facts) as 
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a Whole t '" t :7'1·ve th t .... e p o t" th d t · · 1 t" 52 . r,a ., s .em u r per 1es ,ey o no possess 1n 1so a 10n. 

"Facts" of course never speak for themselves: they must be 

interpreted. ~ven the determination of whet is a fact may be 

problematic. ~very thing or event, every occurrence, has an infinite 

number of attributes or fact~. They may be describe:l physically, 

chemically, technologically, socially. But what are the "real" 

facts'f In Kristiansen's (1981) opinion: "one crucial pro~lem is 

concerned "!ith the relationships between observe:l regularities in the 

archaeological record and their underlying structural properties. 

Uost explanations fail to transcend a purely empirical level, which 

reflects a ~idely held positivistic belief that there exists a testable 

one-to-one relationship between empirical observations and the 

structural properties of prehistoric societies. However, a mode of 

production, or an ecocomic system is not constituted by the structure 

of the empirical evi:lence alone, it has to be reconstructe:l through 

an intellectual process using the formal system of theory as helping 

tool." 

In that sense, prehistory needs some meaning which is accessible 

of those who have not been initiated into macro~ear analysis or 

taphonomy. This is certainly right, but it ~oulJ be unwise to go to 

the opposite extreme anrl. deny altogether the "visibility'" of certain 

categories of analysis (which anyway are superimposei on the material 

at random). The problem of mixing levels of analysis is very comma~ 

and poses the question whether they are only instruments of demonstrat-

ing specific kini of tool-kits. or also reflections of certain 

realities~ if not al,.,ays full;y a(].equate ''reflections'"? Organization 

mi~ht remain relatively stable, but specific artifacts can change in 

style without there being a true ctanse in the ~ociety manufacturinG 
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tte artifacts. ~hlle changes in both style an1 usee of artifacts 

proviie hints that organizational chRnee is nccuring, they are 

insufficient in themselve~ to iemonstrate systemic change. One has 

to be care-ful to distinguish what is commonly r:alle'i societal or 

cultural change from ~t~nge in specific analytic~l syetems of 

interest. 

In fact abst_ractions are subj.ective 1epending rather on the 

orientation of the researcher and its selected sequences of investi-

gat ion; but are they completely Rrbitrary and coniitional or 

_they also have ar. objective basis? This brings back to t'l:e ''old" 

question of the correlation of relative truth and absolute truth, 

a question being resolved by 'iialectical materialism in the sense 

that the process of the amassing, comparing and correcting of 

relative truths brlnqs us closer by asymptote to the "absolute" truth 

about t~e cognisabl~ aspects of reality, and thus absolute trut'l: 

with its parts is contained in relative truth. 53 The method of 

ascent from the abstract to the concrete does not correspon1 to 

the order in ~hich c~rtain aspects of the object under study for 

some reason or other came into the fil@~ of vision of iniivi1ual 

~teoretic~ans. It is oriented exclusively at the order which 

correspon1s to the objective interrelations of various woments 

within the concreteness under study. This is not realized at once. 

Any method of inquiry into facts cannot therefore be justified by 

references to tht order in which the study of data ~roceeded. It 

expresses the sequence ir. which the objectively correct conception 

corresponiing to the object takes shape in somebo~y's mini rat~er 

tf:an the orier in w:Oict certain aspects of realit:>· came at t1:e 

''su'!"face"o 
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Here again a logical problem is transformed into the problem 

of law-governed correlation between historical development and its 

own results. As it is pointed out above, the really necessary 

moments characterizing the object as a concrete historical whole 

are preserved in it throughout its existence and development. The 

problem then is to find out in what shape and form the historical 

conditions of the object's emergence and development are preserved. 

Eere implicitly is the fact of dialectical relations between the 

historically preceding conditions of the object and their later 

"consequences", ,,hich !:ave developerl on this basis. In dialectics, 

the criteria for a good explanation centre upon relating the tendencies 

of a thing to its essential nature or structure, rather than deriving 

statements of tendencies from generalizations; ani although such 

generalizations cover the descriptive level of a situation, they 

lack the explanatory force associated ·,ith a historical "la.,!l" ·:1hich 

is about the development and change of indivi~uals in society. 

These relations consist in a kind of inversion of the historically 

preceding, the transformation of the condition into the conditioned, 

of t"he effect into a cause etc.; thus a situation arises which 

appears to be paradoxical at first sight: a logical presentation of 

the laws of the historical process (a conception of facts that is 

logical in form and concrete historical in essence) is a reversal 

of the picture that appears to be natural and corresponding to the 

empirically stated order of the existence, development and loss of 

t ,_ b . t ) 4 
r;e o J ec • 

To unierstard this, the fact should be taken into account that 

eny real process of development (in nature, society or consciousness) 

never begin~ from ''notf.in[~·· ·out 0:1 t}~e besis of conditions created by 
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different processes. subject to different laws. This is tte further 

development of a hi::torical ''result" arising from the entire 

preceiin~ jevelopmcnt (9 sequence which is not unilinear), does not 

remain a "p-assive'' re~ul t, or consequence. Each new forw of inter-

action, becomes "1ominant" transforming into seconiary external 

forms of its specific development "all'' historically preceding 

forms, which be-gin to move accor'ling to laws characteristic of the 

new system of interaction in •.llfhiclc they function. '.\'1 thin these 

conditions, tl:e necessary "traits" of tr.e emergence ani rievelopmer.t 

of the object are preserved in its structure •. others are reproduced 

and the ''less" important elementE iisappear. 0n this assumption. 

55 a logical con~i1eration of t!1e ''upper'' stage of development of 

an object. of a "preserved" or ''reproduce-i'' system of interaction. 

reveals all the really necessary conditions -of its existence, which 

are retained (historically) in the form in wl:ich it is observed~ 

Theoretical analysis of such coniitions, results in concrete 

historical abstractions, which imposes t~e requirement of establish-

ing, in an objective manner, the real history of the object under 

consideration: tl:e problem is the sa~e wtether one is dealing with 

the emergence ani evolution of the capitalist system or the emergence 

and evolution of the palaeolithic system. 

Because ~arx is concerned with the evolution of people as a 

social speciesjnot as indiviiual organisms, because the conception 

of a social system is that of a dynamic totality compose1 of relations 

between people and bet~een people and nature, because these relations 

ere of :l.ifferent ~egret" ar.d .}<.wlit,y. sn~ since proriuctinn ani 

reproiu~tion of human subsistence constitute t~e basis of s0~icty, 

then we would expect that the ieter~inent aspects or moments are 

:·i,: .. ·.: :: 

~~~{.~;;; 
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the technical forces of production and social relations of proiuction • 

Marx,Pnever cl~imed that history merely expresses productive 
V' 

relations; such econornism is antithetical to his unierstanding of 

1i~lectical relationships in society. A historical process is 

itself "objective": it carries out the abstraction ~hich retains 

only the concrete forms of its development that is recognizable 

conditions and effects unier or •Nith •vhic1: components corning from 

"out side" are in termixe:l ::1i th the "original" pro.:J.uct s of a society! 

are accepted, absorbed! transformed or rejectei or become dominant.5
6 

Very often the primary objective cause of a phenomenon (on the 

level of its structure, relationship, technology etc.) appears on 

the surface of the historical process l8ter ttet its own consequences. 

Preconditions end phenomena which emerged earlier at a stage of human 

history, becowe forms of manifestations of processes that start much 

later. 

Because producti'on of the means of subsistence is the basis of 

human existence all stages of production have a common element and 

thus a common hi ston': lnbour an~ its means of proiuction. All 

systems of proiuction t~en may·have i~variant elements (which ca~ 

be tracei t~rougt tteir material remains) but t~ese provide only 

the general frame~ork of analysis, ~~ict ~oes not cl3rify the 

historically specific social forms of introduction. It is possible 

to define a mode of production. through esch of the common traits 

of all production - but that remains a mechanistic specification. 

The material culture record in arctaeology has been interprete~ as 

an hierarchical set of entities to be orierei t3x0nomically, and 

many of the development~ in the last years have been concerned with 

elucidating the range and co~tent of t~is recorj and witt estab!ish-

. «! 
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ing techniques that might improve the basic quality of archaeological 

:iat:J. 

I:;any archaeologists see the problem in terms of contrast bet .. •een 

''subjectivity" and ''objectivity". But the search for methods of 

"automatic classification'' as an analytic procedure has pursue:l an 

"objectivity" '-''hic!: has seeme-i increasingly illusive. And this is 

clearly because tte ordering of the recori - as we have seen - is a 

cognitive process in which dimensions are selected consistent with 

perceptions of the aims of archaeological interpretation. The more 

rigorous the method of classification, the more articulAte must these 

dimensions become, ani the more imperative becomes the question of 

"meaning". Thus even the development of '::ays of making truly 

"o b;jec ti ve" statements about the intrinsic pro per ties of artefacts! 

through for instance the use of geophysical techniques, has simply 

underlined the need for systematic social interpretation. The more 

patterns archaeologists discern in their data. the more questions will 

be forcei upon their attention. 

Again, although preoc8upation "'lth Ear! the Tool-1'a.ker might seem 

to be an un~erstaniable consequence of ~arx's emphasis on human 

production of the means of 2.ubsistence, search for a chiCJpa.nzee w!-to 

will break straws to fish out termites is, in terms of human e~olution, 

a meaninJless exercise. It is not the intentionality of production 

thet defines hu~an activity, but rather its necessarily 

social character. 57 

Testing the effectiveness of historical ~ialectical analysis in 

establishing the analytical range of perticular concepts for the 

pnlaeolit!':ic societieF- i:: mH2:be 1! "~P.rd. process'': but t~ere i.s no 

other way to ensure tistoricel objectivity either. 
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''It is possible to type automobiles on the basis of tl':e length 

of the scratches in their paint, to classify sand-temperei potsherds 

on the number of sand grains in each, or to group togetter all 

chipped stone points which have side notches. It wouli be possible, 

but the pertinent question is "so what?''5B 

5.4 The Cultural Context of ~emography 

With respect to the interaction bet~een demography anrl culture 

it seems pe~haps superficial to observe that traditionally they have 

been considered as t:•ro unrelatei parts of a ''whole'', as bwo non-

corresponiing aspects of human activity in a society, disclosing a 

"natural" contrajiction bet,.,een ''body" and ''min:i". As such. they 

have been "carefully" kept apart. examined as separate units which 

needed differential and sometimes opposing sets of explanation. That 

situation conditioned the subject-matter of demography in a "self-

reproducing" reality, presupposing a particular existence within and 

only unier environmental requirements a!"ld ecological ":l.isharmonies" 
' 

0 11 0 h 59 1.mpe 1.ng c_.ange. Nevertheless, although distinct 
Lt..\ 

,,... their 

determinants, para:ioxicall;y they do share, in t!-leir interp:::-etation, 

a common pattern of characterizations, which - it appears 

unconsciously - penetrates most of the cultural and :iemographic 

models; in the non-mRrxist literature they are both considered as 

something ''external" to society end consequently as a ''measurable 

CJccumulation'' of everts or even as a conglomeration of "atomic facts'', 

the proper ietermin~:dion or each of ··:!!ir::1 is boun'"l to be injependent 

of the determination of any other factor. t~at is. unmeiiated o~ 

eocial etiology or ~~is"torical dimension. As such. they can both 

be :letermine·i from s simple summc tion of "t~·inss'' or nur:erically 
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expressed categorical schemes, ani from previously (or recent) 

existing popu l11 tion structures based on different k in·i s of ''ada pta-

tional cornp_romi~es" in t~e ·miist of a special set of given principles. 

T~e reasoning for th~s is t~e affirmation ttat any part of the 

society (~tt any level of agcreg!!tion) is not only "capable'' of 

existing in.:iepen:lently of all o~l:er parts. but must do so. The 

definition remains "correct". even given the con·iition that other 

facts ere involved in general. In other words. tte only degree of 

freeiom arising from the consideration of the above descriptions 

consists in proviiing them with an a-priori ~ategory of "behaviour", 

often enough to generate a histogram wit~ tl:e rste ani frequencies 

of alternative expressions, ani to provide a plot with me~ns, modes 

and medians, regardless of wtet~er or not those indicators have any 

adaptive significance at all for tte particular popul~tion ~n~er study. 

Consiiere1 in this context, the whole question of demographic/ 

cultural analogies and interrelations, dissolves instanily at a method-

ologicaL level, based as it ·is on tne empiricist ''trap" that material 

facts can only be compared to material facts without ascending to a 

more "a"!:lstract'' theoretical consi:ieration to cover both the rn;~terial 

situations and the ''non-m<!terial" realities anci from tr.is perspective. 

culture tas nothinc. ~r.little io io wit~ dem~g~ap~ir. balances. 

flu~tuations, stability or chanrre. 

Environmental neterminism, in its broadest sense. is again the 

particulgr characteristic of such studies, fir~ly embediei and 

justified even at the level when cruci9l aspects of a society's 

functioninG can Ani ~ust be enBlysed at tte level of their socio-

cultural str-o.Jcture an.j proper socio-economic rel;tions r.aving a!'l 

effect to ~or b:rzing interconnectei witt) t!1e ien.oer-ephic "packa(5'e·· 

:'1·:"-~·! 

~~~ .. ~{~ 
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60 
of a population. l7any of these stu.:l.ies are concerned with the 

omnipresent and inevitable coniition of increased population growth. 

The domestication of plants and animals OcGurred because it 

provided more food for the increased number of people that existed 

at the end of t!!e Pleistocene. A few proponents of this demographic 

model recognize that it is unappealing, or at least, fatalistic, but 

are not deterred, since .. 60 
tl:e processes of hi.story are '1nexorable". 

Whether one adopts a Boserupian or Valthusian view, the basic fact 

rewains that man must "eat•· or "starve''. The incredible metho·iological 

difficulties of estimatin6 prehistoric populations and the near 

insuperable pro.olem of d i st ingu i sting cause from effect when population 

changes can be detected., are expressed with a series of assumptions 

that can obscure the circularity of t~e arguments and the tautological 

explanation of the approach; it is clear that environmental con-

straints do not determine a unique social form (and demography is 

part of that form) which alone is compatible with them; to "explain" 

demographical "organization" teleologically in terms of putative 

ecoloe;;ical functions alone is thus a metaphysical kini of argument. 

It can of course be argued that some forms may be incompatible in 

functional terms with certain constraints! and thus allow for a 

61 
negative kind of determine.tion. But even within these "limits" 

it is not possible to jisregard culture history, internal social 

development, the relations of social systems ani their contradiction 

expressed in their orrranization (economic, political or ideolocical), 

thnt is historical explanation. 

Beyond this general trend however, there is a diversity o~ 

opinions on trte ir.Iplementn.tion of the methoiological frmuework of 
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the ''ecolo(:;ical-depen.J ence" theory. Various critiques of population 

as the iniependent VAriable in cultural evolution have appeared which 

make the obvious point thRt cultures within population systems 

(depeniins in a geometrical way from their ~esource-niche) can 

curtail their nu~ber~ by instituting a variety of techniques (birth

control, marriage patterns, distinctive exchange transactions etc.) 

ani are more likely to io so when they perceive it to be in their 

best interest. Appeals over the cumulative effect of population 

gro·.vth over evolutionary time shouli not iisguise the fact that 

populati_on growth in the past as today ••1as marke1 by frequent and 

sometimes violent reversals an1 oscillations thP.t ha1 profound 

sienifica!'!ce for the history of specific areas. The important point 

is that unier any situation of "st:!'ess" populations persiste1) 

regulating t'heir sociocultural rlynamics "in-:iependentl:(' of the 

other partial environmental "pressures'', developing a rational 

"autonomous'' reorganization of tteir structu:-e in accor:iance •vi th t:-:eir 

own special "ad oomentum" needs an.j circumstances. At the conceptual 

level the structure of tte world of ~an stands revealed as a system 

of dynamically ctanginc rel3tions in which tte relations between man 

and nature, man an1 wan are ''f-ought'' out. At the empirical level 

a~;ain, ttere is a consiieraale nUI:lber o!' examples pro·1in6 the flexi

bility of local groups, ban-:is.etc., flexibility over food resources, 

territorial bouniaries, technological access and equipment, kinship 

structures, processes of proiuction, and region~! exchange, in sum 

e cultural-behavioural variability relaxing ani even preventing 

eventual "nP.turel" stress. 

It woul:l. appear t}·en. th,-,t de::!l0fr<Jphic bal~nces involvei ore 

:;uite ':li.!.,ficult'' to explair:. ~ince A ::::-ro:.~;:>'s a-laptation t0?. certain 
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area is affected by quite complex processes other ttan absolute/ 

relative size, fertility-mortality indices etc •• Both archaeological 

and ethnographic counterexamples exist ttat document, i.e. dense 

non-nucleated concentrations of people living at relatively "simple" 

or at least pre-State level of development, t~nt is sedentary 

hunter-gatherers, with no problems resulting from populati~n-growth, 

and no significant increases in ,opulation pressure. It ,,,ould appeer 

ttat many hunter-gatterers have maintained stable populations over 

long periois ani have used both cultural ani biological population 

"control" mechanisms to this end.. 
62 

It h.qs been pointed out • that 

it is much more difficult and complex to maintain a constant "low" 

rate of growth than it is to maintain either zero or rapid population 

growth. On the ot~er hand, assuming an occasional heavy exploitation 

of limited resources, any increase in the level of that exploitation 

would have been more likely to destroy the resource than to benefit 

the group in the long term. Under conditions of fluctuating resources, 

resource reliability can be best increased by increasing the range 

and diversity of the exploitative area. From point 0f view of any 

one territory ttere are the factors of individual and group movements; 

the camp units in which people live are not fixed entities: there 

is a constant movement in and out while a camp re~ains at one site 

and when the site is changed, people may move together to one or 

more new sites or may choose tri move to an existing cam~ elsewhere. 

There are no "continuities" in the composition of tt.ese local 

groupings and none which seriously would limit indiviiual freedom of 

movement ani access to food-resources. Pxamples of stable and 

persisting "boun.Jaries" tl.r.:t are crossed by a flo•." of pen:.onnel are 

clearly far more common than t~e ethnographic literature would let 
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us believe. Moreover ttere are situations ~here two tribes inhabit 

Biffiiler environrner-ts. and had approximately the same tectnolocical 

equipment to cope •.•.•ith. but \••here the population of tl:e one was 

relatively smell and stable. while the population of the other was 

at least twice as large a~d probably expanding the difference in 

population level relating thus to differential policies heH by 

the tvm groups; differences tl1erefore in their social Etructure 

63 end cultural values. 

However, most of tte cultural matter that at any time is 

associated with a humBn population is not consiiered as having any 

effect on tte structuring of the demograptic formation of a society; 

. it is not difficult to unierstand tte reasons. ~he ··complexity" of 

development in the contemporary worli ani the real problem not of 

<:bsolute num.bers of people but of tte unequal distribution cf socially 

determined wealth, are obscured by references to an innate human 

tendenc;; etern2.lly fixed b;{ a "law" of demograp'r.ic "evolution'· having 

its roots to an "ur.conscious" past. Thus, un::ler a cruie environ-

mer.talism (befo:re t1:e ''hP.rd" appearance of '!Jilson's oociobiologism), 

64 Jarman argue t~at 

similc::r m<Jn;y- of the c0ncerns. ~oncepts a!'li ever. tr:e lc.nguag·e of much 

of animal ecolozy ~nd ethology is to that of simple economics. The 

ethologicel concepts of territory ani home range can usefully be 

epplied to man. Nor should we be concernei myopically only witt 

studies of prime.te behaviour •. (for) •• in man;r WB'J'S the large 

6S 
csrnivores offer more relev'lnt compArative dnta.'' ~ ?or such a 

contribution to ~~e objective unierstaniing of tuman nature and 

~istorical evolution of society, there is ncttin~ more to add. 

Suffice it to ss,y, t!:ut, unquestionalJl2,· f!·o:;; t~:is standpoint alone 
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of both logic ani method, the systematic location of an ''absolute'' 

irreversible situation is to be foun1 just w'here the apparent "movement'' 

stops: thP.t absolute is nothing else but the ''fixation" of thought, 

it is tl:e projection into a metaphysical explanation of the 

intellectual failure to understand reality concretely as a historical 

process. Every biological subjectivism, that turns its limits into 

"eternal" limits thereby reintroduces a frozen, fixed status which 

transforms history into an illusion, and dissolves the human condition 

into fragments cf unconnected "movements". It is not possible to 

reach an understanding of particular forms of culture end demography 

(or society in general) an1 their interconnections, by stu~ying their 

successive appearances in en empirical, i~olated, pre-coniitioned 

manner. This petrified factuality in ~hich everything is enclosed 

into a fixed ''magniturl.e'' in '"hich the reality thet just happens to 

exist persists in a totally senseless, unchanging way. precludes any 

theory that could thro~ light not only on t~e pest but even on 

immediate, recent reality. At its extreme, it no longer points to 

anything beyond itself, ani thus the "mind'' o£' scientific investigation 

remains fixed on these forms which it believes to be immediate and 

''original'', ani from there it creates its own explc;natory categories 

appecring un:ier a false "objectivity''; it create~. its own ''funda-

mentals'' which determine all tr.e other categorical structu::-es and 

serves as a "p<:~radigm" for them. 

Under these principles, most anthropologists accept a general 

concept, concerning population: thnt a combination of increase in 

si~e a~1 increase per c~pita efficiency are tte two major processes 

stimuletinf, cr:Rnt:~ef< in social structure. ".'1:ere tte -iebate jevelopei 

is not to ·.d:et extent c;~·l if por)ul<;tjnn increase implied cultural 
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change but over tte question of the direct relationship between changes 

in levels of population density an1 the 1irect or indirect effect on 

the size pf tte society. The esse~tial question is why do larger 

societies form: one ex~lanation is ttet increase in population 

density proiuce pressures on basic reso~rces, re2ulting in competition 

~nd conflict. The ultimate result8 of these stimuli are overall 

political integiation, more authoritarian po~er system an~ economic 

specialization. nften aidei to this moiel are the influences of local 

environmental variation, ~hich lead to uneven population distribution. 

The argument here is that areas of greater population potential will 

be more 1ensely settlei than areas nf less potential end the former 

will - naturally - emerge as the centres of large emer6ent societies. 

In looking over the moiel it is clear th?.t it is not population 

density per se thet is pro1ucing the changes but competition over 

resources, an1 density is only a crude measure of that stresses. 

The problem is the r.:.easurement of •·ecological pressures" with more 

definite criteria than population figures, since amongst other things, 

population numbers en1 resource pressure will Vr!ry from environrtent 

to environment anyway •. The question arises as to tte efficient or 

non-efficient exploitation of resources, their equal distribution 

among all the members of a ~ociety, their decision-mak~ng practices 

and the structure of their political an~ economic organization which 

can lead to inequalities of wealth an1 heterogeneous (economically) 

sectors. The problem is not only to "locate" an1 irientify tl:e 

resource base. but to try and cca:.preheni the social relations. ''locate" 

the particular unrlerlying culturli1 instances. ar,-i link toc;ether 

proiuction ani reprniuction of the population. coexisting in a st~te 

of iiAlectical interaction of the objective nedessities nn the nne 
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part, ani the conscious activities on the other, of its members. 

At the same time, demography and culture are interconnected 

~ithin a historical approach: historical demography is no longer 

a thing to be explained by the intervention of "external'' powers or 

made meaningful by reference to ''external" values. It is, on the 

one hand the proiuct of man's own activity, on the other hand it is 

the succession of those processes in which the forms taken by this 

activity and the culturel relations of men are preserved. So that 

if as mentioned earlier on - the categories descrioing the structure 

of a social system are not imffiediately historical i.e. if the 

empirical succession of historical events does not suffice to explain 

the origins of a particular form of thought or existence, then it 

can be said that despite this, or oetter, because of it such a 

conceptual system will describe in its totality a definite stage in 

the society as a whole. 

This is what Yarx implies when he deals ~itt population problems 

in the "Grundrisse": "Thus, ''!h<;t may be overpopul?.tion in one stage 

of social proiuction may not be so in another ani their effects may 

be iifferent. The amount of overpopulation posited on the basis of a 

specific production is thus just as determin~te as the adequate 

population. Overpopuletion and population. taken together, are the 

population .,,}:ich a specific prorluction be.sis can create... The extent 

to which it goes beyond its barrier is given by the barrier itself, 

or rather by the same base which posits tr.e barrier •• " The nature of 

the histor;y is precisely that every definition "degenerates" into 

an "illusion'': history is the history of tl:e unceasing "overthrow" 

of the objective forms that shape the life of man. It is therefore 

not posPible to reach an understaniing of particular forms in society 
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by studying their successive appe~rRnces in an empiric~l manner. 

thinking about isol~ted facts in isolated mental categories. The 

"truth'' is rat_!ler that t'r.ese ?articular forms are not immediately 

connected with each o~her either by their simultaneity or by their 

consecutiveness. ~hat connects t'r.em is their place ani function in 

the totality of the historical procesE; when the problem of connect-

ing isolated pheno~ena becomes a problem of categories, by the same 

dialectical process every problem of categories becomes transformed 

into a historical pro8lem. It is transformed into a problem of 

universal hi2tory appearing ~imultaneo~sly as the method and the 

66 
knowledge of t~e past and present. 

Ani it is in this re~pect that the methodological. p?.rticu13ristic 

interests of anthropology ani archaeology caused man to become frozen 

in :fixed entities and thus pushed both ii::Yecti~s ard h~story to one 

side. And precisely this is the great danJer in every social 

research; at best dogmatic metaphysics is superseded by an equally 

dogmatic Popperian positivism. This dogmatism arises because the 

failure to make man dialecticnl is compleme!1te1 by an equal failure 

to make reality dialectical. 

Eence, "comprehension'' of any social form moves within an 

essentially st~tic world, inevitably reverting, because of the rigiiity 

of that standpoint, to the dogmatic po~ition of reconstructing end 

understanding the organization of the societies, on its own terms. 

For it is one thing to relativise and examine tr.e truth about 

indivi1uals or Epecies in en ultim<~tely "static" coniition, an:i it 

is quite another ffiRtter when the concrete, tistorical function and 

meaning of t~e VRrious "truths" i~ !•evealed within F. unique con-

r.retised historical process. "''h .. ..P;" F.n non-hi~tnrical analysis ioes. 
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is to take tr.e ''human con-iitions" with its social an1 historical 

limits ani to allow those to "ossify" into an eternal limit of 

biological o::- prat;ma tic "reality". 

As in the present, so in tte period of the- pre-history of-human 

society, man must be seen in his tistorical and dialectical existence: 

all these forms of existence th~t constitute the counterpart of the 

"real" are dissolved into processes and viewed as concrete manifes-

tations of history so t:r.at t!:e ''real'' or "special case" is not so 

much ienied as eniowe1 with its cor~rete historical shape and treated 

as an aspect of tre proce~s it~elf. 

The point is then. thf!t different "meanings" of clemography or 

culture anJ differential techni1ues employed (obviously) for their 

study, ioes not necessarily imply ttat iemography is not connected 

in s·ome respect to cultu:r:_e an·i to socio-economic structur.es ani that 

their importance for the demographic consiste-ncy of a population 

should not be consi:lered. ~.':oreover it seems much more realisti~ to 

speak about a ''cultural demography" 

ttan to speak a·oout a ''biological demography". But this 

ices no more than present the protlem in a descriptive form and 

certainly does not point the way tn a solution. The solution can 

only be discovered by seeing t~ese two aspects - demography and 

culture - as they appear in the concrete and real process of 

popul!ltion's development, it remains true tl':at a more soptisticated 

awareness is required also of t~e material culture record. It is 

important to establish thRt the abstract separation nf iemography from 

culture an·t the rigid. iivisiol"'. bet·,een man as a "tr.ing" on the one 

hanr.i. eni m~n aE a •·man" on tr·e ntr.cr. is not ·.·rithnut conse1uences; 

it is respnnfible fnr t~e ge~esis 0f ethnocentrism. exploitation. 
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inequality, which cannot escape from immediate empirical facticity 

ani it is responsible for the idea of a population iivorced from the 

t?tnl development in society and credited with a function alien to 

its concrete character. ~hat this means, is that every path leading 

toR change in this reality,'is systematically blocked. Alrea.iy the A 

mechanical separation bet~een demography. culture, economics 

precludes any really effective action encompassing society in its 

totality, for this it~elf is based on the mutual interaction of all 

these factors. 

The disintegration of a dialectical practical unity into an 

inorganic aggregate of empirical situations or facts (in their 

untranscended immediacy) ani an insistence in notions and modes as 

alien to the past as to the present is characteristic in increasing 

measure of the decographic unierstan~ing directed generally towards 

statistical divisions and conditional/empirical types. It is not 

hard to see that all series of research Rre coming up against tte 

need to reveal and identify cultural coexistence. In a sense all 

this endeavour results to the artificial separation of individual 

spheres of society from one another and corresponiincly to the 

fragmentation 0f t~e humsn rusterisl in~o separate - if not oppQse~ -

sectors. Above all. it is?. s~:stcmatic ,justifi.cati~n of :lifferent 

I • l t +' t T ' I' • l" t"h" • • \ t' • terms \essentl?. 0 vl!Cl S0r. Oi SOClc. •'ln':lng'). !":lS very 

"dualism" of economic an:l iemographic/cultural "fatalism'' as applied 

to the human functions of that rnethniologicel continuum. v~ich means 

inevitably· ttat tl:e popul.<Jtion su'::lmits to t}:e "laws" of nature 

· · t ·· + l. t · 1 to·~·"n. :-·ls the natu-r::~l eitt:e:r in a sp1r1 01 accep"e'. no l~ns \e.g. .~- - --

laws of prod'.lction an1 repro:L1ction:; or r:l::;e in spirit of "moral" 

aL:'irm3tion (e.g. t:1e acceptance of 2~ ''iieal meesure") c:n·l a :l.emo-
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graphic logic poin~ing out to questionable iefinitions, ani results. 

5·5 Summary 

If we con£i1er social values ani population ·iynemics, tte notion 

of culture presupposes that values can be attached to iniividual 

populations' organization, function, relati~nships, properties and 

command over resources. The measurement of their internal structure 

precludes the existence of some value system against which ~e can 

measure (and thereby compare) the i~pact of a change upon social 

groups. 

In ter~s of the activity petterns of a total population what 

must be consU.ered is tr.e for;-.)ation of "attitudes" dependent upon 

sti~uli existing in a perticulAr context, populations exhibit different 

elasticities with respect to their use of socio-econnmic ''space'' ani 

resources provi-i.e different "services·· to ~iifferent penple, accoriing 

not only to tteir environmental setting or technological equipment 

but to their cultural concepts. Tl:is is one of the most ''urgent" 

population/demography problems ttat shoul~ be ~onsiiered. Since 

these procedures interact in a way th~t may not be readily 

apparent the proble~ which arises is hom to isolate each for explicit 

con sid era tion without iamaging their general "evolution" and the 

proper determinants of their existence. The whole question takes 

on a new dimension in the case, for example, when different 

populations express different or1ers of preference ove~ a given set 

of outco:nes or wr.en groups do not perceive t~e "sa:;;e" alternative 

choices of potential outco~e. I~ this cese each group has its own 

perceivei action space ani importa~t ~istinctions a~l tran~for~etions 

cen arise. Bec13u3e culture contain!'. t1:e econr~mic - tr·:"t i!: com::::<~n-1 
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over resources - cultu~Al coniitions and values autoruatically 

affect the :nea sur ement of "real" iemo~ra ph ical mea su:-ernent s. Thus 

popul~tions may live unier.exactly the sa~e environmental conditions 

ani rely upon tr:e sa:Iie resources, but if t)-:ey perceive ''things" from 

anot:her viewpoint they ·.•till have differant "income" and their 

demographic disposition will not be the same. 

The initial view of evaluation concerning iernography en1 culture 

stems from an artificial separation of methoiology with an historical 

con!:iieration. 0ut of this separation flo"!S g tendency to regard 

facts as unconnectei to values, objects as iniependent of subjects, 

"things'..-as possessing an identity irdepen:ient of :human perception 

and action. If verification is fu~iarner.tal. from the position in 

which verification is viewed as a matter of establishing (by some 

general accepted means) the empirical relevance and applicability 

of abstract propositions, then it cannot be separatei from meaning: 

meaning in other words which is regard. ej as ''moves ble" not in some 

ran:lom or arbitrary way, but as part of tte process through which 

society embraces certain lines of thought in order to rationalize 

certain lines of action in preference to others. Thnt is, it can~ot 

be separated from social practice in general. Underlying this view 

is a shift away from empiricism or idealism towards a msterialist 

interpretation of iieas as they arise in particular historical contexts. 

The distinction between "fact" and ''value" is one of the 

innumerable iualisms which, AS we hnve seen, per~aies ·post-renaissance 

western philosophy. ~hese d~Alisms cAn eitter be ac~eptei as a fact 

of life or t!:ey can be reconcile1 in sclte '''P.J'. Kant_ C0!'1structe-i an 

elaborate systet:l of t\:nu~rt iesi_s-nei to lin'.· i·Jali~ri!S intn n c:lherer:t 

philosophy. but in the process ~as fnr~ei tn resort t0 the ioct~ine 
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of t'he "a priori" • ":it'h !.:arx, the tiistinctions "collapse" as he 

deals with how concepts anti facts relate to anJ stem f~om human 

practice ratter thsn to eternal truths ettac'hei to them. The act 

of "observing" is t':le act-of evaluation anrl to- separate them is to 

force a distinction of human practice that ioes not in reality exist. 

Warxist categories ani concepts are fnrmulatei through the 

application of the iialectical method to history as it unfol1s. 

through events a~i actions. A positivist methoi involves, for example, 

the applicP. tion of trarii tiona l bi-value:i logic to test hypotheses: 

hypotheses ~re either true or false ani once categorizei remain ever 

so, I.nsdfar as it is relevant to discuss of truth an:i falsity. truth 

lies in the dialectical process rather than in the statements derivei 

from the process. T:-.ese state:nents can be desi[;,!l::tei as "true" only 

at a given point in ti:ne and, in any case can be contraiicte~ by 

other "true" state:nents. In ttis way, 1ialectical metho.1 allows us to 

invert· analyses if necessary, to regard solutions as problems, to 

regard questions as solutions. Thus resources become important only 

w~en they are invested witt the social ani technical apparatus of 

the populF.tion concerned. 

Demographic patterns can very immensely. iepeniinJ upon the 

technological arrangeme~ts for proiuction. the division of labour. 

the local neeis of societies in different environme~ts ani so on. 

The social basis forcooriinating grouJE' activity in proiuction. 

consists of the social relationships, •hich can vary accorrlin~ to 

the coniitions of proiuction. The social rel3tionshi?s form a 

social structure w~ich is maint~ine·i thrnugl-J ''leg~l'' :orces as f!"l!' 

;'!~~}. 
example kins~ip, religion ideology etc •• the survival o~ a society 

llieans the perpetuatinn not onl~ of huma~ beings but of a :iven moie 

ot proiuction. ::ence ~larx ar;ues (in Pre-capita]..ist economic 
: : _ _. .. ; . : ... ~ 

-::· \~·:· .. ·. :·; 

~-.~~-~: _:~>~~'-:: ?, 
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formations) that a mode of production must create the coniitions 

for its o"m perpetustion,~/"'/ he dra,.rs attention to the main aspects .X 

in ~hich a mode of production pro~uces the conditions of its own 

existence \•rithin populations)relations and mechanisms. A particular X 
•/ 

conjunction of circumstances may make it possible to forge a new 

combination of social ani economic forms to define a ne~ mode of 

production. This requires that certain social and economic forms.' 

carry over from one mode of production to another; indeed without 

a certain persi stenc;,~ of these forms tr.e transition from one mode of 

production to another wouli be impossible. Thus different forms of 

proiuction can be found in the same mode and similar forms can like-

wise be identical within the different modes. It is generally held 

ttat fixed categories and definitions prejudice the interpretation 

of the past, present and future and that ''floa tine(' relational 

definitions of the sort used by Yarx are inadmissible and confusing. 

Varx, ho~ever, tried to relate his definitions and categories to the 

society under consideration. The concept of scarcity. for example, 

does not arise ngturally. but becomes relevant only in terms of social 

action and social objectives within a mode of production. Scarcity 

is then, socially :l efine.:1 and not na turelly determined. '.Vhile on a 

population level analysis proceeds as if it does not ~atter how 

scarcity arises, a marxist analysis lies in the way that a seemingly 

ho1nogeneous "thing" is dissected into its components parts and 

relates those parts to all other aspects of the social structure of 

a populetion. Part of the seeming ambiguity of the concept of a mode 

of production, ~emographic considerations an~ cultural events, stems 

from the interpretation put upon the concepts. Therefore, while it 

is iifficult to determine t}:e 1:1eani.n.:: of' ;:, ter:n or fact ir: abstrnct, 
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it can be sai~ ttet a mode of produ~tion, fnr example, refers to 

those elements, activities and social relationships ~hich are necessary 

to produce and reproduce reel, material life, with three basic 

elements, which remain constant from society to society: the objects 

of labour, the mesns of labour and the labour power. The various, 

different each time, coordinAting mechanisms are an integral part of 

the populations basic characteristics, for it is through them that 

the various elements in production ere orought together and the 

diverse socially productive activities are welded in something coherent. 

The definition of an ''absolute" population level requires t!Jat we 

identify ~hich social an~ cultu~al functions ere necessary for the 

survival of society ani ~hich are excess ani supportei by the 

production of "surplus'' in the b:-oadest sense. This is clearly a 

difficult "task" for surplus. neei. scarcity ani so on. CC!n be defined 

only in terms of a particular social, cultural, technical and instit-

utional setting; hunger. for example, cannot be measured independently 

of some social situation. within a population. The consciousness of 

"need" is a social :;:>roduct: it is but a part of the ideological 

superstructu:-e which rests upon e functioning economic oase. and it 

varies from society to society an:1 from time to time. It is 
{)v"-

contingent ~n the mode of production itself. 

In tte "Contribution to tte Critique of Politicel Economy" J,:arx 

examines the intricate relationships between production, consumption, 

distribution, need, excl-:nnge end circulation. :,. c· .. ., society chanses, so 

may the quantity of mAterial product set aside as well as the purposes 

of doinB so. It is consequently possible to '"increase" or ''iecrease" 

t!-le quantit:; of surplus populr:ti0n b~,' institutinf, social cf:r.nf5'es 
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actually increasing the total quantity of material product. 

The point is t~st fun1amentnl changes in the economic basis of 

societ.r "lead" to a redesiB'rlation of t!:e tot;tl population apparatus 

ani to new social relationships. TheRe changes are not ani can never 

be simply generated out of t~e ideological superstructure (only) of 

a society; the economic con1itions have to be right for the emergence 

of the new forms o~ integration and redistribution. An incirease in 

population may generate a larger agr;regate surplus but is related 

'vi th ot!1er populstion factors an::l r1etermined by tlef'ini te stages of 

production. " •• There ~as no harrier to the reproduction of the 

Athenian slave other than producible necessaries. And we never hear 

,. 
that there were surplus slavea in antiquity. The call for them 

/ 

increased, rather. There was however, a surplus population of non-

workers (in the immediate sense) who were not too many iri relation to 

the necessaries available, but who had lost the coniitions under 

which they couli appropriate thew. The invention of surplus labourers, 

i.e. of propertyless people wto work, belongs to the perio1 of capital, 

the beggars who fastened t~emselves to the monasteries Rni helpei them 

eat up their surplus pro1uct are in the sa~e class as t~e feu~al 

retainers, and this shows that the surplus ;roiuce couli not be 

eaten by the srnP.ll numter of its O\vnerf:'." (}:arx. Grunrl.risse) J, social 

f:~urplus proiuct o: some sort is proiuce:i in all societies an'i it is 

always possible to create more of it. The concept of surplus is 

itself' subject of re-definition as conditions of production. consucption 

end distribution r:'hange, tr:is is com:ectei in an irr.;ne'!i;:.te ·ve-:,·· , .. ::_th 

populations' 1emocraphic petterns. 

, .•• The overpopulation e.g. amonc r;unting peoples ••. proves r:ot 

tLat tLe earth coul:l not suiJ(lOrt t);eir sr:.c:ll n1,.;ml.Jers but rat!~er tl:nt 
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territory for fe~ people. Never a relation to a non-existe~t 

absolute mass nf subsietence. but rather relation to the con~itions 

of reproiuction, nf tte proiuction of these means. incluiing likewise 

the con~itions of repro~uction of human beings. of the total 

population, of relative surplus population. This surplus is purely 

relative: in no way reletei to the means of subsistence as such, 

but rather to tr.e mode oi' proiucine; tl:em. Hence also only a surplus 

at tl·.i::. state of development'' (l·:arx, Grundrisse) Of course, '-';hen 

~':arx saj"S "overpopulation" in hunting-gathering communities he means 

overpopulation in certain areas, that is population densities and 

aggreeation in certain er.vironrnental settings. On t!:e other hand, 

in asserting the primacy of the economic basis Yarx was propoeing 

two things: first that tte relationships between structures are 

themselves structured in some way ~ithin a totality. We said that 

the conditions concerning the production ani reproduction of material 

life were fundamental ani this led him to the second point: attempt

ing to vie,·r societ:>' as a totelity. tl-'en ultimatel;i everytr.ing hr:s to 

be releted to the structures in the economic basis of society. The 

evolution of society as a totality must therefore be interpreted as 

tte result of tte contradictions established bott ~ithin and bet~een 

::tructureE:; it is through these foru.ulations th11t demograp1lical 

relations are cha.nt;ing (or retained) in a population. The concepts 

and ideas established can then become a material fcrce in production 

and reproduction. To io so, however, requires that concepts which 

exist as mere abstractions be translate1 into hutr.~n ~rectice. 

Concepts, cateeories an~ facts cannot be viewei as h~ving an 

in·::epender.t existence. ·r;;e structure o: populr.tior. car; be transfort:iei 
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by its own internal laws of transformation but the results of this 

process have to be interpretei in terms of the relationships they 

express within the totality of ~hich they are a part. Populations 

are thus proiuced un!er certain coniitions (inclu~ing a pre-existing 

~et of •• ) while they also have to be seen as producing agents in 

~ocial situation. In that sense, it is ''irrelevant" to ask whether 

concepts are true or false. ~e have to ask rather what it is that 

produces them and what is it that they serve to produce. 

Tience there arises the distinction bet~een materialist theories 

which are proiuctive of che~ce ani status quo theories which are 

derived out of a certain kind of ttouE~t. ani help to preserve an 

existing situation. Population is nothing outside of a particular 

set of relationships an~ it can arise in a variety of ways depen~ine 

on ho·" these relationsl:ips are structured. From tr_is position it is 

possible to for3"e a critique of contemporary population theories. 

V.'hat kini of object or entity are •ne dealing 1•:hen 'Ne seet:: to 

investigate population patterns~ ~e cannot answer that population 

is a "thing" evolving merely out of biolo.:;~ical logic. It is an 

existins unity, attached to distinctive cultural as well es econOffiiC 

derivatives and therefore has a function affected by the~. Td define 

elements relationally means to interpret tbern in a way "external'' to 

direct observation: the rr.eaninG of an observable "action" is 

established by discoverinG ite relation to the ~ider structure of 

which it is a part. Thus tte inability to identify a transformation 

i.e. in R palaeolithic society ioes not mean that it ~oes not exist. 

The evolution of populations must be intcrprete~ as the result of 

I 
objective forms ani in~tances repro~ucei ~by virtue of their 

specificall,y trnnsceniente.l strur.tures) BE:?. purpose in tr.e form of 
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a goal ani not as "solit~ry" stereotypes. 

Thi~ rnetho1 of interpreting demographic phenomena permits more 

than a mere description of the aspect in which they emerge before 

direct contemplation of the surface of the developed stage on their 

existence - it permits to reproiuce~ in the full sense of the term, 

their origination, to trace their emergence ani development ani the 

''real" circumstances tr~P.t, tr.e actually necessary con•litions of their 

origin ani structure retainect.at each eiven mome~t.as forms of 

exi!"t ence. •.·1i tho•J t a '"i ereglement" of tr:eir hi:iden. inner substances. 
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Notes ani References 

1. Papaioannou-Stathaki F 1985. 

2. See Chapter 1 

3· Several recent works concerne~ with the concept of ~tructure ani 

structural analysis are listed in the bibliography. Not all 

structural theorists use the concept in the same way. Parsons 

for example speaks of normative structures. A major implicit 

expression of positivism an1 objectivist social science, not 

sufficiently dealt ~ith in the literature, is the use of 

structural explanation. Because of their doubts as to the 

accessibility of mind to scientific method, objectivists are 

generally inclinerl to separate the social scientific idea of 

society from ideas in society. This inclination often takes 

the form of an affinit;y for stru·ctural explanations. It is not 

easy to say just ~tat the concept of social str~cture means. and 

it has sharply different meanings for different theorists. but 

generally social structure is meant to describe those features 

of social living that are independent of and exert controlling 

influence on the beliefs and actions of social me~bers. 3ut if 

structural variables are "objective'' i.e. if tb.ey can be known 

independently of the subjective experience of social actors, a 

convincing argument can be made that social explanation is (for 

them) ultimetely not unlike the explanation of physical neture. 

It is interesting to note thet in Levi-Strauss (although he 

belongs to a different structure! trR~ition) t~e process of 

successive narro.,:ing oppositions sho .. •n in his work, .P,.re some"Jhc:t 

reminiscert of t}!e dic-!lectical proeess (tl:esis. <:ntithesis, 
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synthesis); however there are striking iifferences: the 

opposed elements seem coevally present, there is no eviience 

thAt t~e one develops. as a reaction to lor outgrowth of) the 

othir. In Levi-Strauss the movement in the process is illusory; 

no synthesis is ever reached ani nothing intrinsic is ever 

there is only ~~ increasingly restatement of the 

problem. In short he provi~es us with a way of thinking about 

cultural problems; he 1oes not (in his myth analysis) provide 

any model for ho~ cultural for~s c~ange. not for how the i~eas 

th~t shape our comprehension of the physical -orli might change. 

His concern is ~ith the sign syste~s by ~hich thought is 

expressed en1 with t~e ~ays in which t~ese are use1; as such 

his work belongs 1110re in Saussure' s thinking than in l~arx' s. 

See also for a thoughtful, critical analysis 

Schaff A 1978, ani .r'akubowski's (l976)interesting··.'lork. 

4. Kersch K 1970, l.'esz:::ros 1971. Philosophy in the USSR 1977. 

Williams R 1917· 

5· ;·,·e use "historical'' as alrea:iy pointe1 out in ChF.pter 1! for 

6. 

1 0 

all societies with ~ritten or no written recoris. 

The originality of a e-iven system is not refutei by the 

~emonstrati~n that certain eleme~ts of t~at system used to 

oc~ur in some form earlier in the history of humqn thought. 

The conc~pts ~ni ideas (Pn~ technology) iii nnt (ani couli 

not) occur in the past in tre same form. ani "a fortiori'' 

couli not play the sam~ role in the structure of t~e w~ole 

system. 

Janilova L.V 1971. Klejn L.S 1972, Ko~ J,q 192n. ?etrova-

Averkieve Yu l)bfl, "!illHm:. R 1917. \ressman ,j. ·a 1981. 
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8. Smith A.') 1973 

9. Bonte P· 1973. 1<)74. ';;"n[iels F Anti-:)tinrirg. raguire J 1?72 

(t~arx's Paris · .. ritingsY. ~'Rrx K (Grunirisse). ~~-·L.o.ug~lin 1?75, 

Sarah A.K 1963, Schaff A 1978. 

10. "Rietoricist" usei here nnt ir the materiP.listic sense w}'ere 

every phenomenon of social life is stuiie1 in terms of the 

procesE of its origin and development and its causal determin-

ations,. '!.'e are referring to the way empiricists and evolutionists 

use it. ~hetever t~e differences among them, all tte 

evolutionists conceived of human societies as isolated natural 

syste~s and the aim of anthropology was to establish clearly 

demarcated "stages··. Tr.is '/ictoriP.n o':>session with stages was 

an ijeological reflex of the social system in which these 

scholars lived. That is they live~ in a society iivided into 

clearly demarcatei strata:· lower, mi~ile ani upper classes. 

The historical reconstruction of the Victori~~ evolutionists 

suffered not only from the impositinn of ethnocentric social 

categories upon tr.e data. but aloo :rnm e faulty use of com

prehending and compare cultural variation on a ~nrli~ide basis. 

It now seems clear th~t they ~ere more interestei in re-

constructing t~eir own "prehistory'' tten real hi5torical f0rmatior.. 

11. Kluc:khohnC 1960 

12. On this matter see also Chapter I ani especially II 

13. Bonte P 1973, 1974, Krader L 1976. 

14. Hoffman J 1975· 

15. The subject is wiiely iiscus~ei in tte literature ~~d hi~tly 

controversiel. See, Amon~st otter~, especi~lly: Belasco H 
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1975. Blau P 1975. Benton T 1977. Lenski E 1975. Schutz A 

1967. Williams R 1977, Vulov T 1973. Znaniecki F l952o 

16. There are ruore than 160 definitions of culture included in 

Kroeber-Kluckhohn "Culture: a criti~al review of concepts an·i 

definitions" (1952), which had become a commonplace and led 

to theoretical a~d conceptual variations; we are not of 

course attempting to sort out these variations here, but 

generally "cultures" are appearing as exogeneous, self-

sufficient "systems" of "behaviour" clue "more'' to in-iividual 

growth processes, ani social reality accoriing to this view, 

really only existing in consciousness, and since the conscious-

ness of others is stuiied introspectively, the study of society 

end culture becorue s t}, e :::tudy of one salf. 

l7o Hoffman J 1975 

l8o Blau P 1974 

19. Uarx K: The Poverty of Philosophy. Theses on Feuerbach (3rd) 

The German Ideology, (Marx-Fngels). Grun1risseo 

20o Blau P 1975, Durkhei~ E 1965o 

2lo ~.:arx K, GrunJ.risse. 

22o Karx-Sngels, Selected Works. 

23. Letter to Schmidt: 5o8.1890 

24. Among the more recent proponents of t:-:is "fatuous notion" 

have been Frankfurt theorists (like 1:' "' ) .... .rromm who see in 

Engels comments "a recognition on his part of t!1e fe.il'..lre to 

pay enough attention to the power of iieaso o o .•· etc o But t1:is 

is e version of what in fact ~ngels sAi1o (see ~later P 1977) 

r-.r 
C:)o Letter tn Schmi1t ~7ol~.l89n 

Lette:::- to Vehrir.g: l4o7ol.S93 
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2?. Ttere is a broajer 1iscussion on this point in ~apaioannou-

Stathaki (1985) article. 

28. Petrovic G 196? 

29. ''AccorH~e:- to tr.e mat-erinlis-tic Cf2ncepti-On, t~e :ieterminin& 

factor in history is, in the final i~stance, the pro.iucti~n 

ani reproiuction of immeiinte life. This aeain, is of e two-

fol1 character: on the one _side, tr:e proiuction of the means 

of existence, of fooi, clothing ani shelter ani the tools 

necessary for that proiuction; on the other side. the proiuction 

of human 9eings themselves, the propagation of the species. The 

social or~anization under which the people of a pertic~lar 

historicsl epoch ani a particul~r nountry lives is determined 

by bot:h kinis of proiuctbn •• " 

30. Kersch K 19?2 (a, b) 

(). 

31. Lefebvre E l96b, Lukacs G 1971. Pet~ovic G 196?. 

32. Cohen G. A 1982, !~ur phyR 1972. Rubi!'l stein D 1981, Ra·ler 1: 1975', 

Swingewood A 19?5· 

33. Ilyenk.ov B. V 1977, Rubinstein ~ 1981. 

34· A :J_Uantity of literature-has accumulatei on this issue in recent 

years. It is difficlllt to say anything about t~is matter 

without saying a great deal. But because of cn~rse it is not 

possible to iisregard it, the attempt here iF made 

giving a general account, clarifyin<; ~o some extent tte main 

1i!ficulties. ten~encies en1 is~Jes; and moreover to define it versus 

a tistorical, mP.terielistic apprnacr.. 

35· Rubinstein} 1981. 

36. !/arx K G::-un'lrisse. 
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Ariams rr. P 19 65, ~:aguire J 1972, I'arx ..-:arly •::ri tinzs ( tr-ansl. 

and ed~ T.B Bottomore) 
~ 

Lu.l<a c s G 19 6 6 
' 

41. Tool-making is of course connecte~ with speech; they both 

represent t~e earliest symbolic humen betaviour. There is no 

doubt that human language can only realise its most important 

function, that of being s means of communication between 

in~ividuals, because it operates with meaningful entities. The 

system is a complicstei one, but implies at any level of 

communication that element of information which transforms the 

''immaterial" into "mater-ial i~apier (1972) describes the ''complex 

signaling system 'Nhich conve.)'s information about mood" of 

monkeys ani apes. But this is the organic symbolism without 

social convent ion to mhich Eollo,vay ( 19 69) refers. Lenne berg 

(1960) says "lcnguage's purposiveness is clo;:ely related to 

inventiveness and the ability to introduce changes into a given 

behaviour pattern." Fe decisively notes t!-1e discontinuity 

between human symbolic speech ani animal signal behaviour. 

Languae:e ani tool-making are tr:e first cultu:-al "inventions". 

Tte living primates j~ not make inventions. If we accept this 

definition 8f tr.e critical evolutionary situation. then it 

beco~nes apparent tr.at tr.e human ce,pacity for speech should. not 

be confusecl v1it~ its ''inevitability". "Sven on the level tl:ere 

is a contingency built into the cultural process, a cantingency 

t~~t is itself related to tte dialectic, ani Jialectics can 

never be define~ as mere determinism. Varx (in tte Contribution 

to the Critique of Political Economy) sail that speech is a 
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socicd phenomenon, that to consider "the development of speech 

~ithout iniiviiuals -ho live tngether ani talk to one another·• 

wouli be ''preposterous". The mini which penetrates tool 

manufacture and.accompanying speech is human, ani clearly we 

are engaeed here with more than methodological nuances in the 

menipulation of data. Working within the limits of a single-

line evolutionism seems inadequp.te. The main issues are the 

historical, philosophical and epistemological implications for 

a biocultural approach that admits contradiction, uneveness and 

similarities as the motive force of evolution. 

42. Klejn L.S 1982 

43. Klejn op.cit. 

44· Attanovskii S.N 1963, Boccara P 1933, Bonte ? 1974. Kabo V.R 

1974. Klejn op.cit •• Klejn L.S. 1972· 

45· Klejn L.S 1982 

46. Bonte P 1973, Eichhorn-Bauer-Koch 1974. 0'1aughlin B 1975. 

47. Kohl P.L 1981, Klejn L.S 1982. 

48. ~arcus G 1978, Varkarian S.S. 1969 (quoted from Klejn op.cit.). 

49. Behini t!:et "mental" excuse. of particular pertinence to British 

archaeology, a concern ,.,ith the strict presentation of "facts" 
v. 

becomes rigidified into dogma with the exception oftG· Childe 

wi tl: his notion of archaeolog,y contributing to a science of 

history; he is, at the same time, as far as we know the only 

archaeolocist thot many anthropologists in this country ever 

admit to having read. 

50. See rnainly chapters I an·1 II. 

51. That multi-purpose function has elreaiy been discussei in 

chapter III nf t~is thesis ani f0r Greece. es~ecially, see 
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unpublished Msc F. Papaioannou-Stathaki 1981: Environment and 

Population in Palaeolithic Greece. 

52. This central tendency (of isolation) automatically creates 

-
constructs of bounded social units (cultures). Cluster of sites 

are excavated which are separated from other site's cluster by 

intervening, sterile space. If the archaeological record in 

these clusters is described in terms of central tendencies 

applicable to them entirely - a simple task even if hunter-

gatherers in the real world should not behave in this way - an 

internally homogeneous spatial unit is generated~ at its 

margins the unit clashes sharply with similar constructs 

(even if they are due to nothing but distance). It is easy 

to "mistake" these constructs as evidence of bounded social 

units. However, the existence_of such units is unlikely before xhe 

neolithic. Socio-cultural boundaries of this kind are associated 

with severe locational penalties and under law population 

densities they should be expected only in very unusual ecological 

circumstances (Wobst 1976). Nevertheless palaeolithic populations 

already are shown to.have participated in regional exchange: at 

low population densities even such a basic process as hunting, 

forces local populations to interact within a regional population 

matrix. 

53. Klejn L.S ibid. 

54. Ilyenkov E.V 1982. Ilyenkov E.V 1977. 

55. "upper" for later stage, not higher. 

Ilyenkov ibid. Marx K. Grundrisse. 

56. Ilyenkov ibid. (1982) 
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59. This point is ·spe~ifically illustr~tei in P. Hammoni 1 s 

In trod uc tion to Cul turnl ani Socia 1 4nt::ropology 1vhere the 

author having iefine-i anthropology in va?,ue ani general terms 

as the 1 stuiy of man 1 ani. having :iivirtei. as is usual in 

American methoie. physical. archaeological anthropology from 

social ani cultural anthropology, 1eiicates ~i~ bonk to the 

customary stuiy of hunting. agricultural. pastoral etc. 

societies without any further orientation. 

60. The components of the social structure ara human beings,the 

soc: ott structure it self being an arrangement of persons in 

relationships institutionally defined and regulated. 

In t-he proces!" of production human beings use tools, skills 

ani knowledge. Labnur is performed in the framework of an 

economic organization. From the beginning the organization of 

society has probably been mostly a question of securing the 

lives of the members ani their access to the resources of a 

territory. Kno-ledge of social organization an1 behaviour 

tu::-!ls ~-~ubsequently into ''rules'' affectine in tr.e first place 

the mode of subsistence. Rn1 eventually population structure 

and d emograpl':ic pat terns; coopers tion, she ring. and differen-

tiation of tasks are among such rules . ani once they are 

established the economy of human society consists of both 

the relations between society ani its environment an1 the 

socio-economic relations between its members. 

61. F:. Le.t~ch (1)6/j) for example states clearly; "the ge~eration 

of Britist anthropologists of which I am one has proudly 
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proclaime-i its bel.ief -in the irrelevance of history for the 

unierstaniing of ;!OCial organization o o o '·"'e functionalist 

anthropolocists a~e not really 'antihistoricals' by principle; 

it is simply t!"at .·\·•e do not kno·•.• ho,., to fit historical material 

into e framework of concepts. 

62. Hassan F 1978, 1981, ~ayden B 1972~ 1981, ~eiss Vor 1978 

~ee also ch2pter II on this matter. 

63. Papaioanno~-~tathaki 1985 (note 22 to the article: the problem 

of Culture ani the place of dialectical interpretations). 

64. Eiggs and Jarma~ 1975· 

65. ~ngels remarks· (still oj topical interes~ when writing to ,,. 
Lavrov on 12th l''ovember 1878 of the "Darwinian :ioctrine!· I accept 

the theory of evolution, but "Darwin's metho1 of proof (struggle 

for life, n~tural selection} I consider only a first, provisional 

imperfect expre~ion of "! ne·~·ly discovered fact. Until Dar,.,in's 

time the very people who no~ see every~here only struggle for 

existence ( Vogt. BUchner, ~.~ oleschott etc o) emphasizei precisely 

cooperation in organic nature o•···· Both conceptio~s are 

justified within certain limits. but the one is as one-sided 

as well as animate - incluies both harmony and collision, 

~truggle ani cooperation. When therefore a self-styled natural 

scientist takes the liberty of reducing the whole of historical 

development with all its wealth and variety to the one-sided 

anrl meagre phrase "struggle for existence'' a phr~se which even 

in the sphere of nature can be accepted only cum grano salis 

f'UCr a proceiure really contains its own condemnation····" 

"The essentir.l ii fference bet•"een human ani anim~l society 

~OnPist~ in tte fact t~et animals nt ffiost collect while men 
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prociuce. This sole but coniitionnl -l.ifference alone a:.Akes it 

impossible to transfer la~s of animal societies to human 

soc_ietiee. 

~ramsciA, Selections from Prison Notebooks. 



CHAPTER 6 

The Essence of the Evidence 

Le besoin a eta le maitre de l'homme, il lui revela 

l'usage ~e ses capacites, de ses mains, de son 

intelligence (Diodore 1,8) 

6 1 "R 1" b . t d . 1 • ea o Jec s: aupearance and 1sp acement 
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Placing hunter-gatherer peoples in history means tracing 

long periods of contact between groups and incorporating their 

relationships into a lerger regional and temporal pattern. 

A tool-complex forms only a minimal part of human manifes-

tations, "rhich is not the most important one when it refers only 

to technology. V.'ithout inferences and assumptions of different 

kinds, during which strict certainty is sometimes lost, there is 

no possibility of reaching deeper historical reality. Prehistory 

involves reconstruction, and reconstruction can never attain ....... 

infallibility. However, loss in certainty does not justify the 

attitude of object-bound analysts, wl-.o stop at the object level 

or its nearest derivative ecology. The process seen in history 

cannot be separated from the methoi of inquiring into this process. 

Whst comes through at tr.e end ·is the contextual ani relativistic 
/ 

- indeed dialectical - manner in •.vhich ''behaviour" at any level of 

the process can be probed and justified. 

These arguments, in ad1.ition to those put forwarn in the 

previous sections, further support the case for so~e kind of 

differential control over the lithic tool-industry. In fact, tr.e 

adoption of a different starting point means reconsiiering a set 
I 

y 
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of issues in which dynamics - and not static issues - are the 

centre of things and endeavour to show that it is possible to 

connect, theoretically, t~e general processes of economy ~ith an 

explicit understanding of an emergent structure of spatial relation-

ships. ~ssentially the problem arising here is the realistic 

evaluation of a specific prehistoric situation falling within the 

field of whet is referred to as hunting-gathering societies, their 

subsistence strategies and their economic system, with the limits 

that are set on this sort of inquiry,which applies primarily to ~ 

societies with a medium or unsatisfactory archaeological visibility. 

In general, thersfore, it appears that the macro, meso and 

micro factors must constitute a consistent and continuing dimension 

~~lithic tool analyse~; the range of criteria available from this 7-

evidence is considerable but can only provide a frame of reference 

for particular decisions based on specific subsistence needs and 

the development of certain forms of labour and labour organization. 

There is originally a unity between a specific form of 

communal or tribal organization and the corresponding ownership of 

nature, or attitude to the objective coniitions of production as 

naturally existing, and the objective being of the individual by 

means of the community. This unity, which in a sense appears as 

the particular form of property, has its living reality in a 

specific mode of production itself, and this mode appears equally 

as the behaviour of the individuals to one another end as their 

specific active behaviour towaris inorganic nature, their specific 

+· ' • l mode OJ. .1.aoour. 
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The general theoretical ramificationsof the aboveare evident. 

Prehi·story, despite its well-known limitations~is history. It 

is concerned with people, with ideas, ~ith purpose, with change. 

Its principal instrument of research is archaeology, but it cannot 

rest content with simply recording differences in technology in a 

stratified sequence. Technology on the other hand, as part of a 

concrete socio-economic formation cannot exist independently of 

distinct social organisms; it is not an abstraction or conceptual 

convenience; it does exist as the "expression" (or the inner 

essence) of concrete societies and it is not independent of the 

consciousness and the will of men. ':-Then faced with change, one must 

ask whet is the nature and cause of this change - and whether causes 

end effects detected extend to the people ae a whole. In this 

respect, apart from ~"hat a prehistoric gro~p uses for its technology~ 

it is-important to take into consideration ani try to reconstruct 

the behaviour responsible for the artefactual (or other) evidence 

of a region. It is unrealistic to suppose that archaeological 

data is such that interdependent ite:ns can always be segregated 

from the independent (and dependent ones), for behind the said 

association of the material, cultural and other ~ata may relate 

to each other in complex ways. Tool form is partly determined by 

the qualities of the available raw material an1 it is not free 

to vary infinitely, while the qualities of the raw material may 

be a function of climate and geograp~ic location. Likewise, there 

is a variety of "ec~nomic responses" w!:ich may reflect the processes 

of the social and tectnologic~l development internal to a society. 
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Technological change is not seen as something external to society, 

an unknown that cannot be accounted for, but as a product of human 

creativity, both internal to and inevitable within society. 

Subject and object are not regarded as independent entities 

but as relationships to each other. The thinking subject can 

create ideas in the irnagir.ation. But tbese ideas have at some 

stage to leave the realms of abstract knowledge anj to enter into 

human ~ractice if they are to be validated. Once incorporated into 

human practice, concepts and ideas can become (via technology) a 

material force in production End can alter the social relations 

of production through the creation of new modes of social 

organization. P.lthough many ideas rer:~ain barren some do not: "at 

the end of every labour process "le get a result t~et largely existed 

in the i:nagination of the labourer at its commencement ."
2 

Ideas are 

therefore regarded as relations through which society can be 

structured and reconstruct·ed. Concepts and categories are also 

produced under specific historical conditions which are in part 

inter:1al to knowledge and in part & reflection of the world in 

wtich knowledge is produced. 

Quite independently of v:~et:'1er t:arx was right or wrong in 

his characterization of the future course of technological change 

and its social and economic ramifications, his formulation of the 

problem still deserves to be a starting point for our investi~ation 

of technolory and society. In a pessage which is someti~es cited 

f' '-' t h l . l _, t . . F 3 , , f t evidence o_ 1:1s ec .. no og1ca o1e err111n1sm .. arx 1s, 1n ac , 

pointing to what can be infer~ed about the n2ture of earlier 

societies from their re~31n1ng artefacts. ''Helics of by-gone 



instruments of l3bour possess the same importance for the investi-

gation of extinct economical forms of society, as do fossil bones 

for the determination of extinct species of animals. It is not 

..s 
the articlfrnade, but how they are made, r.nd by what instruments, 

that enables to distinguish different economical epochs. Instru-

ments of labour not only supply a standard of the degree to which 

human labour has attained, but they are also indicators of the 

social conditions under which that le.bou:::.- is carried on." 4 

The conception is very different indeed from that of traditional 

empiricism in which the subject is presumed to be "instructed by 

what is outside of him" or from t!:at of a priorism in which the 

subject "possesses from the start endogenous structures which it 

imposes on objects." 1'!an c2.n structure himself by constructing 

structures, and those structures are his own, for they are not 

entirely predestined either from within or without. The subject 

is thus seen as both structuring and being structured by the object. 

6.2 Technology matters 

On a general level it is supposed that lithic craftsmen make 

decisions on at least four independent levels which are reflected 

by four distinct kinds of morptological ~ttributes '.vhich are subject 

to empirical investigation. The four levels which require decision-

making on the part of the tool-maker are decisions regarding: the 

kind of material, the input variables to in·luce a desired kind of 

.structure, microstructure of the spacing between constructional 

, tl' D ' t 5 units anJ ~a~rostructur1ng or ou 1ne iorm per1me ers. A fifth 

level coul~ be ~dded to these which would consider decision as 
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reflecte~ by morphology regar~ing the use of implements. The 

organization of a level cannot be considered within"itself" or 

~reated as a closed·~ystem. To un~erstand and explain a level we 

must examine the mechanisns and processes responsible for the 

creation of ttat level. From these hypotheses can be forme~ as 

fo:fiows:·· presence or absence of certain tool "types" into a 

specific area, can discern a certain process of environmental 

explanation resources or certain solutions given to some kind of 

"breakdown" of tl:e productive process or difficulties in the 

manufacturing system etc •• It is known that all contemporary 

hunters an1 gatherers are highly skilled and selective users of 

their environments: choices are constantly made about which 

animals to kill and whtch vegetation to gather. 6 Thesi choices 

have an effect and may involve more substantial plR.nned "capital 

invest~ent" 7 and differential (or not) technological strategies 

and solutions. recisi·ons· employed by lithic tool-make:::-s are reflected 

in structured patterns of attributes which mirror the underlying 

rules in a particul!r level or set of levels which led to their 

creation. Within a class of generally similar artifacts a single 

•·a~tribute" can appear in a number of different combinations. Thus 

certain "attribu:es" can be iE:olate'.i and help to distinguish between 

groups/ban'.is etc., and to cope with questions concerning socio-

economic ctange and pe:::-l:aps relate assemblages which reflect 

different aspects of Activity. 

In that sense tl:e tradition~l e~?~oac~cs currently in use seem 

inade1u~te. They are not defined in ter~s of the system which led 

to their creation end since there is no unierlying boiy of theory 
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to unify types or attributes into a socio-cultural framework, many 

types cross-cut similer systems in a given ecological area and have 

little utility in explaining processes responsible for changes 

observed in time and space. To view the artifact assemblages 

against environment without considering the subsistence economy 

does not advance the argument beyond the question of tool types, 

units and the creation of areas of isolation or ease of contact. 

Theses by themselves seem insufficient to explain the observed 

variation in the assemblages.8 

No one denies the reality proper of ttings, their discreteness 

ani the possibility of adequately distinguishing them by recognition 

from the surrounding reality. Finished flints are a reality and 

not merely an impression. No one denies either that there are 

cultural types, which reflect the social units in any living culture. 

The problem is indeed that tool form is not necessarily a good 

indicator of function or adaptation to the environment. In other 

v1ords, tools witr. similar forms but produced by employing distinctively 

different technological systems cannot be separated by focusing one•s 

observation only on the outline. A problem of this nature becomes 

particularly acute in attemptine to establish the major lines of 

social, economic and demographic factors on a regional basis; for 

example, the population that this specific area could sustain - if 

the population used all the possible available means of food casual 

and not casual; the conceptual content of this is to see the 

population not AS an unmovable unity within space/time ani food 

procurements, but as in a continunus proces~ of interaction, develop

ment, use of the local available means of production, new possibilities 
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of using their environment without necessarily changing ''home 

sites" etc.. The 1istinction w~ich shoulj be made is between. 

narrowly extractive hunting en.i gathering - which in its ex-treme 

form may involve what amounts to a repudiation of all measures of 

conservation, of all investments in fixed assets, and of all attempts 

et planned development of resources - and hunting ani gathering with 

an emphasis on. at least, short-term conservation and resource 

development. The extractive approach to hunting and gathering is 

a strategy developed over tim~ usually as an alternative to a con

servation approach.9 

It is logical to assume th:=tt indepeni.ent or distinct ''cultures'' 

living in proximity may adapt to the sa~e environment in much the 

same way~or the inverse ani that interactional exchange existed at 

all levels of the groups. Wi have here an apparently unpropituous 

combination: knowledge which is not clearly formulated and where 

mechanisms for transmitting it from one generation to t~e next seem 

to be "i eficient" ~ Yet, "cultural continuity'' seems to be me intained 

in ttese societies without "special" problems. 

A survey of arc't:aeological site report~;, quickly reveals that 

common tool forms such es knives, scrapers, projectile points etc., 

appear to tave an almost continuous distribution through long periois 

of time en i across extensive spatial areas. Apparently ·iiff erent 

artifact styles and types among different assemblages may often be 

''genetically" li_nked by a common origin in tl:e past; apparently 

similer styles and types from different contexts may sometimes 

repreEent analogs ratter than homologs. ~lso. see~ingly iniepen1ent 

treits in the sa~e associ~tion may in fact have e strong mechanical 
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or functional relationship to one another which is difficult to see. 

Until quite recently almost all approaches concerning typology 

emphasise that artifact types shoul1 be constructed in view of the 

technique used in manufacture. Nowhere is it clearly definei ·•1hat 

is meant by the term "technique". Technological attributes are 

viewed as morphological features which have resulted from the 

application of a specific set of input variables. 10 The function 

thus determined does not always coincide with the function expressed 

in a traditional name - as points turned up to be knives, scrapers 

did not scrape etc.; in most archaeological research, chance has 

determined the form of the typological structure to a great extent. 

The fact that site X was in a certain locality and represented a 

certain span of "cultural" history has determined the nature of the 

"cultural" types defined there. 

The premise that each iistinct combination of input variables 

will result in a unique combination of output variables is not a 

sound inferential frar.,ework for determining input con·iitions or 

decision on the part of the tool-makers, as distinctly different 

decision can result in similar combinations. A dynamic interaction 

occurs between cognition, behaviour and material; the rational for 

this idea is that although certain new procedures may enter (expand 

or diffuse) the majority of procedural rules in a system will be 

restructured within the recipient culture to fulfill the objective 

of a new goal. Thus one would expect intra-assemblage homogeneity, 

or inter-assemblage variability at both levels. Only after seeing 

the correlations in e single system, one can move to a more general 

definition, taking into consideration all the aspects of the 
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available information and their relationships. 

In the field of prehistory, it is from ~ifferences between 

assemblages that the image begins to emerge. It is therefore 

crucial that stone artifacts be so "described" and ''classified" 

that differences through time and space can be specified, and the 

nature of change can be judged. In real life any sort of material 

does not constitute a continuum. Variability is every time bounded 

by a whole chain of factors and not only at one point. To be more 

precise: the fact that half to thre~quarters of a palaeolithic 

a ssernblage can be written off as "scrapers" or "points'' suggest the 

need for further evaluation, as this procedure unduly highlights 

one tool as if it were the most important in the tool-kit (which 

is not known) an1 says nothing about similarities ani iifferences 

between assemblages and within the assemblage. As Arseniev notes: 

•• "The logic with which I reasoned does not generally suggest 

t . ·t' d f. ·t· 1 ·f· t· •· 11 1''h t th· star J.ng wl. r: a e J.nl. l.On or c ass1. 1.ca l.On. :. a .. J.s means 

is that historical information in a ready form will not be contained 

in the archaeological source; one cannot irnmedia t ely distinguish 

historical communities in the meterial - one can only ''superimpose" 

them on the material from outside. So, we come up against questions, 

on reality, objectivity etc., and the basic philosophical problematic 

underlying classification, typology ani the rest arises - the 

correlation of its objects with reality. The associations of types 

with such a sjstem, may be characterized by a weak or strong con-

jugation, by a spatial or a-spatial concentration. The relationship, 

in fact, is not a relationship between "types" but is a relationship 

between people at iifferent stages, and hence containing diverse 
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typical concrete elements having in space an absolute quality i.e. ~ 
) 

reflecting the link between several of the most important aspects 

of the vital activities of the prehistoric population or the 

inverse revealin3 the weaker chAr8cteristic8 or inlicate specific 

separate manifestations. 

The distinction between the strong and weak manifestations of 

a whole number of indicators is of importance as any sort of 

evaluation is unt'l:inkable without c;_ualitative and quantitative 

criteria. ~uite evidently, the solution of t!-:e problem depends 

first of all on the epistemological adoption of the very concept 

of the palaeolithic culture; does this concept reflect in a way 

past reality, or is it purely conditional, purely serviceable, 

i.e., an instrument cf research and nothing else. The fact ttet 

~ ;( 
discussions end certain criticism havenot greatly increase:1 

palaeolithic archaeology theor::r' s ability to unclerEtanct ·or deal X 
I ' 

•!lith the real ":orld situation it faces is not because these 

criticisms ere incorrect but because they are the wrong ones: 

tbe critique was nJade v;itbin too narrow a perspective. G. Clark, 

for example, noted: "t'l:e criteria for •lefining prehistoric cultures 

vary in particulc:.r ceses but the most reliable ones 2re ttose 

expressive of choice or style, r~ther than those controlled by 

12 
ecological or even by economic factors" Clerk, an environmentalist 

by persuasion, needed ttis variation of culture, sepr.rated as it 

was from ecology and economy?in order to contrast the culture witt 

tte environment and to trace through economics the influence of 

nature on all manifestations of human ectivity. The notion of the 

subjectivity of a concept is evi.:ier.tly ·:lifficult to ·lisp;·ove with 
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just one debate. However, it is clear wr.~t the general question 

wouli be: not to construct a priori general concepts but to work 

out eeneral methoiological principles ani establish a general 

pictu!'e of "real" f?.cts, covering a wide range of materials. l3 

•::e may admit that "before people began to reason they acten'' 

ani human activity solved this difficulty long before human 

pr.ilosophisir.g thought it up.
14 

Anrl in tr,at ser.se he who takes up 

particulEr questions without first solving general questions will 

inevitably and unconsciously, come up against these general questions 

at every step. The question therefore immediately arises as to how 

~e wouli comprehend cultures, end socio-economic formations if not 

through preliminary defined types? Evidently the transition to a 

higher level of integration is inevitable here. With respect to 

culture t}ere can be tte sociocultural sphere as a whole (culture 

end society in their inter-conditionality and interaction), the 

ecosystem (the culture, society e.nd nature etc.). In fact, the 

material reaches tte present usually in a highly structured state, 

with e dense network of spatial-temporal associations an:i breaks1 

ani the associations and discreteness of one living cultural system 

are reflected in this network. For the mate~ial there is a tension 

between past-in-itself ani past-as-kno•..vn - not isolated c:rtifact 

forms but constructions; in these the artifacts occur in situations 

\'l!:ict can tell us about processual relstions'hips and maybe site's 

"specific'' economic activities. Reasons for particular geograpr.ic 

end morphological restrictions of range might lie in factor~ 

particular to the society in which the artifacts are made. ¥oreover, 

questions cen be reised, as to what effects cross-cutting iistributions 
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have upon the acceptance of populations as representing manufacturing 

traditions establi~hed and maintained through inter-communication 

between groups. Indeed the point to consi1er is that pure technique 

can remain invariant under cultural transformations but not under 

any kind of economic transformation. This does not imply anything 

mathematically definable but an invariance upon ~hich ~e can rely 

in a sense. There is only a finite nu~ber of ways to make some 

particular implement out of a piece of stone~ It goes further than 

ttat,for there is ample evidence that a user of stone tools would 

pick up some piece of stone which would serve his immediate purpose 

and not modify it unless he had to. The work to be done is the 

primary problem. The shape to be formed, or the style is a secondary 

matter. Of course the possibility always exists that although for 

some reason it might be necessary to change the outline form of the 

/ 

artifact or use another kind of artifact for the same purpose, other 

levels of organization may remain constant or other levels of 

organization may change an1 the tools used may not. fts during 

lifetime a durable element such as a stone tool is seen as reflecting 

processes like procurement, manufacture, use, meintenance and 

discard. it would be possible to sort out which of the processes 

was in~olved in such an operation from level to level or within the 

same level. ~hatever the interpretation, it is almost impossible to 

try and describe, economic, social, technical or other systems as 

separate entities. Their interrelationships within a productive 

operation is so complete that one is forced to consiier ani reconsider 

the kin1s of operations cerried out at iiffere~t ereas and evaluate, 

in the long run, t~e main factors contributing to the spstial con-
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centration of activities. 

6.3 F.vidence and F.valuation: on three Greek regions 

In its technological aspects tte Palaeolithic in Greece lacks 

uniformity; its variability requires detailed study of both 

qualitative and quantitative criteria. Typologically, one can 

discern the existence of "distinct'' entities, cr.aracterized by a 

particul~r uniformity of certain elementslani this iictotomy exists, 

in some cases, between assemblages within a site or area. Tr.e two-

fold cbaracter of the above material is not totally ignored by 

people involved in their studie?~ but is substantially un'iermined by 

the power of pure typological analyses. 

The scope of ttis-section is not to 'ii~cuss the typological or 

technological elements of the sequences of the regions concerned, 

that is Epirus, ~lis and Thessaly, as these have been presented 

15 elsewl:ere. The emphasis is. placed on tr.e "behaviour" responsible 

for the artefactual evidence an1 tte rate of ct~nge or nonvariance 

through time. A number of sites had producei sets of assembla~es 

tb;t vary significantly, but for whict the spectrum of variation may 

not be clearly associated with geography or with time - within the 

limits of resolution for the latter. 

In order to estimate this variability, analysis of 3000 stone 

artefacts has been carried out, 10~n from each region: This wes 

imposed to a cer-+:.ain extent by the availability ann n~:ture of 

the material in general ani for stetisticel rea~ons in the second 

in~tance. Witt t~e lack of mor~ reliable 1etermin~tives such as 

l'!bsolute 1eting, fine etratigrap~ic -Ustinctions, environmental 
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evi1ence etc., an attempt was made to assess the relative structure 

of sites from artefact e qu:anti,ties a~1 the div~er~ity of artefacts, 

-(tables 12-24)-- material wj.th no clear cut boundaries, with-

inii st inct "empirical" types, naturally superimposed clusters and 

Atypical formal elements, even where a continuu~ of forms existed.(figsl-4) 

Such being the case, the analysis put forward extends to the 

plAne of spetio-temporel parameters where all sorts of forms in 

respect of dating and localisation were poorly distinguishable. as 

for example in ?lis, and-on the pl?.ne of functional an1 social dis-

tribution, when in the same microregion many elements were present 

•.<•ith certain .. ,.,.ider"· range's of forcr;s an1 variations of ranges of 

different "functio!!s'' are joined - as for example in Thessaly and 

~pirus. ~nasmuct·as such A continuum only existed in certain zones, 

the option was to expand the area under investigation by moving 

the "boun:iaries" in different directions (figs. 5-?). in search of 

a zone in which the 1ifferent ranges of socio-economic activities 

still seec:.ed concentrated or stratified. After establishing the 

Etructure of these zones, the next step was to project this structure 

on the poorly represented zones. Of course projection ·of /: .. 

boundaries on to real materit~l gives. only conditional boun1aries, bu.t 

one may consider the "meanings" wi thfn them, with some gpproximation 

to the real. We m<>.y suspect the_t the. ranges of the differences 

(variability) of forms which were ''narrow" during the life of the 

culture have "expanied" as a result of two factors: a) the :Hs-

placement or'the ranges tem~orarily hai l~i to their expansion; 

it is supposed that luring the life of ·the culture this did not have real 

significance. but l2ter tLe narrow a.ija.cer.t ra!lr.es of :iifferent 
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periods have become superimposed and joined into a total unit. 

(one total group. ban~d etc.). and b) small an1 slow territorial 

shifts in population have led to the accumulation -in one place of 

artefacts with a wider range of differences (variability) than 

really existed in the area. As a result a continuum of forms takes 

shape in the material obtaine1 from the same (approximately) place. 

The boundaries in it are not visible, but hi:lden by the shifts and 

had to be distinguishe1 by the contexts. In fact, sometimes such 

differences do exist •lso in samples which are small or which were 

drawn fTom limited areas. 

Thus in this respect, sites where even a small number of iteme 

·was foul'\d were inclu:l ed, using the whole sample from where HL20 

items were present and choosing from the whole where.more than that 

was existing. The important point to consider here is that artefacts 

have e.differential but continuous distribution throu?hout the sites. 

To test the above, the sample in each region has been aggregate1 

under five total units, and ttis revealed again the existence of 

tte same pattern of variation. 

What seemed appropriate a~ this stage to test the above was 

to use a multivariate analysis which has been carried out by com-

bining 14 different variables an1 a set of 16 different groups of 

si~es of the three regions. Because the variables were categorical 

it was necessary to use a measure of relationships appropriate for 

the situation ani the proper one was the Esq me~eure. Patrix of 

~sq 1istances were then subjected to maximum cluster an1 non-metric 

multidimensional scaling. The results sho~ th~t Epirus-Flis lrade 

in A ce~tain ~ay into one another while ~hessaly ioes not. For 
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example in the non-metric analyPis number 12 is ci~ser to 14, 15, 13 

and 16i while at the cluster 7 and 12 are together~ There is a 

-· 

certain amount of ''noise" here, some j i screpancy, witt The.ssaly 

being the "peculiar'' situation where 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 give iistances 

apart in the non-metric but are linked at the cluster (Fig. 8, 9. Tabl.e 25). 

This is a good example of the considerations discussej earlier, 

and raises the problem of aspociation wit~ the simultaneous 

expansion and/or contraction of settlements and iniustries, implying 

that di~ferences between regions or areas could not have arisen 

because one region "benefited" particularly from ecological or other 

factors - such as hunting opportunities or raw materiel sources -

but because of slightly different deman:ls. institutions and activities 

of the population, implicit in the fixed structures of the means of 

production ani the l~bour processes. 

Another point of discussion un:ler the present evidence is that 

sites represent the operation of e sin3le subsistence system and 

that this system is "unaffected·· by long~term c!:sne:-es in style or 

technology or by ecological shifts which might either alter the 

regional pattern of man-land relationships or the place of the 

particular site in terms of tr.e seasonal round or, in relation to 

local resources.. While these generalize tions migtt not be wholly 

true, there is obviously no question of denying tr,e existence of 

external causes in the transformation an~ evolution of economic 

and social systems nor of denying t~at any system as a whole, in 

its functioning. necessitates t~e reproduction of tre social relations 

which are its constituents. o•Jt it must be emphasize1 that "!hether 

the ceuses nre external or internal they oniy have en effect becau~e 
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they bring into play the properties of tl:e systems; to say that two 

relationshins are OJ?.'?O·sed· t:o each other, is not to deny their 

complementary nature,_ but simply to affirm that the form - any form -

exis~within certain limits and that beyon1 these limits there 

exists another level of development. What is called 
/ 

non-development does not mean stagnation of course, in any sense; 

it means the re-working within a society of certain forms of "economics, 

of certain forms of technology, of certain soci~l ~nrrns tn a~ti$~Y 

on the ona hand, tle special needs of a population ~nd to p~eserve, on 

tl:e other hand. 1the same population and its culture from destruction. 

E·aving no ir:t ent ion, as we have said,· tn 'treat in Qetail the 

variations, or interpret at length tle differen6es and si~ilarities 

observed .ir the asse~blages, nevertheless we can identify certain 

patterns wl:ich are clearly complex and need to be discussed. For 

example, concerning the relative importance of the variabl~s by 

region (fig 10, 11) for Teccat, Thessa1y had lower values from F.pirus/ 

E1is for 1 and 2 bu~ for 3 and 7 the relationship was reversed. 

For Patin, the distributi~n of objects show that E1is had much 

1o'·Ter values from :;:pirus/Thessely for 1, 2 end 3 but for 4, 5, 6. 

tte relationship was reversed ani 6, ?,once again shows a reversal 

1 h . t 1 f ,., . '"'1. . f 7 8 d with ~'hessa y av1ng grea er ve ues rom ... plru si'"" 1 f'., or , , an 

9 values are reversed a~ain. Or, for the Fora ~lis showej lo~er 

values ir: 1 but not in 3.5; TheEsa1y showed a consist&ncy in 1. 2. 

but much lo'•1er values in 5 and 9; Rpiru~ ha'i. high values in 1 and 

9, reversine tte situation in 3. 5 an1 8. In some cases. a particular 

vari!ble ehows a consi~tency over the total number of artefacts an~ 

ttis iteelf may ~e b trfit; i~ yet other caEes a·~verie~le is rare 
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ani in th9t case asPemblaees rna~ be separated or defin~d by tte 

~bsence of this. Po~ever, assem~lages inclu1e exAmple; of variables/ 

traits s:;>ecific to another as~embl?.ge ani this situation might 

represent contact bet"een peoples in the form of exchanging. borrowing, 

cop;ying etc.; at all events this "contamination'' ani variability 

is normal ar.·i cen be expected at all levels (cultural or functional) 

~et it has to be tested as there is ethnographic evidence of some 

"primitive_" peoples, among whom there are cases of unrelated bands 

adopting technologies with detailed similarities probably because 

of the presence of esser.tial requirements of the same mode of 

production and productive activities. It may help to clarify whet 

has been said so far if we go through some quantitative criteria 

of our sample; -it· is more then evUent that length, wirtth, thickness 

in tr.e t!;ree regiO!"!S (see·tables 26-2?) Fi~12,l3 shQw the 
' . 

inter~site vari?tion ~it~ih tte regions wtere there seem to be a 

relative cc-nsi stency bet,veen Fpirus/Fli s for width, thickness, but 

for Thessaly the situation is ~ifferent altogether. 

In fact, such 'iifferences 1o exist f0r the morphology and shape 

of flakes. In Epirus the sr.epe iE mainly irregul;;r, ,in contrast to 
f. 

that of Thessely. ~longated flakes are rare ani numerous flakes 

still bearing a portion of the cortex are preser.t. Retouching seems 

to be coru~eratively rare in ~lis and ~hen it is frequent it is dis-

continuous anj partial. Conversely in ':'he ssaly retouch in[ is rather 

extensive end only re::.-ely flat.· In a few cases the flint pebbles heve 

not been exploited to the full ani h!Ve only 2-3 fl5kes removed witt 

ll large portion of t~:e cortex still intACt. Ger.er<lllJ· alH.ot:gh few 

in coruparison witt tte total nt:mber nf flake~. retouchei tools r.ever-
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theless iisplay quite a variety of ''types'' ard this boBs for the 

th . 16 .ree reg1ons. Very fe•\•. typical tools have been found in each 

typological class. It woulj be expectei that-retouched artefacts 

involve a greeter amount of input and energy anj that the great 

percentage of atypical tools iwplies the requiremer.ts for an ell 

purpose equipment, designed to meet difficulties at all levels of 

the lebour process. Assuming that the samples collected adequately 

repre~ent the range of assemblages variation at tte sites from which 

they were 1rawn and that_ to an extent they ere unaffected by inter/ 

intra site differences in artifact distribution as e function of 

spatial segregation of certain activities (in fact much differences 

do exist also in samples which are small or which ~··ere drawn from 

limited areas) it is te_rnpting to suggest that tr,ese differences 

are a function of the kini of activities carried out; or alternatively, 

a matter of the context in whict tr.ese tools "'ere used. On the other 

hand' differences in site location in relation to biotic community 

appear to account for variation in the ratio of stone tools and in 

the relative frequency of particular types. But this argument seems 

less than completely satisfactory in that it fails to account for 

differences in t~e relative icportance of ttese categories at sites 

whict have similar biotic or stone resources. 

Although the analysis presented here is quite preliminary, 

taking into consideration that more data is needed to test the above 

from a quantitative point of view- it raises two questions about 

inter/intra asse;;;bla-e:·e variability; one involves the a;Jparent lack 

of evidence in the lithic material for the seasonal difference in 

~ettleme~t or sub~istence. Uost of the artefact~ seem to be connected 
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with maintenance rather than subsistence activities, so far not a 

very strong evi1ence for seasonal variation. 

The argument seems to retain a certain valiiity in t~:e case 

where, a) tr.e same resource is available ani exploitei at both wet 

and dry seasons, where it should not lead to marked differences in 

the tool-:kit, or in the case b) where hunters gathered food whenever 

available ratter than continuously) abain such iifferences have 

no great possibilities of being reflected in the stone assemblages. 

The obvious implications of all this is that seasonal systems are 

unlikely to be reconstructed or verifie-:i on the basis of lithic 

material only, an1 that direct eviience in the kini of plant and 

animal remains will be essential for sue:: an evaluation. The seconi 

point rai_sed by this 1iscussion.< pertains- to tables ·29J :.SUld 30 

interpretations of int~rassemblase variation in the three 

regions at large. ~hen such variation is recognized. it is generally 

seen as eitter stylistic,that is reflecting certain traditional 

Etandards applied tc the manufacture of stone tools'ani/or being 

the result of differences in access to the raw meterial usei and of 

the particular characteris~ics of t~ese materials as they affect the 

fo.rm of implemer.ts; and certeinlj· environme!"t!ll factors as they 

affect the range of activities of the populations are involved .. N_ow,· 

there is no nee1 to 1eny such factors; the problem witt t~ese 

interpretations .is not with the external analysis of ''facts". If 

we consiier lithic, or bone or otter finis as facts, ~hich in ouropinion 

·they are, tr:ere is a great neei tn break av1ay fror:; t~e purely 

apparent aspe~ts of thei~ rnech~nical ctsracteristics an1 1efine the 

con1itions or t~e inner logic of their pro1uci{bri ari re?roiucti~n: 
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not only·:one labour activity- men's relationship to man on the 

material~level in a determined environment on the basis of a 

determined technQlogy- but man's relationship to man, producers 

and non-proi~cers, in t~e appropriAtion and control of the means of 

production (tools, land, raw msterial etc.) and the proiucts of 

labour (hunting, gathering etc.). An analysis like this should never 

be consiierei as a "real" body of facts, or as a consolitiateri 

statistical system, but rather as an approximation to the reality 

which is arrived at through a co~plex set of estimates. 

6.4 The approach to population; not one-dimensional oatterns 

but underlying relationships 

In simple terms, the above may susgest th~t with a highly 

dispersed (at the time) population the integration of the cultural 

economic system and sub-systems could still be a major requirement, 

or objective, but that it would have to take mo1ified forms and 

thet mechanisms to ensure that integration between small scattered 

population wcul1. have to be developed o 

Thus, concerning ~pirus and Thessaly, we do not see why we_ 

should exclude the interaction - even intense interaction - bet~een 

t~e groups or bands within these areas; there is everr reason to 

suspect that there was at least as great a need for interaction ''Tith 
.... ,., ..... ! 
tQ~~ 

I ~ . .:Y.,;~-1 

thege dispersed ban:is, as· for recent hunter-gatherers. We can 

_trace a concentration of population ani continuous occupation in 

certain areas from ~t least Upper Palaeolithic rier.t through Neolithic 

an1 later on. The population relationsrips ~ere thus not 1etermine1 

by tl:e a1justment of population to static. given r,esources; but by 
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dynamic interactions and mutual adjustments within a total (changing) 

ecosystem in which human populP.tions were just one, though a dominant 

and -active rather than merely reactive component. ·'.'!here human -

populations formed part of such an ongoing nexus of interactions not 

only did their activities make a particularly strong impact on the 

system, but their potentiality for rapid cultural rather t·han slow 

genetic change er.abled them to react in turn to changes in total 

equilibrium, ctanging their behaviour to maintain a place within 

the system. It may be assum~dl on the other hand, that population 

responded to similar changes in different demographic fashions to 

h · . · t k 17 I ensure a co es1ve soc1o-econom1c ne wor • n some cases, we can 

discern - even with great caution - in certain areas secondary 

settlements splitting off from the "primary" ones~forming clusters 

of what we term to-day centre-periphery groups. It would be logical 

to ass·ume thst interaction continued to exist between different 

"primary'" sites or primary-secondary sit e·s. Coneid ering the continuous 

occupation of sites and the materiel - together with other sorts 

of evidence - it seems a plausible assumption to say that ~e hai a 

permanent occupation with an internal '"gro~th" of -population even 

et a very slo~ rate. Thessaly is one of the cases where we ~an 

evaluate that assumption. Sites di:i not increase in nu:nber ... as far as we 

know - but the utilization of the region fora;erly exploited just 

for its hunting potential
18 

was "later" used for hunting-gathering 

and fishing. In this respect it is not necessary to be able to 

weasure with exactness the point(s) at which the population increased 

(or reachei a certain degree of stability) necessitating a utilization 

nf new ecolo,:;icr:l sones, it is only sufficiert 'to point out that 
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population "changed" at a rate which iemanded a s~ift in aiaptive 

economic strategie~. It i~ obviously important to see that the 

requirements of _a socio-economic ·network existefl in these early 

periods and necessitated certain processes which were different for 

tl:e three regions; tre alternativ~~ in a changing situation were 

.dissimilar not only because of the slightly different physiographic 

and climatic conditions, but also because of differential solutions 

given to the same problems. It is necessary to view the technological 

and demographic factors as part of an explanation for that situation 

and a possible tension between concentration ani geographical 

expansion. There existed in almost all cases an evidence of 

substantial shift - or synchronous utilization for botr. animal and 

plant resources - from hunting of large animals to smaller and plant 

utiliaation. Still unknown are the size of t'he groups, the degree 

of :iep.end
1
"nce on animal pro:iucts versus plant material an:i the 

stability of change throu-gr. the Upper Palaeolithi~ . or the relative 

depende..nce on these food sources and its subse-quent effect on the 

social group. 

It is possible that changes in t~e subsistence activities 

unrelated to the ctanges in the subsistence base ta:i in fact taken 

place during this period ~nd/or ·these c'hanres have been unrelated to 

the kinds of food procurement, but rather were·changeB in the means 

of procuring or preparing the same kind of food. Or it is possible 

t~at different foods were being collected, but tret there was not a 

change in the meat/vegetable proportions in the diet. The composition 

of the fauna recovered from the t~ree regions, however, does not 

Euggest t~at trere have been changes in the kind of faune being 
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exploited other than changes from ~ne genus of ~erbivoresto another. 

For Epirus we c-an discern t};e utilization of a wider territorial 

range, an::i a more intensive fo-od prorlucti-on (in the sense of food 

procurement). The distribution of known sites and the location of 

find assemblages turned out to reflect the expected (and observed 

ethnographically) relationships between groups, related to distance 

and the probability of vicinity of a site at a given distance from 

fixed points of indivi1ual mobility within a certain locality. This 

applies for instance to t}:e case where sites existed within a 2·5 km 

radius (or less); we may suppose more frequent communication and 

flow of information; t~is was not accomplished without a sort of 

adjustment in social organization. These sites cannot be viewed as 

seasonal ones, nor can they be understood as limited use sites,- as 

a variet~ of resources (sub-environmental zones) were sufficiently 

close, within easy ~alking distance. The relatively small size end 

their layout suggests that they were structured for a social system 

that emphasized. social interaction. It is significant that in 

F.pirus, only in one or two instances ere special use sited documented 

(A sprochaliko and maybe Kli thi recently). 19 \'!e may suppose the t in 

Epirus the answer to ::n "increasing population'' was simply to permit 

tte expanding population to start.new communities where other types 

of land were available and could be utilized. Wtat this means is 

tl:at "fissioning" under increasing popul::tion demande:t certain con-

straints that were dealt with in a manr.er ttat ~as determined by the 

existing sociAl organization a~i the physiorraphic factors. The 

population-settlement "trar-J.i.tion'' see::Js differe!'lt in Thessaly both 

in terms of micro-environmental s~ifts ani in t~e sncia1 aiaptations. 



Eere regional groups form a more stereotyped community pattern which 

di~ not evolve in ~pirus or Flis, for some of the sites certainly 

indicate a higher degree of permAnence. The ~lis situation seems 

different Altogether fro~ that of both Areas in terms of environment 

and ti:e social a.iaptations. Settlemer.t p?.ttern '.'1/lS never ''linear" 

in character but from t~e earliest occupations was unevenly dispersed. 

Certainly due to tte absence of excavated sites no discernable 

p~ttern is observed, the entire situation nevertheless from the 

documentation we possess, could be describei as littoral-inland 

'.'!i th R greater emphasis ori fishing and collectingi probably 

as a result of this a stereotyped community pattern did not evolve 

in the area. In spite of that, we would suppose again ttat these 

communities were not completely autonomous, as the different food 

resources would encourace economic interactions. 

From the data presently available then, it appears that in 

Thessaly the most favoured parts of the regions were wateyoriented, 

placed near streams, rivers or the sea. In ~pirus sites existed 

mostly on plateau and sheltered caves or gentle slopes characterized 

b;'/ "several" kinds of environment, and in ?.lis sites are found near 

t~e coast ani fewer inlend. These, together witt the growth and 

seasonal patterns of tte areas, " to the conclusion tr.at the 

~i tes '.'lfere occupied both summer Rn::l. winter,., 1r1hich makes any seasonal ."><... 

migration of the people unlikel~r but does not exclu:le the possi-

20 
bilities of migration for ~t~eE reasons. 

Concernine tre relctive populntion nu~bers of t~e areas in 

question ttet cen be mede from estimates of utilizei space is quite 

li~i ted. 1\lt~:ouc~: C! number of dil'ferer~t observations can be used in 
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~I 

operationalizir.g the variAble of utilized space as number of sites, 

~ggr~ate ~ites' 3rea, number of 1we~ling units etc., ttese have 

iif~erential utility as ista bases for ~emographic inference: 

a) tr.e use of t~:e number ~f sites for inferring populations is 

problem~tical for two reaeons; first not all sites were places 

wtere people lived- some were limited-activity or special-use sites. 

It can be shown that the amount of limited-activity space utilized 

b l t . ..> ~ • ..:1 ~ l 21 y a popu a ~on can an·1 :1oes vary 1n·.1epen·..~.ent y. Secondly, 

counting sites ignores the typical variation in site sizes b) of 

measures based on the number of sites, aggregate site area is the 

most adequate althoug:: it suffers from the same problem- not all 

siteD were habitation sites. By far the most common practice is to 

sum the number of sites or dwelling units occupied At- a given phase. 

But first tr.e technique assumes that the probabiliues of sites having 

been occupied at all points in the "phase" are equal. Secon::lly, the 

technique .<1ssumes \again implicitly) that sites ::lo not "grow" but 

come into existence wten a "ptase" beeins ani go out of existence 

\•rhen the pl:e.se enis. ·•;e know tYat ttis is not so. We can argue 

~bout alternative mo::les of sites growth but this moiel is not a 

rel).sOnable alternative.- lZoreover- as 'VB have alreajy sai1 - phases 

are typically arbitrary temporal units ani are synchronic concepts 

wtict obscure the diachronic variability inherent in the archaeolosical 

recor::l. One learns abnut socio-demographic ani economic change by 

co~pering expected patterns to observed patterns and attemp~ng to 

evaluate :iifferences between the!L. !'robably tl1e B'1S'Ner lies in a 

spatial approac~ or set of ~pproacte~ in artifact Etu1ie~ incorporcting 

much t 1et tRs been lebelle1 settlement Prc~aeology, ecology, 
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demography, ethnoarchaeology, regional ani system stuJies. ·Althou~h 

some of tte details of the'above ~iscussion ~reopen to different 

interpretation, we cannot ignore tte fact that certain features tend 

to repeat themselves in space and time and as more inform8tion 

accumulates from intervening localities, a very suggestive pattern 

is beginning to emerge showing ttat indeed some consiste~t trends 

d . t 22 ....£. ex~s • Tte theoretical distribution of settlements could be 

characterized as "regular" with a maximum spacing in between, given 

tteir density over the total area. This is based on t~e assumption 

ttat tte space over which the settlements occur is uniform and 

homogeneous with regard to available resources. Insofar as the 

physiography and resources vary, the pattern may correspo~dingly 

vary. Cognitive patterning subsumes ecological ani socio-economic u·sage, 

through the strong lin'r.s bet,··een knomledge o:' ani impa·ct o-n terrain. 

It is important to view. 
I . 

if not individual sites, certainly the 

totality of sites for a time-span~ in relation to the ecological 

zones in which they occur, or do not occur, or occur in lesser or 

greater concentrations than might be expected on tre basis of the 

overall density of sites for tte total area. It is just·that type 

of ~tu1$ of the occurrence, variety, and distribution of sites 

and the quantities ani characteristics of artifact assemblages con-

centrated or scattered upon ttem as indicators of intensity or 

frequenting and variety of activities, which constitutes the raw 

data for the flow of transformations of prehistoric societies which 

can be cross-sectionei et any point, incluiing tte relevnnt iensities 

of population within t~ese regional zones. 

Amon~ t~e sites iiscussei fnr areas 1 ~ni 2 t~e iietAry reffieins 
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suggest an economy which exploits a wide ran,~7e of resources, some 

perhaps seasonal, but all evailable within e restricted geogr~pticel 

_range in en environment offering diverse opportunities. There is 

no substantial evidence for seasonal occupation of the sites; the 

seasonal iniicators till now su~gest year-rouni use. Where the 

~ites offer evidence for assemblage variation over time it can be 

explained in terms of chenges in the subsistence economy related to 

economic factors. The ultimete cause of the economic difference may 

be e~vironmental or a matter of cultural preference. 

The fact of assemblage variation in the three regions of our 

sample is "clear'', in the distribution patterns of some artifact 

types and in the variation of the relative frequency with whict 

certain components ar.e represented in the assemblages- as a whole. 

So far, the assemblsges within each region are not too dissimilar 

to be seen as two aspects of a different industrial tradition, as 

for example, in situations where marked seasonal differences necessitated 

different technologies an~ exploitative strategieswithin the same 

group. 23 ~xamining today's evidence in areas with hot dry summers 

an~ mild moist winters, no difference in seasonal activity large 

enqugh to produce entirely different technologies was observed among 

recent hunter-gatherers. In any case, assembl~ges-in spite of their 

differences - consist of cutting, scrapinf an1 chopping imple~ents. 

that is, mainly rnaintena~ce tools, an1 not likely therefore to be 

tigtly sensitive to environmental 1ifferences. 0f course if such 

greet dissimilarity in sise. style. techni1ue of manufacture of 

implements, ani in choice of ra~ mRterial existed. tte suggestion 

wouli be ttet two or ttree different groups of penple were invnlve~ 
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which does not seem to be tr.e case of the areas under investigation. 

It would appeAr, however, t~at t~ere are differences in 1etail that 

justify the delineatir.g of some sort of bouni-aries. Altho.ugh the 

precise scAle of group involvei is still unclear, for that part of 

the regions for which we have both distribution patterns and -

relative - time depth, there appears to be a widespread sharing of 

traits. Although most of these are the "basic" tools made on flakes 

and fragments (the maintenance tools of Binfor1 end Binfori 1969) 

which occur in many stone age cultures, their apparen~ly similar and 

possibly coextensive range of size, form an1 technique between earlier 

later "phases" suggests a certain degree of continuity. '.'.'hat is 

suggested by the continuity of not only subsistence, but also by 

continu~d occupation of the same sites 1s that transition which 

occurred between earlier an~ later stone industries may not have been 

accompanied by any great changes in adaptation. ~hether this again 

suggests diffusion24 resulted from an influx of new ideas or from 

movement of people is an open question. Powever, there is ample 

ethnographic evidence showing that diffusion of goods en:i Beas 

over wide areas occurred not through movements of large tribal 

gr9ups but through elaborate tra1in8' systems made possible by the 

bridged mechanisms of local groups. family and in1iviiual movement. 

There is no reason to think that similar processes dii not take place 

in the Upper Palaeolithic ani earlier. If so they wouli account for 

the spread of some tool forms an1 techniques over wider distances as 

for example "similarities'' observed between '-"lis ar.i :::pirus or ~pirus 

and Thessaly sequences. The constitutive elements ineach case are the 

::oame, but tl~e cowbin?.tions var,y. It i~ t~;ese cowbin=.tions 'Nl-:ic!: 
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define the diff•rent typical or atypical forms ani these in their 

turn cl:aracte:rize regions an.:i their moments _of evolution. Tpey io 

not necessarily account for ''phases'' sinc_e the same typical or 

atypical form or style can be maintaine1 during several "phases" 

anrl tl:a t several forms can coexist into tl:e same ''phase". 

The general impression deriving from these observations is 

that of uniformity concerning the mode of production ~itt the 

necessary transformations, diversifications and differences in the 

means of productive activity. 

6. 5 Sumr:;ar:r 

Nature may require a bioloJical alliance between man and nature 

but socio-economic int~ractions arii culture ieci1e how ani in what 

specific wa-ys. That the transition from animal to l:uman is made 

possible by tl:e emergence of a "function" ad1s a certain expla_natory 

point but does not change the basic issue. ~hat the study of the 

evidence of t~ese functions sbows is how people's ''intellectual" 

efforts are aimed at mediating ani understan1ins the transition 

and links between nature end culture. A relate1 question to this 

is: wtat hu~an activity most closely approximates this integrationi 

There is net a clear answer, but certainly technol6gy (tte ~ay rerx 

put it) hypermediate~ the transition from nature to socieli~ation. 

by integratine two facets, the one histo::r-icel tl-:e other organic. 

Reintroiucing the situated huruan being into ar.thropological 

praxis·_ -,.'iill be the turn to recognisi,nghuclar. p::"Cperties 3rd tf.e ke,y 

to unde::r-stan1ing tr.is continuous "silence'' over !-:i<:toric1ell~1 ~ituHte:i 

"!'!~ criticF:ll~· rr.otivnted human prnxis. 
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In order to analyse societies and explain their functioning in 

history, we must then give priority to relationships between economy 

an~ society. And this means that we must first reconstruct and 

reconsider theoretically the real economic processes which characterize 

a given society. In fact to view Palaeolithic reality through the 

testimony of those who have always used and controlled science means 

that reality is inferior to history, which is not the case, as 

reality is not a fetishized domein but rests beyond "traditionally'' 
j'V\. 

given boun.J.aries. A materialis1~ which takes a dialectical approach --;:._ 

as its point of departure cannot be solely a· search for networks of 

typological causalities, without at the same time seeking to under-

stand and evaluate the relative importance of the various and 

different causes 1 j the functioning) that is primarily on tte conditions 

of production and reproduction of a palaeolithic society. This task 

involves something other than creating a typology, or studying a 

"technique", limiting the '·"hole action to one possibility. 

"Individuality" is not a predefined category of different attributes 

within a system but a consciously determined expression of cause 

end effect, tte final step - each time - between domains in a society. 

To reiterate: primitive societies do not limit themselves to 

producing goods destined for subsistence. The fact that suet ;oods 

are common property :elimin&tes the market in the modern sense. 
/ 

primitive economies do produce surplus, this is destined for the 

If 
I 

support of social structures other than t}Je merket, which function'' 

by ~orces of numerous forms of nonmercantile exchange. The 

pro:luctive forces remain what the,y ?re, sufficient for t!1e subsistence 

of all the members of the group. Yen is in~eparebly e part of 
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society, society is a pert of the human iniiviiual; there is no 

abstract in~iviiuel free ~f all social relations, ani there is a 

crucial balar.ce between tr.e pro·iuction of the imme:Hate eE!_sentia-ls 

of life, the pro1uction of articles of food, clotting, dwell:ings>ani 

the tools necessary to that production ani the production of the 

human ~eings themselves. Thus, human hunting an1 g~thering (or 

fishing) economies are clearly organize1 for social pro:iuction 

en1 can be seen to proiuce in ~ays that may approxim~te - in 

organization ani returns agricultural societies. 

In evolutionary processes there are int.erent contraiictions 

giving rise to potentialities in each living ~ystem; qualitative 

change is a potential of eact system. ~xternal factors end conditions. 

of course, play necessary roles, ~ut ttey can never be sufficient 

forces. The real conflict an·i the crux of the issue is that we must 

show .not only how specific external cond.;i.tions affect change, but 

how the internal potentialities o~ the system un1er consideration 

(and its contradictions) 'process•the effect of t!:ese coniitions. 

A system that only a1apts cannot change, and uiles~ the causality 

can be specifiei, the change can harily be-regariei as processuel, 

9!1:i an;y climetic, environmental, population or technological situation 

es such can harily be the measure-of its occurrence. ~het must be 

sought is a theory nf process that ~ill ~enerate the facts of history 

from elemerts present in the beginning, not just look back over 

''facts,. to demonstrate that survival ani a:leptation 'hElve o~curre:l in 

· respo~se to external influen~es. 
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NOT~S AN~ RBFER~~C~S 

1 L:arx K: Economic at1_d philosophical ·manuscripts -of 1857-1859. -(from 

Pre-capitalist Socioeconomic formations) 

2 Marx -K: Grundri sse. 

3 ~arx K: Capital vol I,III 

4 Marx K: Capital Vol I. The paleontological mode of reasoning 

is continued after the passage quoted in a footnote of the 

same page " However little our written histories up to this 

time notice the 1evelopment of material production, which is 

the basis of all social life, an1 therefore of all real history, 

yet prehistoric times have been classified in accordance with 

the results, not of so-called historical, but of materialistic 

investigations. These ~erio1s have been divided, to correspond 

with the materials from wtich their implements and weapons were 

made. viz. into the stone. the bronze and the iron ages.'' 

5 Bonnischeen R. 1977 

6 Papaioennou-Stathaki 19b5. especially page 37 an1 notes 21.22. 

7 "Capital investment" of c-ourse with tl:e sense of the aggregate 

of expenditures allocatei for the creation of new fixed assets 

and for the development and expansion of existing fixen assets 

which function both in the production and non-productive spheres. 

Capital investruert forrued through internal sources of accumulation 

an1 channelled in a planned way into creating the material and 

technological base of a society. This can serve as an indicator 

of total returns of •·capital'' (or the Rbsolute efficiency of 

capit~l investment) for tl:e societJ's (banis, ~roups} economy 
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as a whole ani for its sectors an1 geographical regions. 

l~arx, refU-ted bourgeois economists' interpret~tion of capital 

as an aggregate of things (means of _production) and was the 

first to discover that capital is not a thing, but rather a 

definite social production relation, belonging to a definite 

historical formation of society,whichis manifested in a thing 

and ler-ds the thing a specific social cl:aracter. (Capital Vol I) 

The physical description of the external forms of artifacts is 

based in ~clideen geometry. Terms such a~ triangular, 

rectangular, concave or convex frequently do not fit the 

artifacts forms under consideration; the analyst is forced to 

modify his description by saying the outline is triangular-like 

or semi-ovoid etc.; in tl:e science of geometry e form is-either 

ovoid or triangular or it is not; often arcl:aeologists have 

modified t~ese spatial categories with qualifications often 

forcing this description system beyond its logically useful 

limit•· On the other hand. metric scales do provide a standardized 

measure by wl:icl: specimens can oe co:npared, D'.lt before such 

mea~ures can acquire meeninB" the analyst must by some means 

deci:ie what kind of informati-on is being Clearured. l~ost 

artifact measurements are taken or. the artifact's external 

formal perimeters such as le~gth, width, thickness; t~ese kinds 

of measurement alone will yield no information of tbe processes 

behind tool formation. 

~ardin J.C. 1980, Klejn L.~. 1982 

9 Amongst others: Bodes F. 1961, 1969. Collins ~. 1971~ Krieger 

1960, Rouse I. 1:6:\ 1:;72. ~paul-tin<:: A.'::. 1?53. 1()54. 1'?6Cl. 
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10 Wooiburn J. 1980 in Gellner ~. (eds) Soviet and Western 

Anthropology. Accepting such an approach - much more when the 

function of the fin:ls is yet unknown - means to borrow 

information from ethnographers and the organization of tasks 

from historians. Naturally, this depenis in large measure on 

the theoreticnl opinions (real types observable and artificial 

types invented, convenient etc.). But, in any case, in order 

to take a whole view of an assemblage, one needs to be aware 

of the relationships between the components; therefore a system 

of classification shouli not divide the material into individual 

tool typ_es out also group them into a s~·stem accor:iing to 

variou~ lines of relatedness (positive or negative)~ >< 

11 Arseniev A;S. 1969 (Quote:l from Klejn 1. 1972) 

In anthropology another line of development arose from the 

realization of the need to relax the assumption of ''primitive" 

man. Once again the transfer from "types" to peoples involves 

A-
a reinforcement of the ina~equacies of the current classificatory 

system; these contradictions are not totally ignored in the 

litera~Jre. There are discussions about the character and 

degree of· this kind of order and whether it is possible to 

measure up the reality by increasing objectivity at the expense 

of subjective admixture. 

12 Economir.s taken here in a "narrow" sense, not as the theoretical 

expression, the abstraction of the social relRtions of 

producti:)n. ?;very economi\~ categO:rJ' is a logicel conce-;Jt. 

an abstract wny characterises t~e 
,. essence o~ a ce::-tain 

economic phenomenon. ?conon:ic l:P;s appear alo:1g ··•it!: tl:e 
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9~pearance of hum~n society as people begin to proiuce. As 

the material coniitions of society change Jn~ one type of the 

relRtio~s-of production is replacei by another, certain 

economic la~s cease operating ani others emerge. Inherent 

in every social system is its ovm set of specific economic l!!"!S. 

13 '"Every object :possesses various properties, ani is thus capable 

of being appliei to 1ifferent uses. One an1 the same pro1uct 

may therefore serve as raw material in very :lifferent processes" 

" Again a particular pro1uct m~y be used in one and the same 

process, both as an instrument of labour and as a raw mAterial." 

••• "If we examine the whole process from the point of view of its 

result, the product, it is plain that both the instruments an1 

the subject of labour, are means of produc~ion ~nd that the 

labour itself is productive labour." It is more than obvious 

w~at ~arx meant by tl:ese. In a footnote of the same page 

(Capital Vol. I) he aBs: "It appears paraioxical to assert, 

th~t uncaucht fish, for instance, ere a means of production 

in the fishing iniustry. But hitherto no one has iiscovered 

the art of catching fish in ,.,.aters t:!:at contain none." 

14 ~ngels F.: Anti.-Wl':ring. Lenin V.I.: ~.:aterialis:;; :eni -=:;npirio-

critic ism. 

15 See MSc. F. Papaioannou-Stathaki 1981; which contains an 

extenGive bibliography of the subject ani ,here the geology} 

environment and lithic material of the regions h~ve be-en ·iiscussed. 

?or ?nirus see especially;;,}; • .Dailey l9c)2, l)c'), 19S6, l3b7. 

16 ?lakes struck from chert are ofte~ shorter fro;n t~ose struck 

from quRrtzite. ~ith the lonzer quartzite flakes t~e sit~~tion 
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wiJht be the OP?Osite. Alternatively, it may simply be that 

chert cores available alons the river channels are smaller 

than the quartzite cores proiucei end worked out ~rops and 

that this factor (which involves a decision-making factor from 

the part of the knappers) rather than differences in the 

properties of the material themselves is res?Onsible for 

variation in ~lakes type ani size. Again, more efficient 

retouch mechanics may be critical for t~at variation. Certainly 

the data on which these observations are based is limited but 

it is sufficient to support the contention that both 

access to ani the mechanical character of the artefacts need 

further con.si1 eration. 

A:i.:nittedly these proceiures_ are on ''.iifficult" ground. but their 

applicability couli be tested in many ~ays. By-searching for 

:iecision-models used in pronuction, "'e are forced to consider 

all "variables" an:i the kinds of technological operations 

carried out at different sites. for different or sqmetimes similar 

purposes. An:i 111hen evaluating change ir. diachronic sequences 

it would be possible to explain such iiverse processes as 

_ movement, exchance, traie or in situ development etc •• ·"' l thought the 

iata presented here cannot be claimei as w!lolly representative 

of the three regions, a strong point is the relatively large 

size and the relatively wide geographical distribution of the 

:::.?.mple w~1ich makes it probable th?.t any sort of results wouH 

not be overturnei (<it leaot tot?.lly) u~· usi!'![. "rr.ore" :l.ata or 

new d~t~. a~1 t~~t qu~litetive results concer~inz the ~hole 
·-

lli~tter could re~?in intact. reinforce~er~ 6t-~~e a~ove i::: 



that although data as such seems not sufficient for such an 

endeavour the location of the sites in and around the sreas 

(toGether with their technological tradition) demonstrates a 

trend towards ''regular" spacing through time- spacing in the 

sense of settlements remaining within the same - br~adly defined -

boundaries in spite of changes in the landscape in terms of 

local climatic factors. Interpretation of this patterning is 

vital for an understaniing of prehistory in these areas; sites 

were preferred on a continuous basis not only for their resource 

potential but for socio-economic reasons as well. 

18 !.:ilogcic V. 1958, 1960~ 1965, 'l'heocharis D.R. 1958, 1967, 1974. 

19 See Eiggs 
~ 

, Bailey G.N. 

20 Certainly human behaviour is not random; the expectation of 

visiting a particular place is based upon a purpose- hunting 

or gathering, exchange of trade, visiting families, meeting 

friends etc •• 

21 Settlewent implies settled habitation and while t~at is 

appropriate for agricultural populations, the term and the 

concept become increasin;?l.)' strained when applie.J. to "primitive" 

groups. Eabitation ani occupanJ~ sites cover all the space 

aspects of the usage of an area: habitation, subsistence, 

other exploitative activities, movement, dispersal and aggregation, 

within the limits of the "sa:ne" br~adest area. 

22 Eudson (1969) by includin~ n temporal dimension in locational 

analysis provides for n process oriented approach in contrast 

to the static view of spatial occupation 2t a s1n;1e point of 

time. !Houet (1972) has P.daptei Eu:ison' s :uodel to incluJe the 



phenomena of community distribution,and Wood (1972) has 

recommended the application of tbis moiel in archaeological 

analysis and iiscussed many of the methods. 

23 See ~right R.V.s. (eds) 1977 

24 A general methodological problem is that of diffusion - that 

has not been controlled for. The problem means that if a 

sample is composed of too many neighbouring societies there 

is the possibility that test result&~ simply reflect borrowing 
? . 

or historical connection rather than independent functional 

relationships. (Galton's problem) 



SITE 

/.G. Georeios 
Asprochaliko 
•Jori t sa 
Tl:esprotiko 
Ioannina (airport) 
Ioannina (town) 
Ioannina (-;;;leousa) 
Ioannine (island) 
Ioannine (Perarna) 
Karvounari 
Kastritsa 
Katsika 
Kok~inopilos 

Lou ro s 
,.. 1 • .. azeraKla 
~:a rga ri t ion 
torfi 
Pantanassa 
Preveza 
P::r:lalitsa 
Kokkytos valley 
Sideri 
~;t efa ni 
C'lro po s 
N. Sa psou s 
Pana.>·i.::; (?rev) 

C08F. 

101 
103 
105 
108 
109 
llO 
111 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
120 
121 
122 
124 
12 6 
127 
l2B 
130 
13 6 
13 7 
138 
139 
140 

NO 

100 
108 

28 
4 

16 
20 
32 

8 
4 

112 
60 
8 

104 
48 
16 
17 
52 
80 
12 

8 
28 

8 
20 
88 

8 
12 

Table 12: Raw 
1'l':e following 
togetl!er into 
l 0 l i n c l urii !1 g 

Frequencies - Rpirus 

103 ,. 

sites are aggregated 
5 rna jor groups 
108,137,1115,126 
140 

SITE 

Glifa 
:W:ikro 
Kokkinokastro 
A:;. Petros 
Pi nio s 
Theopetra 
K edros 
Argissa 

CODE 

201 
202 

203 
204 
205 
207 
209 

No 

248 
252 

116 
324 

12 
32 
16 

Table 12: Raw Frequencies
Thessaly 

~xcept for 204 including 209 
sites non-aggregated 

115 ,, 
117 ,, 
138 " 

122,121,130,136,124,128 
116,105,109,113,110,111,114 
139,127,120 

SITE 

Loutra 
Va silaki 
Katako1o 
Retouni 
Lapa 
Lakkopetra 
Kastro 
Ane.llas 

CODE 

301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
308 
309 

No 

176 
13 6 

24 
8 
8 

48 
300 
300 

Table 12: Raw Frequencies- Elis 

1'he following 
together into 
301 including 
305 " 
302 
308 
3()9 

sites are aggregated 
5 major groups: 
3 ()3 
3C'l6,3()4 

V1 
0 

V1 
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A 

!L 

l 

ll 

SIT"' 1 Epirus 2 R.AV; !\:AT"S!UAL 1 Flint 
2 The ssaly 2 Chert 
3 Elis 3 Quartz 

4 Quartzite 
5 Volcanics 
6 0bsidian 
7 Other 

COY?L'-''i'F:!-!FSS l Vvhole L ?HFSF.RVATION 1 Rolled 
2 Broken 2 Abraded 

3 Fresh 

CO?.'i'SX l Present §_ BULB 1 Pre sent 2. BUTT 
,.., Absent 2 Partial c. 

3 /<bsent 

,l TECHi'.TOL03ICAL 
CATSGORY 

6 PATIN.ATI()N 

1 Cor·tical 10 
2 Flat 
3 Dihe::lral 
4 Faceted. 
5 Linear 
6 Other 
9 Missing 

1 Flakes 
2 Blades 
3 Cores 
4 Trimming Pieces 
5 Core Rejuvenation Flakes 
6 Plungin~ Flakes-Blaies 
7 Other 

1 '.'iH te-ish 
2 Grey-ish 
3 Yello··'-'-i sh 
4 Black 
5 Reddish 
6 Green-ish 
7 Brown-ish 
8 Mixed 
9 Beige 

HETOUCP. 1 Absent 
~ Present <. 

i-t?'I'OUCH :JOR SAL 12 V.F!J~;TRAL .u. RELATION BETY!E~N 1 Co nt inuou s 
L11Ct..TION - - -- - - - - RSTOUCH L()CATION " Discontinuous 

1 Proximal End 5 Proximal F:nd c.. 

3 Inverse 
2 Jistal End 6 :H stal End 

4 Direct 
1. Right Side 7 Right Side 
--4 Left Side 8 Left Side 

•rable 13 /continued o o •• Vl. 
0 
0\ 



.!A_ T-iPE 0:? H~'r()UCR 1 "Courte'' 
2 "Longue" 
3 "Couvrante" 
4 Invasive 
5 Nibbled-fine 

Abbrevations for co~e receded as 

3 = HAl·~~ 10 = BUTT 

4 = 'I'?CCAT 11 = RF>rr1UCH 

5 = cm:P 14 = EEL 

6 = ?R?S 15 = E.'":T TYP8 

7 = PA.TI 16 = FORM 

l..2_ .!:<,0RM 1 Irregular 
2 Triangular 
3 Qua.irangular 
4 Polygonal 
5 Rounded 
6 Oval 
7 ·Pointed Oval 
8 Conceal Tetrahedric 
9 Elongated 

8 = cn!{T-c::x 17 = L'F:NGTE / 'I• If)'T'H / ·rRI CK tn'~SS 

9 = BULB 

Table 13: Variable Code. 

.!..§_ S I ?.F. 1 Length 
2 Viirith 
3 Thickness 

I,Jl 
0 

--.J 
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RAV."M 

CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

101 39 15 8 3 3? 100 
103 62 21 1 24 108 
105 27 1 28 
108 1 3 4 
109 6 4 6 16 
110 11 6 1 2 20 
111 12 14 4 2 32 
113 2 1 5 8 
114 3 1 4 
115 60 34 1 13 4 112 
116 27 17 1 9 6 60 
117 2 2 1 3 8 
118 57 22 7 18 104 
120 21 7 5 15 48 
121 8 8 16 
122 7 8 2 17 
124 23 18 11 52 
126 17 31 7 5 20 80 
127 3 3 6 12 
128 2 5 1 8 
130 12 9 4 'l 28 .J 

13 6 5 3 8 
137 7 4 5 4 20 
138 41 28 1 13 l 4 88 
139 2 2 3 1 8 
140 5 

...., 
5 12 c:: 

201 89 33 34 11 81 248 
202 35 187 19 8 3 252 
203 86 11 11 4 4 116 
204 289 5 7 15 8 324 
205 12 12 
207 30 2 32 
209 16 16 

301 57 68 33 " ') 14 17 6 <: ... 
302 56 75 3 2 13 6 

303 8 14 2 24 
304 6 2 8 
305 4 3 1 8 
306 25 20 3 48 
308 97 184 13 6 300 
309 113 187 1 300 

Table 14: Jistribution counts of RA'i.}i Dj' site. 



T.ECCAT 

CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total 

101 54 3 43 100 
103 52 14 15 3 2 22 108 
105 18 4 2 2 1 1 28 
108 2 2 4 
109 6 1 9 16 
110 7 1 20 
111 17 1 1 13 32 
113 3 5 8 
114 2 2 4 
115 68 10 10 3 4 17 112 
116 25 1 6 1 27 60 
117 4 2 1 1 8 
118 65 3 8 1 1 26 104 
120 18 2 7 1 20 48 
121 8 2 1 2 3 16 
122 12 5 17 
124 35 4 6 1 2 4 52 
126 42 1 6 1 1 29 80 
127 6 2 4 12 
128 <:; 1 2 8 / 

130 8 8 3 a 28 / 

13 6 4 4 8 
13 7 12 1 2 l l 3 20 
138 46 1 l 2 38 88 
139 3 l 4 8 
140 5 7 12 

201 74 l 57 1 2 111 248 -' 

202 122 7 36 3 84 252 
203 41 l 20 5 49 116 
204 143 9 21 2 10 139 324 
205 9 1 2 12 
207 19 13 32 
209 6 10 16 

301 96 5 14 1 60 17 6 
302 85 l 27 2 " 19 136 .:. 

303 9 4 11 24 
304 4 1 3 8 
305 4 2 2 8 
306 33 4 1 . 2 8 48 
308 179 2 33 86 300 
309 159 14 20 4 103 300 

Table 15: Distribution counts of TECCAT by site. 
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COMP 

CODE 1 2 Total 

101 19 81 100 
103 26 82 108 
105 5 23 28 
108 1 3 4 
109 2 14 16 
llO 6 14 20 
111 19 13 32 
ll3 3 5 8 
ll4 1 3 4 
115 31 81 1U 
116 15 45 60 
ll7 4 4 8 
ll8 23 81 104 
120 7 41 48 I 

121 6 10 16 
122 7 10 17 
124 10 42 52 
126 24 56 80 
127 5 7 12 
128 8 8 
130 10 18 28 
13 6 8 8 
137 5 15 20 

138 23 65 88 

139 2 6 8 
140 3 9 12 

201 13 3 115 248 
202 141 lll 252 
203 35 81 116 
204 164 160 324 
205 6 6 12 
207 21 11 32 
209 1 15 16 

301 95 81 17 6 
302 41 95 13 6 
303 13 11 24 
304 1 7 8 

305 1 7 8 

306 8 40 48 
308 117 H\3 30.0 

Table 16: Distribution counts of cnrr b,Y site. 
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PATI 

CODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 

101 3() 8 5 1 16 12 28 100 
103 36 24 13 3 3 6 23 108 
105 7 6 5 5 1 4 28 
108 2 1 1 4 
109 2 3 

,., 
'l 1 2 2 16 L 

llO 3 8 5 1 3 20 
lll ll 5 2 4 3 3 4 32 
113 1 4 1 1 1 8 
114 1 3 4 
115 45 ll 11 9 8 28 112 
116 2 13 1() 4 18 5 8 60 
117 l 1 3 2 1 8 
118 36 17 15 9 8 lO 

/ 
1()4 

120 13 9 5 4 ) 12 48 
121 5 5 3 1 2 16 
122 5 3 " 2 2 2 1 17 c_ 

124 13 14 4 1 7 13 t:? .J ,_ 

126 25 13 8 3 12 19 80 
127 5 3 3 1 12 
128 4 1 ".1. 8 ..1 

130 11 4 l 1 2 5 4 28 
136 4 1 3 8 
13 7 8 7 1 ~ 1 20 .) 

135 12 25 6 3 12 16 4 88 
139 1 " 2 3 8 c.. 

140 
,.., 

4 2 4 2 c_ 

201 93 18 32 27 78 248 
2Cl2 105 13 35 8 20 4 67 252 

203 39 24 15 7 2 29 ll6 
204 2 12 16 13 25 222 34 324 
205 1 10 1 12 
207 2' " 1 I' 18 3 32 c. 0 

209 ~ 9 5 16 

301 13 20 26 4 40 1 16 48 8 17 6 

302 8 10 1 8 43 12 14 24 16 13 6 

3 03 6 2 1 ":l 6 6 24 ..1 

304 3 2 3 8 
30~ 1 1 5 1 8 - ) 
306 2 7 1 6 ll 10 8 3 48 

I 

388 21i 28 I' 10 53 29 36 31 75 300 0 

309 26 33 20 6 64 47 45 19 40 300 

Table 17: Distribution co~nt of ?~TI by site. 
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C()RTEX 

CO~E 1 2 Total 

101 12 88 100 
103 8 1()0 1()8 
105 1 27 28 
108 4 4 
109 4 12 16 
110 20 20 
111 1 31 32 
113 8 8 
114 4 4 
115 9 103 112 
116 10 50 60 
117 5 3 8 
118 22 82 104 
120 6 42 48 
121 4 12 16 
122 3 14 17 
124 7 45 52 
126 15 65 80 
127 12 12 
128 8 8 
130 1 27 28 
136 8 8 
137 5 15 20 
138 16 72 88 
139 2 6 8 
140 l 11 12 

201 44 204 2 43 
202 23 229 c'52 
203 1 115 116 
204 30 294 324 
205 12 12 
207 2 30 32 
209 3 13 16 

301 41 135 17 6 
302 32 104 13 6 
303 7 17 24 
304 3 5 8 
305 3 5 8 
306 ll 37 48 
308 38 262 300 

309 61 239 300 

Table 18: Jistribution counts of Cortex by Site. 
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BULB 

CODE 1 ..., 
3 Total c 

101 15 41 44 100 
103 16 56 36 108 
105 4 16 8 28 
108 2 1 1 4 
109 3 7 6 16 
110 4 12 4 :?0 
111 5 11 16 32 
113 4 4 8 
114 1 1 ..., 

4 c 

115 30 35 47 112 
116 6 27 27 60 
117 3 3 2 8 
118 25 43 36 104 
120 3 23 22 48 
121 9 5 2 16 
122 

,. 
5 6 17 0 

124 13 1-3 16 52 
126 9 28 43 80 
127 3 6 3 12 
128 1 6 1 8 
130 5 16 7 28 
13 6 1 4 1 8 .) 

137 2 7 11 20 
138 17 37 34 88 
139 4 4 8 
140 3 5 4 12 

201 67 61 120 ::'48 
202 rq 

)..- 123 70 252 
203 25 L7 

'' t+4 116 
2:!4 72 103 149 32/i 
205 3 1 8 12 
207 Q 18 

,. 
1" 

v 0 JC 

209 8 8 16 

301 58 77 41 176 
302 25 42 69 13 6 
303 1 10 13 24 
304 

..., 1 J 8 
'" 

305 4 /; 8 I 

306 1() 15 23 48 
308 70 79 143 300 

309 78 100. 122 300 

Table 19: Distribution counts of Bulb by Site. 
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BUTT 

COJE 1 2 3 4 5 6 9 Total 

101 6 13 2 5 50 24 100 
103 5 13 3 42 45 108 
105 1 4 2 1 8 12 28 
108 1 1 1 1 4 
109 

,... 1 5 8 16 c. 
110 3 2 9 6 20 
111 4 3 3 9 13 32 
113 tl 4 8 
114 

,... 1 1 4 <: 

115 4 7 13 9 4 47 28 112 
116 5 5 6 29 15 60 
117 3 2 1 " 8 ~-

118 1 8 14 3 0 36 33 104 ./ 

120 1 4 4 3 15 21 48 
121 3 1 3 l 6 2 16 
122 1 1 5 1 

,. 
3 17 0 

124 5 0 -~ 1 16 17 52 / ""t 

126 7 7 2 3 32 29 80 

127 2 1 2 3 4 12 
128 1 l 3 ~ 8 .) 

130 l 4 1 2 8 12 28 
13 6 1 4 ~ " .) 0 

137 1 ~ 1 2 5 8 20 
.) 

138 6 9 1 5 41 26 88 
139 1 2 5 8 
140 2 l 1 2 6 12 

201 7 6 5 5C' 173 248 
202 2 6 22 

,. 
0 107 HlO 252 0 ./ 

203 
,.., tl 5 6 !;.7 52 116 c. 

204 3 10 29 0 16 141 116 324 / 

205 3 8 1 12 
207 l 3 1 2 14 ll 32 

209 1 1 4 10 16 

301 4 7 20 8 
.., 

65 70 17,.. 
f. ,0 

302 ) /, 17 4 9 46 51 13 6 ·t 

3'"' 1 1 2 4 16 24 
\ . .) 

304 3 5 8 
305 1 2 5 8 

306 l 2 10 2 15 18 48 
308 5 

.., J 33 11 20 133 65 300 
.)_; 

309 6 16 48 22 16 1r'J. 69 300 c...J 

Table 20: ~i ntri out ion counts of Butt by Site. 
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RETOUCH 

CO:!)E 1 ..... Total .:. 

101 57 43 100 
103 64 44 108 
1:-15 11 17 28 
108 1 3 4 
109 6 10 16 
110 12 8 20 
111 16 16 32 
113 3. c:; 8 ./ 

114 1 3 4 
115 61 51 112 
116 28 33 (50 
117 2 6 8 
118 61 43 104 
120 23 25 48 
121 4 12 16 
122 7 10 17 
124 32 20 52 
126 40 40 80 
127 4 8 12 
128 3 5 8 
130 12 16 28 
13 6 4 4 8 
137 9 11 20 
138 40 48 88 
139 2 6 8 
140 2 1() 12 

201 167 81 248 
202 136 116 252 
203 67 40 . ·" 116 
204 96 228 324 
205 12 12 
207 13 1D 

./ 32 
209 8 8 16 

301 72 104 17 6 

302 55 81 13 6 
303 13 11 24 

304 6 2 8 

305 6 2 8 

306 24 24 48 
308 123 11'7 300 

309 134 166 300 

Table 21: Distribution counts of Retauch by Site. 
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REL 

COJE 1 2 3 tt Total 

101 57 22 17 3 1 100 
103 64 26 13 4 1 108 
105 ll 7 4 4 2 28 
108 1 1 2 4 
109 6 6 4 16 
llO 12 4 3 1 20 
111 16 9 6 1 32 
ll3 3 4 1 8 
114 1 3 4 
115 61 18 19 8 6 112 
116 28 13 18 1 60 
117 2 " 2 2 8 t:. 

118 61 17 20 5 1 104 
120 "1 t:._; 10 13 2 48 
121 4 5 4 2 1 16 
122 7 4 4 2 17 
12 ~' 32 6 3 8 3 52 
126 40 16 20 3 1 80 
127 4 5 3 12 
128 3 4 1 8 
130 12 10 4 2 28 
13 6 4 1 3 8 
13 7 9 7 3 l 20 
138 40 20 23 4 l 83 
139 2 1 5 8 
140 2 5 5 12 

201 167 34 43 3 l 248 
20.2 13 6 65 42 4 5 252 

203 67 22 23 ). 1 116 ..) 

204 96 80 105 38 5 324 
205 

,- 2 4 12 0 

207 13 11 7 1 32 
209 8 3 3 

.., 16 <. 

301 72 54 39 ll 176 
302 55 35 37 

,-
3 136 0 

303 13 5 5 1 24 
304 6 2 8 

305 6 1 l 8 
306 24 12 9 2 1 48 
)':l8 123 ~6 66 13 2 300 
3 09 13 4 66 57 42 1 300 

Table 22: Distribution counts of Re1 by Site. 
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RETTYPE 

COJ~ l 2 3 4 5 Total 

101 57 32 10 1 100 
103 64 23 10 2 l 8 108 
105 11 11 5 1 28 
108 l 1 1 4 
109 6 5 1 4 16 
110 12 6 2 20 
111 16 5 1 3 7 32 
113 3 "' 2 8 ) 

114 1 3 4 
115 61 29 10 1 2 9 112 
116 28 22 5 3 2 60 
117 " 3 3 8 ,; 

118 61 28 2 3 10 104 
120 23 15 4 1 5 48 
121 4 8 1 3 16 
122 7 5 2 1 2 17 
124 32 8 5 7 52 
126 40 23 10 3 2 ,., 80 c. 

127 4 5 1 ..., 12 <. 

128 3 3 1 1 8 
130 12 5 4 l l 5 28 
136 4 3 l 8 
137 Q 5 

,., 1 3 20 
/ 

c. 

138 40 35 8 1 , 88 ..., 

139 2 4 
,., 8 c. 

140 2 7 1 2 12 

201 167 66 8 3 l ). 248 
~ 

202 13 6 70 21 1 24 252 
203 67 35 10 1 3 116 
204 96 121 43 8 2 54 324 
205 8 2 1 1 12 
207 13 '7 5 7 32 I 

209 8 3 1 4 16 

3C'Jl 72 65 21 4 14 17 6 
302 55 43 24 2 12 13 6 
303 13 5 2 4 24 
304 6 1 l 8 

305 6 1 1 R 
306 24 12 5 7 4B 
3 Cl8 123 111 53 13 300 

309 134 82 60 1() 14 300 

Table 23: Distribution counts of R?TTYPS by Site 
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FOffi,' 

CODE l 2 < 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total .J 

101 45 17 9 5 3 8 7 3 3 100 
103 29 18 6 8 15 16 7 4 5 108 
105 8 6 2 3 l < 2 l 2 28 .J 

108 1 1 1 1 4 
109 3 6 2 4 l 16 
110 4 3 2 5 1 2 2 1 20 
111 3 8 6 1 8 2 1 3 32 
113 3 3 2 8 
114 1 1 1 1 4 
115 29 23 15 10 13 1Q 5 1 6 112 
116 ll 7 9 8 4 3 18 60 
117 3 1 1 2 1 8 
118 20 2~ 15 14 6 11 6 1 9 104 
120 8 3 4 6 3 7 9 3 5 48 
121 6 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 16 
122 ':l ~ 6 2 3 17 

..J j 

124 16 15 3 4 4 3 4 2 1 52 
126 22 16 7 10 5 14 3 1 2 80 

127 2 4 1 2 1 1 1 12 
128 5 1 1 1 8 
130 / 

3 4 l /; 3 7 28 0 t 

136 3 2 2 1 8 
137 7 2 2 ') 4 2 l 20 .:. 

138 15 20 13 12 5 11 9 2 1 88 

139 3 2 l 1 1 8 
140 2 3 1 l 1 4 12 

201 65 41 29 27 19 31 15 19 2 248 
202 65 62 32 13 11 27 19 17 14 252 
203 33 15 21 8 5 10 7 12 5 116 
20L1, 49 86 46 21 18 41 25 12 26 324 

205 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 12 

207 8 3 6 1 4 7 3 32 
209 4 4 1 3 1 1 16 

..; 

301 40 36 29 17 22 24 2 3 3 17 6 
302 22 30 28 8 14 20 5 7 2 136 

303 2 5 4 2 2 5 4 24 

304 1 2 l 1 2 1 8 
305 3 2 2 1 8 

306 7 l(l 6 3 4 7 '"' 2 7 48 ,:_ 

308 48 77 65 22 16 37 8 14 13 300 

309 39 51 42 2Li 42 37 3() 11 24 300 

Table 24: Distril.lution counts of FOIU:: b~, Site. 
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Fig. 5: Vap of tte stuJy area (Epirus) showing locations of the 
sites. l3roken line!:: connection a-:-e jrawn only to iniic:ate 
tr1e ooun:l.aries of the aggre~:ate.J si.tes (unnumcere:i sites 
were not studied) 
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!. TRIX OF E SQ. 

1 2 3 4 

0.4993 
0.4098 0 ·30? 2 
0.4940 0. 62? 1 0. 6143 
0.2869 0.5730 0. 608? 0. 2 63 6 
1.022? 1.3 984 l. ?241 1.809? 
1.0?02 l. 3009 1.0835 1. 2861 
0.8206 0.7872 1.0187 1.0402 
1. 9131 2 .09 66 1.9905 1.3504 

() 8 .t~496 8.4725 7·9993 7·4503 
.l 2.801b 2·7399 2.8993 2.2110 

,., 0.8567 1.3)41 1.1400 0.8423 .c 

3 1. 5ti 54 1.9783 l. 58 50 1.4417 
j, 1.3083 l. 578,1 1 ·3 2 60 1.1561\ 
-5 1. t\6,~2 1-9701 l. 5168 1.2885 
- E l-0bJ.9 1 ,(31j()L; 1.3809 1. 3 65 6 

'rao1e 25 

5 6 ? 8 

l. 41 ?3 
1.1334 l. 54?1 
0.8729 1.0025 1!2601 
1.3777 3·57H": 3·0455 2.1259 
7 .')700 11.8683 9 .B)56 8 .8y!8 
2 -3 08? 4.5090 3.9501 2.C389? 
0. 72 42 1 • 60L\9 0.8007 1.2810 
1.3912 2-7~>33 1.5165 2.1151 
1.1571 2.52B3 l. 6573 l. 7914 
1. 2'1 49 2 • 7 9 61 1. 2712 1. 9493 
1.3847 2.9313 1. 49114 2.}316 

9 10 ll 

4.182? 
0.9875 5·5139 
l. 627 4 7. 59 60 2-4406 
~'.0295 7.8162 3.0640 
l.? 622 s. 3 ·r 118 2 .83 52 
2.10134 7·4383 3.08(;2 
2 .1Nin 7 • 6218 3.0()37 

12 13 

0. 8 57 5 
1.111? 0.8233 
0.?318 0. 504 6 
0.5)42 0. 6271 

14 

1. 077 6 
1.18.17 

15 

0.5106 
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L:<;NGTH 

Region !fSAN ST. ERROR + 

l 38.60 0.84 

2 34-91 0. 69 

3 33-81 0. 64 

WIDTH 

Region EF.AN ST. ERROR + 

l 27.04 0. 69 

2 23-32 0. 50 

3 24.84 0.51 

TFICKNESS 

Region KBA!'-1 ST. ~RROR + 

l 9-14 0. 57 

2 10.90 0.40 

3 10.68 0.39 

BR8AKD0WN 

Table 26: Criterion vari:~ble length, wUth, thicknese broken 
Jown bj' region. 
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:SPIRUS 

LENGTH WIDTH "THICKNESS 
SITE 1/E.A N S'r • ERROR :_ NO ~iiTE MEAN ST .ERH.OR :_ NO SITE MEAN ST. ERROR :_ NO 

101 39.86 1.4 308 101 2?.88 1.02 308 101 9.72 0.59 308 
103 38.75 2.55 120 103 27 o33 1. 77 120 103 9·51 1.07 120 
115 40.91 2.05 241 115 29.58 1.99 241 115 9.53 0.?8 241 
117 37-30 1.80 176 117 23.67 1.31 17 6 117 8 .18 0 0 7 5 17 6 
138 3 3 0 92 1. ?8 156 138 2 4·98 0.13 156 138 8.21 0.56 156 

·rEF.:SSALY 

201 3 6 0 62 1.18 248 201 26.11 0.92 248 201 15 o30 0. 9 5 248 
202 3 4o 20 1.05 252 202 23 0 57 0.79 252 202 10.87 o. 69 252 
203 32o38 1.80 116 203 22 0 58 1. 47 11'6 203 10o97 1.26 116 
204 34.71 1. 51 3 24. 204 21.21 Oo95 324 204 8.16 0.46 324 
205 45o58 3o46 12 205 31.16 5·50 12 205 9o16 1. 51 12 
207 34o65 4o05 32 207 23.06 2.99 32 207 7 o09 1. 47 32 
209 34.06 6.94 16 209 18 0 50 3.17 16 209 ?.12 1. 65 16 

F. LIS 

301 30.02 1.36 200 301 22.86 1.07 200 301 9o96 0.81 200 
302 39 o3 7 2.16 13 6 302 28.60 1.71 13 6 302 12.13 1.3 7 13 6 
305 3t1.51 2.50 64 305 23.82 1.98 64 305 10.62 1.37 64 
3 08 31.87 1.00 300 308 23.96 (). 73 300 308 10.30 0. 63 300 
3°3 3 5. 62 1.03 300 309 2 5. 56 0.83 3 00 309 10.88 0. 71 300 

·re b1e 27: Criterion variable Length, Wi~th, Thickness broken down by site. 

\J1 
VJ 
1\) 
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LENGTH Vi!DTH 

1 2 3 1 ..., 
3 L 

\HDTH • 54 • 63 • 66 

TEICKNESS .42 .40 .48 .49 • 53 • 59 

115 101 117 115 101 117 

V1IDTE • 61 .39 

THICKNESS • 52 .3 4 .31 • 47 .)8 

201 202 204 201 202 204 

i•IDTH ·57 .46 

TRICKNFSS .43 ·42 ·45 ·59 

308 301 

lirDTH .42 • 7 5 

THICKNESS • 53 ·55 • 53 0 57 

Table 28: All t~e abqve are significant correletions. 
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VARIABLBS Region 1 Reeion 2 Region 3 VARIABL~S Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 
RA'HM - TBCCAT * * * TECCAT - cm,~P * * * 

cm,~p NS * * - PRF.S * * * PRFS NS * * - PATI * * * 
- PA'ri * * * - CORTEX * * * 
- CORTEX NS * * - BULB * ... * 

BULB * * * - RF.TOUCH * .-;..- * 
RF.TOUCH NS * * - FORE * * * 

- FORU: ~NS NS NS 

PRF:S - PATI * * * CO!.:P - PRF.S * * * - CORTEX * * * PATI NS NS * - - BULB * * * CORTEX NS * !'-lS - - RBTOUCH * * * - BULB * * * - l<'OHM * ·K· * - RETOUCH NS * * 
- FJRM * * * 

CORTEX - BULB * * * P.6Tl- - CORTEX * * * - RETOUCH * * * - BULB NS NS * - FORM * * * RETOUCH NS ·it- * 
- ':FORt! NS NS Nf, 

:RULE RF.TOUCE * * * RETOUCH - FORM * * * -
- l<'ORII-~ * * * 

'hble 29: The relationships (Chi sq.) between variables over regions. 

NS = not significant 
* significant. 

\Jl 
VJ 
\Jl 
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VARIABLES l - 3 2 - 3 l - 2 

RAVlM X X X 

TECCAT X X X 

COHP v X X A 

PRES X X X 

PATIN X X X 

CORTEX X X X 

BULB X X 

RETOUCH X X 

FOR~;: X X X 

Table 30: Relationship of the variables (Chi sq.) between regions. 

X Significant 

Not Significant 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It has been an underlying assumption of much of the work on 

societies labelled "prehistoric1~ or ~primitive'',· 
I 

that is societies 

with n~.4(written records, that a pre-existing order of natural 

equilibrium was the necessary condition for their formation and 

function. 

The adoption of such a specificity, with the overestimation 

of the organic external factors, created a scientific-cultural 

"industry" with particular units of measurement and particular 

units of output; this was expressed not only with respect to the 

methods for the collecting and processing of empirical data. but 

also with regard to the questions of general interpretation. The 

result was an anti-historical overall "paradigm" where these 

societies appeared to be determined and controlled by natural laws 

of organiaation and their real modes of existence taken at a 

"distance" as absent causalities. Thus, the significance attributed 

to these populations has been a mechanistic equalization (if not 

petrification) of the particular elements of their systems. 

Man does not enter into relations with the natural world just 

by being part of the natural world, but as a social being, consciously 

and actively, by means of his labour, technique ani production. 

Relations, forces and means of production are not indivisible, 

stabilized or equal concepts. That a human society presupposes a 

specific set of "things", that is material products, to cover its 

needs is a trivial reality. That man cannot be conceived other~ise 

than in his social context is also trite. But not all the necessary 
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distinctive consequences have been drawn from this fact, at any 

level of association, except for the a priori reduction of population 

dynamics and organization to a. hierarchy of eternal laws and 

"typological" en:is. The problem with this type of explanation is 

simply that the structure of. the social world is not the structure 

of a conceptual order. In all forms of society the determining 

factor is the process of production and reproduction of material 

life. Sccialrelations' corresponn to differential stages of the 

development of the methods of labour and thereby social productivit~ 

which reveal: the hidden basis of a concrete socio-economic atructure 

or part of its specific elements. An inquiry into a s~ries of 

~: "facts" to discover these relationships or differences ·presupposes 

a concept that permits one to disting~ish between the processes 

·;--· responsible for their for~ation and assess patterns of their variability. 

Initially, any concept requires a theory with definitions and 

meanings that would be used for ''discussion" about phenomena and 

facts,not only in their logical consistency. but in relation to 

meanings and ideas through which people operate in order to rationalize 

certain actions and reject others. The specific content of this 

process is not the result of a simple configuration of certain "facts" 

but represents the conclusion to a long history - ani a properly 

historical memory. Underlying this view. and indeed underlying the 

whole conception of the intended approach in this thesis. is a shift 

away from a deterministic/empirical position towards a iialectical 

materialistic interpretation of prehistoric communities ~s t1ey arose 

in particular historical contexts. To in1icate this, of course. is 

not .t0 a~complish i:t.. and it remains for otters to ju:lge. In this theory 
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of reality, which gives a higher place to tr.e prevailing trends of 

the total development than ·to the fects of the empirical ~orln only, 

tl:e concept of the "fact··· acquires an authentic, con~ete shape in 

the social context in which it has its origin ani its existence. 

This is not an abstraction; human requirements ani adjustments move 

within a •!given" each time$et of spatial anrl demographic arrange-

ments, interrelated with their economic and culturil activities. 

These are realities that can be traced down from the totality of 

their material produc~ion1 at any level of technological deve·lopment. 

Of course ''tot eli ty" is never accessible, not only for tl:e past but 

for 'present-day societies (although the difficulties which pertain tfo 

. this sort of inquiry are of an entirely different character). 

Trutl:fulness, however, is not to be identified witt naturalism's 

attempt to reflect the -world "photographically''; it transcends such 

particular conventions as a product of the 1ialectical relation 

between social life eni its essence. Typification on the other hand 

does not ~ean typoldgical claseification, that is the 1issolution of 

typical characteristics into abstract rules. It is a shift of focus 

from the general to the particular, but it does not stay at that 

reduced scale. Typical characteristics (or variable2 etc •• ) stand 

for somet-hing "larger" and more meaningful than themselves, than 

their isolated indivi1ual destinies: they are concrete individualities 

at the same ti~e maintain tl:eir relationships with a collective 

human substance. Ac.cor1ingly, an important consideration at this 

level is how people act <":t any moment in time within a society,Dand 

1epen-1s on what they believe about their society; if they come to 
.. 

believe :lifferently tr.ey will also cowe to behave differently. 
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V.'hen anthropologist a ani archaeologists tried to move away 

from the mapping of static situations t6 consider aspect~ of change, 

they inevit,bly become involved with ~slues which brought out 

questions of how and wr.at is examined and for what purpose: but 

analyses were controlled by what kini of exactness, centred around 

technological attributes and typological constructions,which could 

not pervade the proper problems. A scientifically respectable 

analysis permits only what becomes obvious through empirical 

investigation. The fascination with typological relationships had 

one of the most harmful effects in the study of prehistoric societies. 

This occurred because tte desired explE>nations were attributed to 

technology itself, based on the assumption that social events were 

simply a proiuct of technological change even ~hen this latter was 

usually only a new "interface", incorporated into the social practice 

and economic structure of the se~e mode of production. 

Materiel products are a part of labour processes formed ~ithin 

certain relations of production in a society; they constitute 

definite forms of human existence, even if there is no adjustme~t to 

empirical truthfulness. 

It is precisely at this conjecture ttat a dialectical approach 

implies a back and forth process, whereby particular populations are 

analysed in terms of their available characteristics, in which 

hypotheses generated theoretically are used to "restructure" the 

data, ani where the theoretical position itself is further elaborated 

in such a way that its explanatory power is used to express the 

hidden structures ani connections of the society under investigation. 

Natural forces become proiuctive forces. because they are harnessed 
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to human labour. They become social forces by being incorporated 

and applie1 to human needs; ani only become pronuctive when they 

-~ serve the production and reproiuction or human life. 

·.:: The study of the exploitation of nature by pre-:::neQlithic. 

populations brings together problems of not only their productive 

activities but of their reproiuctive patterns which are related 

essentially to the means of subsistence. Although estima fes in 

terms of absolute or even relative numbers are dangerous, the 

pract_ical judgements used by the original Malthusian or neo-

1'al t hu sian scenari.o have. to be broken. ""11a t may be overpopulation 

in one stage of social production may not be so in another and their 

effects may be different" • ·" The number may appear very small 

compared with the modern coniitions of production" (K. Uarx, 

Grundrisse). The formulation of different scenarios combined with 

specialized knowl~dge (and informal preliminary judgements) make it 

possible in many iristances to assess with some confidence the 

direction, if not the magnitud~,' of the influence exercised by a 

particular factor - be it population growth or cru1e birth/death 

rates - if one is prepared -to iisreeard the role playei by all the 

rest. The advantage of the complex historical ~pproach is its 

ability to assess the influence of a great variety of factors that 

can be expected to account for the course of eventsbnot only in 

quantitative terms but in qualitative terms as well. 

An attempt to develop a less traditional conception of the 

reality of prehistoric societies uust be understooi in the social 

context> otherwise its significance is completely lost. In 

examining social reality one may deve.lop an expanie1 con.ception of 
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historical realism. History is a continuum. No event is independent. 

A study of the "palaeolithic" as a whole has the task of depicting 

social determinations, of suggesting the basis of transitions and 

of pointing to tentiencies towards change. The problem of any "form" 

is the problem of the relation between socio-economic modes and 

historical theory, based on the materiality of production. in the 

broadest sense. Applying the above to the interpretation of hunter-

gatherer societies does not mean that every element in a local 

system is unique to a given mode, but only that the whole structure 

and "initial cond:itions" are historically unique, specific to the 

given mode anti the social dimensions within it. What is required 

is to re-establish the connections between the different elements 

of significance in order to explain the extent to which properties 

(or variables) "retain" their explanatory value and are not 

accompanied by a repeated sequence of some second property (or 

variable). This again involves a set of problems. It is not only 

that there has been little concern to articulate empirical facts 

./"fstone tools 'for example) into a "sensitive" historical reality. 
'· \..! )· 

A range of tools performs a range of functions and the functions are 

a product of the socio-economic environment. Thus an interpretation 

of the role of technology in these societies can be attempted to 

evaluate the basic properties of productive activities and alter-

natives to that production and the several subsystems which determine 

or define their internal development. Technology, in a Uarxist 

sense, has a human weight, a social impact and a power structure as 

it "discloses man's mode of dealing witb nature, the process of 

production by which he sustains his life, and thereby also lays 
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bare the mode of formation of his social relations, and of the 

" •' 
mental conceptions that flo•n from them" (K. llarx. Capital Vol. I). 

by which a society may be defined 

is not technology as such, but its inherent social structure. Were 

the technological factors to play a determining and really crucial 

role in historical development, the first relevant consequence would 

necessarily amount to the dropping of the dialectical approach, since 

to follow such a course would be to neglect any relation to the 

totality of the social body, to confine research to a technocratic 

"deployment" and to absorb so cia 1 intervention into the functioning 

of a technological idealization. The only way to stop this is to take 

the risk of basing the social consensus on the recognition and 

effects of multiple interrelationships. . So f~r as M~rxism is 

concernedthere is no metaphysical construction of practice. Practice 

is not an absolute point of departure. a pre-categorical postulate. 

It is simply the specific. life-situation, the immediate social 
r 

process with its interacting aspects. When each aspect is studied 

as if it bears within itself its meaning and justification, a social 

reality is reduced, as a result, and is broken down into series of 

isolated discrete units with no response to formative patterns. 

With few exceptions, this is the general configuration embodied in 

the research or prehistoric societies. These stuiies are entirely 

preoccupied with stages of technical development and/or the typologies 

of technical evolution by tr.e decomposition and the fragmentation of 

the data available, which more or less act as a mechanism of 

''censorship" wl:en ever the research toucl:es on the systemic character-
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concerns the lack of a 1iachron~c perspective, especially as 

regards the transition from a_ natural to a technical environment. 

When speaking about scientific laws -the feeling is that they hold 

irrespective of historical development. Insofar as it concerns 

nature and society they are both governed by laws. But while the 

laws of nature,for all we know, do not change, the laws of society 

are historical and ·as such they do change in the most diverse spheres 

of the life of collectivities and individuals. Another point of 

identification is that la,.,s are often confused with trends~ A law 

is by definition "universal 11 and entails that it is possible to 

distinguish bet•veen events or facts ani relate them to the law that 

"governs'' than. This has nothing to do with uniform principles. 

Primitive populations have their myths,and contemporary s6cieties 

their generally accepted accounts of their history which are often 

as mythical. Ther~ is not a great leap from believing that what 

has happened in the past~ should provide evidence about what is 

heppen~ng to-day or what can be expected to happen in the future. 

Of course, there has usually been a gr~t deal of ambiguity about 

whether the general determination is about what happened or about 

what ought to happen; but tnis is grounde.i on individuals) doubts 

about how much of the present, future, and past is under ''control ... 

Thus human societies .confront objective reality .as "' a complex of 

ready-made and unalterable objects which allow only answers of 

recognition or rejectionJeni this is as common in anthropological/ 

archaeological accounts today as in earlier theologi~el ani mythological 

ac: .. c:q.:;:·~.:, ··;f th.·~ 11) · ·;··: .. -.;.!Ja 1 !~-:c·ot'.:~.-3~·~ .~ 
·-..,::;:;~~~~~~~ 
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may indeed discover a trend~ but this does not permit one to make 

predictions in the se~se of theoretical essentialism - although it 

per_E~i t s one to make evalu~tions on- the basis of the"" relative "strength •· 

of certain trends within a concrete economic space. In 1ifferent 

ways, the process of inquiry can be shown to be socially and 

historically constitute1. not only with respect to its appearance. 

but also with respect to its procedures. Thus the notion of "truth'' 

and "progress'' is at least subject to interrogation, not only on the 

-basis of the assumed a priori validity of the results, but also on 

" tt.e basis of the co.nditions of scientific inquiry itself. l!aterial 

production occurring with the economic ~onditions of a hunter-

gatherer societ$· can .:( .. kthis wayheabstracted and formalized as a "law" 

converting quality into quantity and vice versa.· In the historical 

period preceding the emergence of private property, the products of 

labour do not become forces independent of men, but form their 

real, communal property. Equally important is that t..tle ·indivi_9.ual is 

not limited to his own iniiviiuality; he· is a clan person, a link 

in the comt:runity1 and his socio-economic relations are the self-

evident frame of his own existence. Individuality. in later historical 

periods, takes place through the formation of the abstract individual} 

i.e. through alienation; it is apparent that work, in its propersense,from 

__ being subject to collective relationships became an economic 

commo1ityland labour-power something ~~o be exchanged; this 

led to a 1issociation of working population from its social context, 

in other words its alienation. Without the concept of relations as 

intarnal to the procesees we call matter, change at .. any level is 
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By transposition, people following rules and choosing what 

to do for the appropriate r:easons only ma1<e their choices as they 

do because they hold certain beliefs alreaiy about tl:.e point or 

purpose of wtet they are doing; anrt this, as said earlier, means 

that they alreaiy holi a social reality. Demographic "instances" 

fall within this perspective. To look more closely at the dynamics 

of human reproduction, to relate them to prehistoric societies and 

distinguish the possible effects on the demographic patterns (to 

the extent_ to which they are discernible) means to take into account 

the type of contradictory relations which certain cau~lities and 

their organizational mechanisms have with the basic means of 

production and their connection ~ith the rest of the structure. 

Historically, populatton was tr.e first object of statistical 

evaluation; but the poesibility of measuring connections and 

variations within a population · tells nothing about the character 

of the cause and effect relationships. All causes ere linke~ to 

their effects, for causes are never more than antece~ent conditions 

linked to their consequences. Yet. recognition of this causality 

in demographic concerns does not seem to operate. It has been the 

argument throughout this work that capitalist colonization 

brought disru~tion an1 ·devastation to peoples and cultures ani t~is 

is a side-effect of a "fact".; external·- factors-_ are a 'sufficiEfnt' 

conct~t~on to bring out an event - but not a necessary condition, since 

there are many alternatives ttat will not lead to that event, or 

will not have the same catastrophic results. 

Palaeodemography especially has often been consiierei in· relation 

-con.iit.iol'!s uf 
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production. This is a field of "economic" investigation to be 

thought over, taking into a-ccount the continuous conversion of 

subsistence into labour powe~, of labour ?Ower into productive- agents 

I 
and producers of subsistence. In the first pl.ac_e to build ·a 

palaeodemography is to connect it with a palaeoeconomics·capable·of 

extending the analysis of the appropriation of nature ~o phenomena 

too often considered as natural or accidental or aber~ant; and 

this means to put back people at the "core" of their development, 

that is in their historical specificity. The aggregate population 

resulti~g at any level operates within the relations of production 

and in this way determines the type of information we may have about 

a society and the nature of their system. ~~at is important is not 

whether an appropriation is either "heavy" or "moderate"~ whether 

compensation exists or not, but whether it relates to a totality of 

socio-economic possibilities within a given region in such a way 

that production and reproduction cannot be continued without it. 

The question arises at this point! how is the situation in which 

different systems of demography compete to be understood socially 

within a given space? To speak of spatial demography seems perforc~ •. 

to speak of two distinct elements - distinct as regards their orig~n 

and context; yet these elements are closely linked by the dialectic 

of their historical continuity. On the one hand api people, on the 

other hand is the'given region within which people move. The 

crucial element to be definen is how ard. according to what strategy 

t'~-at given region has been pro:iucerl, an1 to delimit its contents; the 

strategy of tl':e people using that 3pace, people ·.,ho perhaps are 
~T 

-·-- :f,-.f·""" "':'··~.4. ' . -

' 'oppo sea" fo-''fTie pilyslcal form of purpose of the t spacG"' f: -~ the 
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outset, it is necessary to move through regional (environmental or 

other) description into an·analysis of the social processes which 

p~oduced this spatial appearance; the development and partial 

change of a certain area un1er a sequence of material events. Such 

events are perceived, experience1 and eventually become part of 

the iniigenous spatio-demographic reality. What W.ar~ism asks of 

social processes are two particularly relgted questions; one concerns 

the relations between processes and their natural conditions of 

existence; the other, the relations across space between processes. 

Pence, while regions provide a determining context for the ~eveloP-

ment of population, the determining · relationship between the two 

is a dialectical one. This allows populations (communities, groups) 

to achieve a dynamic o~ their own_ in which change may take both 

quantitativ~ and qualitative forms, which beyond their differences 

have a common underlying factor: they are all results of human 

collective behaviour and their spatial relationship is the result 

of their productive norms. The dialectic operating betweenthe central 

apparatus ana its margins needs further exploration, not only at the 

level of the adaptability of the system but also at the organizational 

level; the intereffectivity of these processes presupposes the 

existence of social forms and cultursl values which are both 

supportive and reflective of coniitions in the economic base of a 

society. The retran slat ion of economic objects from things back 

into processes, into the changing relations between people, rests 

on jus~ this idea. It is in this respect that the superstructural 

elements of a society are really effective in connecting and con-



specific social articulations retained in it. In these communal 

social formations it is not possible to regard any fact, however 

apparently unrelaten to the economy, such as kinship, religious 

rites or art, as a given fact, without identify{ng the region of 

~heir economic practice. Prehistoric communities exhibit different 

elasticities with respect to their use of socio-economic space, and 

resources provided different services to different people; the 

structural elements included in that system of internal relations 

are not "things" to be defined. Moreover they are included in the 

different kinds of transformations and contradiction within a 

population. The inability to identify a transformation does not 

prove that it did not exist. The meaning of an observable action 

such as making a knife or cutting a log.(is established by discover- )<_ 
I 

ing its relation to the wider structure of which it is a part. The 

economic/cultural production and reproduction of agents who played 

a key part in the emergence, enunciation, transmission, extension 

ani transformation of these procedures are at the same time the 

conditions of existence for these processes. Since these procedures 

interact in ::;,.. .._:a way that may not be rea--lily apparent.) the problem ~ 

which ~rises is how to isolate the different variables without damaging 

the proper determinants of their existence. This acquires a new 

dimension, in the case where populations may have differential orders 

of preference over a certain objective or when groups do not perceive 

the same alternative choices of potential realization of an objective. 

In this case, each group has its own activity space and important 

differences or transformations can arise. These, in turn, affect the 

demographic pattern of a population. Thus, populations may live 
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under exactly the same environmental conditions and rely upon the 

same resources within a region, but if they perceive things in a 

4ifferent way their derivati~e forms 9t any level will vary and 

their demographic disposition will not be the same. On the other 

hand their technological equipment will not be the same or will not 

serve the same activities; any sort of discrete elements or "traits" 

in the technological apparatus of a palaeolithic economy (such as 

stone tools or other) accoriingly do · 'not determine different modes of 

production, but mean only that subsistence activities 'IIi thin the same 

mode of proiuction involved modifications to serve the needs and the 

ways in which a sp~cific society (band or group) was organized. These 

are the internal necessary requirements, choices ani diversifications 

coexisting in a mode of production; they do not again remain constant, 

but their coordinating me~hanisms form an integral part of a 

population's basic elements. For it is through them that the various 

characteristics in production can be brought together and the diverse 

socially productive activities can be explained as something coherent. 

A task which can only be carried out graiually. by posing new 

questions, is to iiscover in terms of the principle of organization 

that unit of the component parts of a ''palaeolithic" productive 

system and the relative importance of the various causes of the 

functioning. A mo:ie of production "creates" not only the conditione 

of its own perpetuation but the conditions of exi~tence of its own 

population through time and must be interpreted as the result of 

objective historical circumstances ''repro·iuced" as a purpose in the 

form of a goal and not as a solitary stereotype. lt seems that the 
-~.·. ~"-"-- ~~·· -'.t"'"": 

pc7we; of TFis';;'ys·~elll t:onsists j.ireciflely.in-1ts conti;1uation tbr,ug1l 
-·-----·....,..; . 
-~--
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time. 

It is not perhaps a mere coinci1ence that a Uarxist theoretical 

approach to the stu.iy of palaeolithic societies not only ~w_as scarcely_ 

considered among "western" researchers but · has been regarded 

with a sullen hostility even in .the exceptional cases where . 

there was discussion.- But Marxism has its par.ticular interest 

in this connection; in it many of the problems and much of the 

promise associated with a number of important lines of inquiry come 

to l!ght and are broug~t into clearer focus. One need not choose

among them since they are one ani all available to ~arxist . theorists 

and to others as well. But each has its theoretical presuppositions 

a~d ideological. morality and one is entitled to any of them if one 

is willing to supply them with the theoretical cons-iderations· and 

critical impera·tives appropriate to them. Doing so may or :nay not 

prove to be possible; the exploration of this possibility i? one 

of the main tasks falling alike to 'Marxist theory, ani to history 

more generally at the present time. The outcome of this exploration 

will have a great deal to do not only w~th the future course of 

"scientific alienation" but also with future approaches to the 

entire matter of the way in wr.ich human con:iuct, practices and 

institutio~al arrangements are to be reckoned with in this aspect. 
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